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This thesis, ‘The life histories of teacher mothers: exploring a special situation’ 
concerns a personally motivated study on the experiences and influences on Primary 
and Early Years teachers who are also mothers. The study involved unstructured life-
history interviews with five teacher-mothers and took a postmodern feminist 
approach, in that it aimed to tell the stories of women, for women, whilst 
acknowledging and centring the individual’s experience as unique. Ethical dilemmas 
were a key part of the study and thesis, including negotiating insider research 
relationships and maintaining participant voice in the data.  
It asks three questions: 
1. What do the life history stories of teacher mothers suggest about this special 
circumstance?  
 
2. To what extent does analysis of ‘ecological systems’ and discourses illuminate 
the life of a teacher mother?  
 
3. What are the points of coalescence and convergence that groups of teacher 
mothers may relate to, that could be potential sites of new policy and 
activism?  
 
Analysis of interview data involved use of Foucauldian Discourse Analysis, combined 
with Bronfenbrenner's ecological systems model to create a new model of discourse 
analysis: ecological systems discourse analysis (ESDA) that considers teacher-mothers’ 
individual worlds, as well as giving opportunities to map shared themes and positions 
towards the discourses of teacher-motherhood. This may have future applications for 
other areas of narrative research.  
 
This thesis argues that the special circumstance of being a teacher-mother, whilst 
unique for every individual, has some points of coalescence of experience. These 
include the conflicting pressures of work and gender performativity, normalization of 
overwork, barriers to part-time work, guilt at being ‘good enough’ and a reluctance to 
identify school leaders as people in a position to change the discourse locally. It 
concludes that teacher-mothers’ stories are complex and that any local, regional or 
national policymaking, activism and supportive measures need to acknowledge this. 
Claims to knowledge include additions to the understanding of teacher-motherhood 
from coalescences of experience, flexible interview methods for hard to reach groups, 
the defence of teacher-motherhood as a special circumstance and a new model for 
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1: Introduction  
 
In this thesis, I will describe my doctoral research with five extraordinary teacher-
mothers. In this introductory chapter, I will: 
 Describe the research aims and questions 
 Explore the context of the study  
 Share my positionality as researcher and teacher-mother  
 
1.1: Research aims and questions  
Research Aims  
In this study, I explore how women describe their experiences of being mothers and 
practitioners and ultimately, what their stories tell us about their lives and the 
influences upon them. Motherhood and teaching were once seen as compatible (Kell, 
2016) but a troubling reflexivity is recognised in being a mother and a teacher 
(Thomson & Kehily, 2011). This has not been interrogated thoroughly in recent times 
(Valiquette-Tessier, Vandette & Gosselin, 2016). 
 
I want my research to make a difference to women who identify with the mothers in 
my formative study and subsequent main study, but as a postmodern feminist, I 
believe in the ‘unique experience of every individual’ (Frost & Elichaoff, 2014, p.42). I 
do not seek to reconstruct ‘oppressive views of reality’ (Allen & Baber, 1992, p.3), but 




Research questions  
1. What do the life history stories of teacher mothers suggest about this special 
circumstance?  
 
In this chapter (section 1.3) I will explain what is meant by the ‘special circumstance’ of 
being a teacher mother, in terms of the roles and what can be generalized across this 
group of diverse women. Exploring the stories of teacher mothers and their ‘special 
circumstance’ of being in a caring role for most, if not all of their waking and sleeping 
hours (Thomson and Kehily, 2011) in sufficient depth to appreciate the unique story of 
each woman, required a qualitative approach. Allowing the women to tell their stories 
in their own ways would not have been possible by quantitative methods 
(Hammersley, 1992). Taking a postmodern feminist view to uncover the power at play 
in the stories of teacher mothers, analysis of how the women positioned themselves in 
the stories was required.  
2. To what extent does analysis of ‘ecological systems’ and discourses 
illuminate the life of a teacher mother?  
My strong feeling from personal experience and the literature in this research area was 
that to gain the sufficient depth of analysis to do justice to these stories, I needed to 
look at how the stories women tell relate to their home, work, community and wider 
social and political lives. Bronfenbrenner’s ecological systems model (1979, 1988, 
1995) was used to help organize these worlds.  
 
The analysis of data for this study involved using a new combination of techniques and 
theories, which I have named ‘ecological system discourse analysis’ (see section 3.6.iv 
for a diagram and description). This question required an evaluation of the method of 




3. What (if any) are the points of coalescence and convergence that groups of 
teacher mothers may relate to, that could be potential sites of new policy 
and activism?  
This question relates to how the postmodernist turn towards deconstruction and 
destabilization of knowledge can be squared with the requirement of activism and 
action from the feminist research perspective. As discussed in the literature chapter 
(see 2.6), postmodern feminism allows for the stories of women being considered 
unique, but does not necessarily rule out the idea that different women’s stories could 
have points of coalescence and convergence at different times and in varied situations 
(Allen & Baber, 1992, p.13). There could be facets of the ‘special situation’ that apply 
to groups of women at different times and in different places, giving opportunities for 
localised resistance (Jenkins & Finneman, 2018). This question requires that cross-
analysis of the participant’s stories is possible, to find these points of coalescence and 
convergence.  
 
This may seem like an obvious point, but in considering the postmodern stance of 
rejecting grand narratives and homogeneous experience, it may not be necessary to 
collect stories in similar ways, or even with women living in the same historical period. 
As Young (1997) points out, in research ‘there are constraints on the process leading to 
justifiable interpretations’ (p.503). Young is writing about international comparative 
research in a postmodern paradigm, and addressing the difficulties of analysis across 
cultures, but acknowledges that the ‘poignancy of misunderstanding, of never 
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completely understanding, is not something confined to intercultural settings. It is a 
constant of the human condition’ (Young, 1997, p.504).  
 
1.2: Context  
1.2.i: Primary Teachers  
A question often asked about my study is why I limited it to primary and EYFS teachers. 
Issues of workload and well-being, retention and recruitment as highlighted in large-
scale survey data are arguably just as severe in secondary and further education (DfE, 
2019b, 2019c; NEU, 2019a; NASUWT, 2019). Recent studies looking at secondary 
mothers and parents would suggest that there are individual issues coming out of 
qualitative research to be addressed for these teachers, too (Kell, 2017; Smith, 2007, 
2011).  
 
Teachers, particularly mothers working with the youngest children in schools have a 
special set of circumstances affecting their career, which colleagues working in other 
key stages may not encounter. Page (2013) suggests that for women working with the 
youngest children in school, there is an extra burden of guilt; providing the love and 
care that children need to develop in their educational setting is emotionally draining 
(Page, 2013), and a reminder to the practitioner that they are not fulfilling the 
enduring socially acceptable role (Orgad, 2016a, 2016b; Wall, 2013) of the stay at 
home mother. Thirty-three percent of respondents to the British Attitudes Survey said 
that mothers of young children should be at home (Phillips, Curtice, Phillips & Perry, 
2018), suggesting that whilst attitudes are changing to gender roles in parenting, many 




When the burden of care is considered, and the many parallels drawn between having 
young children of one’s own, together with responsibility for the young children of 
others, I feel there is a strong case for a focus on teachers in the EYFS and primary 
phases.  
1.2.ii: Parents or Mothers  
 
With a young family, and despite working part-time, I have come to realise that a 
job in education is not conducive to family life. (NEU, 2019b, para. 6) 
 
This quote from a teaching union survey response could be from a mother or father, 
reflecting the quantitative data collected in the same survey when 56% of respondents 
said that their work-life balance had worsened or become much worse in the last year 
(NEU, 2019b). My study focuses on mothers who are primary and early years teachers 
and a common question I am asked when presenting my research is why I have not 
included fathers.  
 
Currently, 27% of teachers who leave the profession are women between the ages of 
30 and 39 (Simons, 2016). Whilst there will be a unique story for each of these women, 
and the data collected in the 2016 survey is not sufficiently detailed to support the 
assertion, it seems likely that a major contributing factor is motherhood and caring 
responsibilities; this is supported by tentative initial results of a national survey by the 
Maternity Teacher Paternity Teacher Project (MTPT, 2019). Additionally, further 
studies have shown that 57% of teachers who leave the profession because of a caring 
responsibility (at any age) do not return to teaching (Simons, 2016) and that male 




 In England around 133,000 more mothers whose youngest child is a toddler are 
working full-time (65.1%), compared with 1997 (55.8%) (ONS, 2017). The burden of 
care tends to fall on mothers in the UK; the responsibility for the majority of the caring 
work of the family is with women (Gilligan, 2014; Hauver-James, 2010; O’Brien 
Hallstein & O’Reilly, 2012; O’Connor, 2008; Ross, 2016; Thomson and Kehily, 2011). 
Women are also much more likely to be ‘sandwich carers’, with young children and 
elderly relatives to care for (Carers UK, 2019). Despite a trend suggesting that 
mother/father childcare is equalising over time, fathers spend a reported 23.47 
minutes for every hour of childcare undertaken by mothers in UK homes (Fatherhood 
Institute, 2016). As Conley and Jenkins (2011) point out, “When the impact on total 
work-life balance is considered, women with primary care responsibilities suffer a 
double whammy.”(p. 500).  
 
In research on expectation states in recruitment and promotion, fatherhood is often 
reported as an advantage in terms of career, with employers and colleagues perceiving 
fathers to be more committed (Correll, Benard & Paik, 2007), reliable and professional 
(Moreau, Osgood & Halsall, 2005). The perception of motherhood is a significant 
disadvantage; mother-workers trade perceived competence as non-mothers, for 
incompetence (Cuddy, Fiske & Glick, 2004). Motherhood may also be a more salient 
issue than gender, because of the conflict perceived between non-paid care work and 
paid employment (Berggren and Lauster, 2014). Although work on expectation states 
is often based on ‘professionals’ (Young, 2016; Cuddy et al, 2004) rather than a specific 
career, there is evidence that teaching is affected (Page, 2013). Whilst this area of 
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research, mainly based in psychology, is not my focus, I feel that it demonstrates how 
the experiences of teacher-mothers are likely to differ from the experiences of fathers. 
Sikes (1998) looked at parents rather than mothers, acknowledging that fathers also 
have different experiences to other men working in schools. However, she did still 
identify gendered discourses around motherhood and the assumed increase in 
empathy and caring that a teacher-mother would have for children in their class as an 
issue; with one head teacher participant reporting that female teachers improve after 
having children of their own (Sikes, 1998).  
1.2.iii: The case for a ‘special circumstance’  
In sections 1.2.i and 1.2.ii, I have argued why primary and early years teaching present 
a ‘special case’, as well as why motherhood adds another unique set of challenges to a 
teaching role, and vice versa. Something I need to address here is what is meant by the 
‘special circumstance’ of teacher-motherhood. In subsequent chapters (2.6, 3.2.i) I will 
argue for a postmodern approach to the study because the experiences of each 
woman are different, and women are not a homogenous group (Butler, 1990). How 
can each woman’s experience be unique and changing over time, if it is possible to talk 
about a special circumstance that applies to all?  
 
In short, I am arguing that postmodern feminism allows for the stories of women being 
considered unique, but does not necessarily rule out the idea that different women’s 
stories could have points of coalescence and convergence at different times and in 
varied situations (Allen & Baber, 1992, p.13). If changes can be made to improve life 
for teacher-mothers, individually or on a wider scale, then these coalescences can be 
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the sites of activist work and generators of alternative discourses about what it is to be 
a teacher and a mother.  
 
1.2.iv: My Special Circumstance: Aimee by Aimee  
 
 
Figure 1: The moment my headship ambition left my body. 
 
The special circumstance of the teacher-mother was my life, I was a teacher mother 
until recently and am now a teacher educator and mother. My own son was born in 
2013; a week after my maternity leave began from a full-time early years teaching 
post, and six months before I began an early years leadership post in another school. 
My life changed overnight, in that most clichéd and wonderful way – I found myself in 
such a lucky position of having a healthy baby.  
 
In this section, I will explore my own positionality and explain some of the choices that 
I made about my research and this thesis in relation to my own circumstances. In the 
findings chapter (4), my participant’s words are shared in the most ‘unadulterated’ 
way I could find, followed by my interpretation of their story. This section is called 
Aimee by Aimee, because of course other people in my life would tell this story in 




First, I have wrestled with the need for objectivity in doctoral writing and I understand 
why we may need distance and calm reflection on our subject area.  However, this 
subject is my life.  To try to write as an observer feels like deception, as in reality I am 
deeply involved in the issues I raise.  Narratives can be used effectively to explore 
positionality; Pinnegar, Dulude-Lay, Bigham and Delude (2005) described how sharing 
our stories helps us to “see our teaching and mothering roles in new ways” (p.55). 
Researchers bring to their investigations all of their experience, beliefs and views and 
having knowledge of this position in the world can bring benefits and challenges 
(Bourke, 2014).   I hope to reflect on my motives for choosing this area of research, 
without resorting to a 'navel-gazing' account of my every thought, as some critics have 
suggested the process of reflexivity can become (Walford, 1998).  Whilst some argue 
that reflexivity is a waste of time, indicative of academic privilege (Patai, 1994), 
interrogating my own position could be an effective way of legitimising and evaluating 
the validity of the research (Pillow, 2003).   
 
The following is a brief history of how I got to this point, in terms of my research focus.  
For each stage of my life that I have described, I have explained why it is relevant to 
my research and in particular, what influences my positionality has on the 
research. Shamir and Eilam (2005) make the link between having a life story and a real 
understanding of self, and the importance in authentic leaders of “the self-relevant 
meanings the leader attaches to his or her life experiences…” (p.395). I believe 




I was the first member of my family to go to university, coming from a working-class 
background in the economically depressed east coast town of Grimsby. My childhood 
and teens in this area, where traditional gender roles were deeply embedded and class 
was not only a badge of honour but also a set of rules had, of course, a huge impact on 
my outlook.  In analysing research literature and policy documents my first thoughts 
are generally about gender and class and how these are being reinforced, biased and 
addressed.  A professional career was not the expectation and my family are 
traditionally tradespeople - my dad still owns a building firm in Grimsby, which his 
parents established after the Second World War.  Knowing where I am from and the 
kind of community it was and is, explains a lot about my view of the world (Bourke, 
2014).   
 
I attended a self-proclaimed ‘middle-class’ university in the late 1990s to study 
Philosophy, feeling like an imposter throughout and fantasising about the sort of social 
engineering project that must be responsible for my academic success.  
After graduation and a series of call-centre jobs, I enrolled on the pilot of the Graduate 
Teacher Programme when I was 25. I did not know anyone who was a teacher, or have 
any teaching experience, but a housemate had suggested that I apply after hearing me 
singing in the bath. This gives some indication of the seriousness of the career choice 
for me at the time! I enjoyed my placement schools and was paid to train; otherwise, it 
seems unlikely I would have considered teaching. I secured a teaching post in a village 
school where I stayed for six years, and then another post in an inner-city school, 
where I taught for 4 years. Throughout this time, I was devoted to my job, managing to 
maintain a social life but spending many hours in evenings and weekends on school 
work. I had aspirations of leadership and completed the NCSL Tomorrow’s Heads 
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programme as part of their final cohort. I had a five-year plan for achieving headship, 
with ambitions to use what I had learnt to improve the lives of children and families.  
 
In 2013, following a late miscarriage the previous year, I got pregnant with my first and 
only child. My partner and I were excited and terrified at the prospect of being parents 
and I think I felt a particular pressure on me as an early years teacher; I should know 
what to do because of my training in child development and experience of behaviour 
management. I was also afraid of suffering another miscarriage and took self-care 
much more seriously during the pregnancy. When our baby was born, healthy and of 
course, beautiful, the sense of relief was enormous but the realisation of just how little 
we knew about babies and this baby in particular rushed in to take the place of the 
pre-birth anxieties. Remarkably, my leadership ambitions (particularly in terms of 
headship) had evaporated as the epidural wore off and the burning desire to lead had 
subsided to something like a mild sense of it being something I probably ought to do at 
some point.  
 
After six months of maternity leave, I returned to full-time teaching at the inner city 
primary, but had already secured an early years leadership post in another school 
whilst on leave. I was in this new post for two years, working full-time with a team of 
seven brilliant people. In the evenings and at weekends, I would take over baby care 
from my exhausted partner and mum; to begin with, breastfeeding through the night 
and then going to work with children and parents who were going through similar and 
diverse challenges at home. Towards the end of this period, I began my EdD, which I 
had wanted to do for many years. After the first assignment (on positionality!) it 
became clear that I had a choice to make; I could continue with full-time teaching, or 
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continue with my doctorate; part-time teaching was not an option with a full-time 
mortgage to pay.  I made the shift to teacher education when my son was 3 years old, 
and am still working in this capacity now that he is six. The flexible nature of the work 
means that sometimes I can collect my son from school, or drop him off in the 
morning. Just typing this now makes me realise how much this seemingly small change 
to daily life meant to me, because as a teacher I would never have managed it. I still 
suffer from guilt over the times I feel I am not the ‘perfect mother’; perhaps partly 
because we live in a community where many mothers do part-time work, or work in 
the home. As a feminist, I then feel angry about feeling guilty! Interestingly, I have 
been promoted to a leadership post quite quickly in my higher education career, with 
responsibility for a team of 26 and oversight of programmes catering for over 600 
students; but this still does not feel as daunting as school, study and motherhood felt, 
just three years ago.   
 
When I began this research, I was still a full-time primary teacher with a young child, 
and this certainly had an impact on not only the focus of the project, but also the way 
it was carried out and how data was analysed. My own experiences and assumptions 
have at times been helpful, and at others have been challenging and perhaps even 
discriminatory to groups and individuals who have not been represented because of 
my own view of the teacher-mother situation. There is a view that research shines “the 
value free light of truth” (Sikes, 2006, p.110), revealing pure knowledge; but I agree 
with Sikes here; even if that were possible, there is a responsibility as a researcher not 
to disadvantage groups or individuals with the outcomes of research, the truth being 
revealed is not the only consideration.  My decision to approach this work from a 
postmodern perspective reflects the desire to treat every participant and story as 
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individual, in part to counter the biases I bring to this work from my own history. Many 
researchers 'chose to research their own cultural, sexualised and racialised 
communities.’ (Pillow, 2003, p.182). It has been argued (Maynard & Purvis, 1994; 
Briggs, 2000), that a personally motivated study will end in a biased account, with 
participants used to push an individual’s agenda (also Sands & Krumer-Nevo, 2006). 
However, another perspective on the ‘passionate researcher’ is that an invested 
inquirer is determined and dedicated (Braithwaite, Cockwill, O’Neill and Rebane, 2007; 
Saidin and Jaacob, 2016).  
1.3: Next Steps  
The thesis has been organised so that chapters have coherence with the research 
design and theoretical framework, using Bronfenbrenner’s ecological systems model 
(1979) as a basis for the literature review and synthesis chapters. Conducting the study 
has been life changing in quite dramatic ways; writing and organising the thesis has 
also had an impact on me as a researcher in terms of finding a coherent narrative and 
ways to communicate this to an audience, which is vital to dissemination of the 
valuable stories I have been trusted with.  
Following chapters will cover:  
Literature review  
In chapter 2, structured to reflect Bronfenbrenner’s ecological systems theory (1979) 
as described in the theoretical underpinning of this study (see section 3.6iii), a review 
of literature for teacher-motherhood begins with a consideration of the recent history 
for teacher-mothers. UK education policy is summarised and was used to give context 
to the life-histories of the participants as part of the early analysis of findings (see 
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appendix 4). Following this, discourses of teacher mothers are drawn out from the 
recent literature on teachers in the UK and Europe.  
 
Gaps in the research literature are identified, including a general lack of qualitative 
research on primary and early years teacher mothers specifically, qualitative research 
on well-being and workload of teachers more generally and research into how 
government policy is implemented in primary and early years settings, particularly 
workforce related policies. In broad terms, much of the literature relates to large-scale 
surveys of teachers and individual stories are not shared, with some notable 
exceptions, which focus on specific groups of teacher parents and mothers (Guihen, 
2018; Kell, 2016; Page, 2013; Sikes, 1998; Smith, 2007; Thomson and Kehily, 2011).  
Methodology  
In Chapter 3, the research design of the study is explained and defended, including the 
choice to use life-history, unstructured interviews. The formative study is also explored 
in terms of valuable lessons learnt, which included reflections on design and ethical 
implications. The fieldwork is described next and fieldwork journal entries are included 
throughout the chapter. Major ethical considerations are explored (3.5), drawing on 
the formative study and main study fieldwork. Finally, the process for data analysis is 
described, explaining how the ecological system discourse analysis model evolved from 
the formative study analysis process and consultation of literature on Foucauldian 
discourse analysis.  
Findings  
In the findings chapter, an introduction explains the component parts of each 
participant section, including thumbnail sketches, interview maps and analysis of 
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individual transcripts. The findings chapter is then broken down by participant, so each 
teacher-mother has her own section, including unique themes that came out of the 
discourse analysis of her transcript. For each teacher-mother, sections of the actual 
transcript were used, with the intention of allowing the participant’s voice to be as 
clear as possible to the reader. Each participant section has a coloured border to help 
make these sections unique and distinct, as the women themselves are.  
Synthesis  
In the synthesis chapter, coalescences in the discourse analysis were teased out of a 
collective ESDA model and then discussed. This ran the risk of some repetition from 
the individual discourse analysis in the individual findings sections, but it was felt that 
the unique nature of participants was important to preserve in the findings chapter. 
The identified and selected discourses in this chapter are again organised as an 
ecological system, working out from the Individual to the macrosystem, and 
participant positions towards these discourses are explored; there are varied 
interpretations and orientations to the discourses.  Discourses chosen to appear in this 
chapter are: the guilt of the good enough mother, the strange situation of school 
leadership, part-time work as a panacea and normalising overwork. Overarching 
systemic issues are discussed; education system performativity and accountability and 
gender expectations. I have also included a section representing the Individual in 
Bronfenbrenner’s model, using Aliyah’s story to highlight how intersectionality is vital 




In the conclusion, sections cover: answers to the research questions, significance and 
implications of the study, contributions to knowledge, limitations and 






2: Literature Review 
2.1: Aims and Approach of the Literature Review  
My objectives for this literature review were: 
1. To develop a sense of where my research fits in the current literature in the 
field and justify the need for this inquiry 
2. To identify gaps in the current literature  
3. To explain the theoretical underpinnings of the study 
The literature review process was a narrative review (Cronin, Ryan and Coughlan, 
2008). Searches were carried out using keywords, then using citation searches to find 
further work in the field (see appendix 3 for details of search terms and key sources). 
In this review, I have deliberately avoided using the meta-analysis technique, for two 
reasons. Firstly, the number of research papers and articles that focus on my topic are 
few (see appendices 2 & 3), and a meta-analysis would require a number of highly 
relevant studies, with varied methods (Stanley, 2001). Secondly, a narrative review can 
make an equally valuable contribution to knowledge (Green, Johnson & Adams, 2006). 
 
There is a tension throughout this literature review, because whilst the theoretical 
underpinnings of the study (see section 2.6) are interpretivist, supporting data that is 
wholly qualitative in nature, much of the literature discussed here is quantitative or 
mixed-methods. This is partly because much of the data generated by key stakeholders 
in education for England and Wales (e.g. the Department for Education, the National 
Education Union) produce large-scale, quantitative data on teacher recruitment, 
retention and well-being. This data is useful to gaining the bigger picture about 
teachers, and helps to justify the focus for the study on female primary and early years 
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educators. Also, part of the rationale and motivator for this study was to explore the 
stories that are hidden within that large-scale data.  
 
The literature review has been structured to reflect the ecological systems theorised 
by Bronfenbrenner (1979) in his theoretical model for exploring the lives and 
understanding of young children; further explanation of this theory and its relevance 
to this study can be found in Section 3.6.iii and iv.  
2.2: Chronosystem – recent history of teacher motherhood  
2.2.i: From a Marriage Bar to a Motherhood Bar 
 
In the UK over the past 20 years, mothers as a demographic group have experienced 
the largest increase in employment rates. There were 4.9 million mothers in 
employment in April to June 2018, which equates to 74% of all mothers. In 
comparison, 3.7 million mothers were in employment in 1996, which was 61.9% of 
mothers (ONS, 2018). With many more women entering the workforce, teaching has 
generally been considered a ‘woman friendly’ career choice. The equal opportunities 
policies of local authorities, strong union presence and shared school holidays for 
parents and their children are often cited. Historically, teaching has been ahead of 
other professions when equal rights and women’s rights are considered. For example, 
the ‘marriage bar’, preventing married women from working was lifted for teachers in 
1944 in the UK, 15 years before the marriage bar was lifted for the civil service (Conley 
and Jenkins, 2011).  Equal pay for female teachers was granted in 1953, long before 
the Equal Pay Act of 1970.  As previously discussed, the profession is predominantly 
female, and in Early Years and Primary, the majority of head teachers are also female 
(McNamara, Howson, Gunter & Fryers, 2010), so it could be argued that it is a career 
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with good prospects for ambitious women.  The unions have been heavily involved 
with the shaping of teacher’s pay and conditions (as they currently stand in Local 
Authority schools) and the ‘Burgundy Book’ of standards enshrines the rights of 
pregnant teachers and those on maternity leave (Local Government Association, 
2016).  
 
However, a growing number of theorists are pointing out that teaching is no longer a 
good career choice for women (Blackmore, 2005, McNamara et al., 2010) and that 
women may find themselves ‘trapped and constrained, both in their professional 
practice and in terms of their career development’ (Sikes, 1998, p.88). Others have 
pointed to substantial motherhood penalties in many public sector professions 
(Berggren and Lauster, 2014).   It seems that the marriage bar of the early 20th century 
may have been replaced by a motherhood bar in the early 21st.  
  
 
2.2.ii: 'Mum's Army' –professionalisation and neoliberalism 
 
There have been trends in education policy, particularly over the last thirty years, 
which have affected women in teaching, as well as the profession as a whole. These 
factors have made balancing a career and a family increasingly challenging. Here the 
literature on neoliberalism and professionalisation in education over the last thirty 
years is considered, which has changed the experience of teaching during the careers 




Whilst a definition of neoliberalism has been contested and different interpretations 
are explored in the literature (Hall and Pulsford, 2019) it encompasses ideas of 
marketisation and the ultimate concern for the success of the market over the 
individual. Reforms such as parental right to choose a school, academisation, 
performance-based pay for teachers, use of assessment data to control curricula and 
teaching style, plus the view that education is purely a means to building a useful 
workforce are all examples of neoliberalism in the education system (Ball, 2008; Hall 
and Pulsford, 2019). What is not generally disputed is that neoliberalism and 
managerialism in education have done damage in varying levels and ways to different 
parts of the education sector (Piper and Sikes, 2015; Rudd and Goodson, 2017).  
 
The managerialisation of education is evident in the Education Reform Act (1988) 
which created a huge workload for teachers (Burgess, 2008) as the pressures of being 
accountable for pupil progress caused a tidal wave of paperwork. This is representative 
of neo-liberalist policies, which shift responsibility to the individual and are enforced 
by the state. Competition has increased between schools, directly influenced by the 
publication of league tables which were introduced in the act.   Parents were given 
new powers of choice and new measures to help them choose.  Choice is part of 
marketization – or at least, the appearance of choice.  The profession went from a 
collective, working in cooperation with the state pre-1970s, to being portrayed in an 
increasingly negative light in the 1990s (Bates, Lewis & Pickard, 2011).  
 
It has long been argued that teaching is being de-professionalised over time 
(Frostenson, 2015). To give a particularly notorious example, in 1993 John Patten, 
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Secretary of State for Education at the time, suggested a controversial change to 
teaching.  He put forward a plan and subsequently an unsuccessful blue paper (DfE, 
1993 a,b) for a one year course of study to be introduced, for non-graduate, more 
mature candidates, who would be then placed in infant classrooms as teachers. This 
plan was referred to as the ‘mum’s army’ as Patten felt that the experience of 
motherhood would be valuable in teaching young children. Parenthood can bring a 
sense of deepened understanding of the teacher role (Page, 2013), but it has been 
argued that the underlying driver was to deskill the teaching of infant classes, making 
these posts much cheaper and easier to fill, and reducing school budgets. Women 
were nurturing, maternal and cheap (Blackmore, 1999). Removing the need for higher-
level qualifications would potentially drive down salaries and makes schools more cost 
effective to run; it also perhaps leads to a more compliant workforce.  
 
However, there is a problem with such views of teaching as constantly being de-
professionalised (Frostenson, 2015) and the reality is theorised as much more complex 
than policy driving down teacher professional status in an effort to save money. The 
neoliberal model of education brings about a culture of professionalisation; the 
mission to enhance the interests of a group – in this case, teachers (Hargreaves & 
Goodson, 1996) for example, by introducing statutory standards and performance 
measures and rigorous standardised training frameworks, such as the Core Content 
Framework for ITT (DfE, 2019e). Teachers and teacher educators themselves have 
reported this project of professionalisation as diminishing and undermining the very 




Certainly, expectations are that individual teachers must be supremely professional 
and some argue that this has made the business of being a teacher less authentic 
(Dillabough, 1999) and that well-being and teacher identity are impacted by increased 
professionalisation (Skinner, Leavey & Rothi, 2019). Research suggests (Hutchings, 
2015) that increased accountability, as part of a move towards increased 
professionalisation, has a ‘substantial impact on teachers’ (p.5) and teachers report a 
negative effect on their relationships with children.  For a returning mother on 
maternity leave, or parents attempting to juggle work, home and childcare, the idea of 
getting back onto or maintaining a pace on the standards treadmill may be a 
particularly daunting prospect.  
 
2.2.iii: The Teacher Well-being Crisis  
With 18% of teachers reporting their intent to leave in the next two years and 40% of 
teachers expressing their intent to leave within the next five years (National Education 
Union, 2019b), retention of the teaching workforce is a priority for the UK and other 
nations (Geiger and Pivovarova, 2018). Many teachers who do leave cite the 
intensification and extensificiation of teacher workload, the stressful nature of the 
profession, poor work life balance and prioritising caring commitments within their 
family as the main reasons for leaving (Worth & Van den Brande, 2019; NEU, 2019a, 
2019b). 
 
Teacher well-being and workload issues have also been linked to mental health 
problems (DfE, 2017; Education Support Partnership, 2017). In a study commissioned 
by the Department for Education, over half of teachers surveyed said had considered 
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leaving in past two years due to pressures on health and 45% felt did not achieve the 
right balance between home and work lives (DfE, 2017b).  Two years later, after a high 
profile workload reduction initiative had been launched by the DfE (DfE, 2018c; Green, 
2017, 2018), two fifths of respondents to a teaching union survey said they would no 
longer be working in education by 2024, and one fifth of respondents said they would 
be gone within two years (NEU, 2019). Although the link between pay and job 
satisfaction has not been consistently reflected in the statistics, 48% of teachers 
surveyed reported not having received their entitlement to an annual pay progression 
(NASUWT, 2019) and 73% of surveyed teachers said they would not recommend 
teaching as a career.  
 
A discourse of teachers taking ownership of their well-being to thrive, rather than 
survive, persists (Margolis, Hodge & Alexandrou, 2014).  There seems little appetite at 
present, or in recent decades, to tackle systemic and cultural issues affecting well-
being in the sector (Naylor, 2001; Perryman and Calvert, 2019). Research on what may 
promote teacher well-being is particularly scarce (Roffey, 2012), and what research 
exists has tended to focus on individuals and their survival characteristics (Margolis et 
al., 2014). This leads to questions about whether policies which ‘promote individual 
resilience’ (Margolis et al., 2014, p.223) in an education system where burnout and 
poor mental health are relatively common (Rumschlag, 2017; Skaalvik and Skaalvik, 
2010) are ethical. This is pertinent to the situation of teacher-mothers, who are 
already tasked with ownership of the well-being of family members and children, as 
well as pupils in their class. Their opportunities for taking ownership of their own well-
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being may be scarce or non-existent. Who cares for the carers – the expectation may 
be that they care for themselves.  
2.3: Macrosystem - Discourses in Society and Media  
Expectations of Teachers and Performativity  
With the vast majority putting in endless hours to achieve ever-harder targets, 
there is a greater certainty of burn-out than reward. The current mismatch 
between teachers’ aspirations, interests, strengths and knowledge and the job 
they are expected to do is so demotivating that it leads to an annual 
exodus.(Williams, 2017, para 4.)  
 
Quantitative research is showing a trend for teachers to work very long hours 
(NASUWT, 2019; NEU, 2019b; Richardson, Goodman, Flight & Richards, 2018; Sellen, 
2016; Hardy, 2016) and that teachers  are risking ‘burn out’ (Sellen, 2016).  
Government policies from the 1990s onwards (e.g. DfES, 1998; DfES, 2003; DfES, 2005) 
have changed the educational landscape (Faulkner and Coates, 2013; Burgess, 2008) 
and made the teacher role broader in terms of what tasks it encompasses. Over the 
same period, responsibility has been devolved to individuals and schools; 
unsurprisingly, accountability and performativity of workload are cited as unexpected 
issues for new teachers (Perryman and Calvert, 2019).  
 
Performativity at work is different to Butler’s gender performativity (1999) as 
discussed in section 2.6, although they have their roots in the same theory, posited by 
Lyotard in 1984. Performativity in education, as in other systems, prizes efficiency over 
all other considerations.  It is ‘data rich, numbers-driven and results-oriented’ (Guihen, 




Whilst performativity relies on data as evidence of efficiency, it also bring with it a 
need for surveillance, inspection and regular assessment of progress. It requires 
‘individual practitioners to organize themselves as a response to targets, indicators and 
evaluations. To set aside personal beliefs and commitments and live an existence of 
calculation’ (Ball, 2003, p.215). Performativity in education has resulted in the role of 
the teacher becoming a confusing site of conflict between two outcomes; ‘an 
increasing individualization, including the destruction of solidarities based upon a 
common professional identity and Trade Union affiliation, as against the construction 
of new forms of institutional affiliation and ‘community’, based upon corporate 
culture’ (Ball, 2003, p.219).  
 
Performativity can be seen in the increasing workloads of teachers, although 
government policy and advisory guidance have been made to reduce specific aspects 
of workload, such as planning and assessment (DfE, 2018c). Despite initiatives to 
mitigate the widening role of the teacher, such as the Pathfinder project that identified 
tasks that teachers should not be expected to carry out (Butt and Lance, 2005; Wood, 
2019), teachers are still reporting long hours and unreasonable expectations 
(NASUWT, 2019; NEU, 2019a, 2019b). Despite an excessive workload, teachers are 
willing to ‘contribute far more than what might be deemed reasonable’ (Wood, 2019, 
p.86). Teachers consistently report workload as a significant issue, see graph (figure 2) 
Participant number: 5,500   
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which charts this issue from 2011 (NASUWT, 2019). 
 
 
Figure 2: Workload as an issue (NASUWT, 2019)  
 
Following the Teacher Workload Survey in 2016 (DfE, 2017c) when 93% of teachers 
responded that workload was a problem, the DfE have issued guidance on workload 
reduction to schools, teacher training providers and teachers (DfE, 2014; 2018c; 
2018a) acknowledging that workload is a growing issue for recruitment and retention 
of teachers. In a review of the guidance issued in 2014 and 2017, carried out with 
school leaders, nearly half (47 per cent) of all respondents said they had not used any 
of the listed methods for reducing workload, and of those who had implemented the 
methods suggested, more than half (57 per cent) said that it had no impact on the 
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Figure 3: Workload as a problem (DfE, 2017c) 
 
In the 2019 workload survey (DfE, 2019c), the impact of the workload reduction 
scheme was reported to have increased positively, with more school senior leaders 
reporting use of the strategies, and more teachers reporting a reduction in hours 
worked per week and hours spent working outside school (DfE, 2019b, 2019c). 
Recommendations of Green (2017, 2018) and others about reducing assessment and 
planning activities had been taken on board by many schools, colleges and teacher 
training providers, reflecting the DfE call for everyone working in education to take 
responsibility for reducing teacher workload (DfE, 2018c), with some involved in the 
workload reforms stating that teacher workload is not just a problem to be tackled by 
government (Green, 2018). This throws the responsibility for changes to normalisation 
of overwork and undermining of well-being back to individual teachers and school 
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As some have pointed out, considerations of ‘clock time’ alone as a measure of 
reducing workload are not satisfactory (Wood, 2019); it is the ‘nature rather than 
quantity of workload’ that is important (Perryman and Calvert, 2019, p.3). 
Intensification of teacher work means that teachers are doubling up on workload (for 
example, marking books during their lunch break) and reductions to onorous marking, 
planning and data policies may just result in teachers spending the time on other tasks 
(Wood, 2019). How teachers can be expected to shift the expectations of their role 
without government intervention is difficult to imagine;  
no amount of tinkering with toolkits can solve a problem with roots in an 
education system with unhealthy levels of accountability, high-stakes testing 
and stress, without addressing the more fundamental causes of high workload. 
(NEU, 2019a, para. 1) 
 
Although teacher workload has become a popular focus for research in education of 
late (for example, Perryman and Calvert, 2019; Wood, 2019), more detailed, 
qualitative research on how overwork becomes normalised and accepted is scarce and 
particularly for specific sectors of education. The literature on gender differences in 
paid and unpaid workload also tend to be large-scale quantitative studies, which 
signpost that women are still working longer and with a greater proportion of unpaid 
work (Craig, 2006; DfE, 2016a, 2019b; Hauver-James, 2010; O’Brien Hallstein et al., 
2012; Thomson and Kehily, 2011).  
 
The gap in the literature for this area is the detailed exploration of how this 
normalisation persists, together with the specific elements of workload that fall upon 
working mothers, and perhaps teacher-mothers, particularly. There is also a gap in 
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how performativity and the normalisation of overwork impacts on those who can no 
longer dedicate hundreds of unpaid hours per year on teaching workload, and what 
effects this may have on their confidence in their efficacy as a professional.  
 
2.4: Exosystem – Government Policy 
Nicky Morgan, Justine Greening and the New Teaching Mum  
Whilst government policy in recent decades has supported women in joining, returning 
to the workplace, taking maternity leave (Department for Business, Energy and 
Industrial Strategy, 2010) and accessing flexible working (DfE, 2019a); issues remain in 
recruiting and retaining teachers and successive education secretaries have attempted 
to address this.  
Nicky Morgan (2015) and Justine Greening (2017) unveiled policy pledges to support 
women teachers, particularly with part-time and flexible working, which have been 
described as key elements in retaining women teachers. Greening points out: 
Progress on more flexible working is great for schools who can keep their 
valued teachers and great for teachers who can stay in the profession. This is 
already happening in many other sectors – it’s vital we ensure it is happening in 
our schools too so we continue to attract the best and brightest into teaching. 
And, given this disproportionality affects women, it’s a smart way to help close 
the gender pay gap.  (Greening, 2017, para. 5)  
In terms of global education priorities, the gender pay gap and power gap in the UK is a 
concern and the leadership of schools do not reflect the diversity of the workforce. 
Potentially, the professionals who work in teaching are not represented by the people 
who have political power and influence.  Morgan and Greening sought to reduce this 
gap by providing support for flexible working and networks of women advocates. This 
intention has been met with some criticism – Patel (2016) dismissed the 
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announcement as “inappropriate and patronising” in the face of wave after wave of 
new government policy and initiatives which continue to drive a long hours culture in 
education.  
Pledges made by Greening in 2017 built on those made by Morgan (2015) and 
included:  
 a pilot programme to look at how schools are already supporting part-time 
teachers and to share ‘best-practice’.  
 a pilot to reinforce Women Leading in Education coaching 
 updates to existing guidance on flexible working.  
Women Leading in Education was unveiled by Morgan in 2015, and amounts to 
women leaders in schools managing, providing and arranging mentoring for others 
with no additional support from government in terms of time or resources. One head 
teacher mentor commented that the DfE were ‘not interested in being involved in the 
operations and logistics, just in the tokenistic tick-box exercise of doing something for 
equality’ (Wilson, 2016). The government failed to hit the target of 1000 mentors 
paired with 1000 mentees in 2018 (Robertson, 2018) and in recent years the scheme 
appears to have been superseded by organisations such as WomenEd who offer 
leadership mentoring.  
 
Despite government policy requiring that employers consider requests fairly and in 
accordance with the ACAS Code of Practice on Handling in a Reasonable Manner 
Request to Work Flexibly (ACAS, 2014), these requests do not need to be granted, and 
the criteria for turning down such requests cover a multitude of reasons, such as part 
time work not being compatible with the institution.  Updated guidance on flexible and 
part-time working in schools (DfE, 2016b, 2017a) suggests that flexible working is not 
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working for many teachers, as school leaders are not offering flexible roles due to 
increased costs, timetabling issues and parental expectations. In a nationwide survey, 
a third of teachers who had requested flexible working had been refused (NASUWT, 
2017) and this disproportionately affects women, with 90% of flexible working 
requests coming from female staff (NASUWT, 2017). The DfE frame these issues as 
‘perceptions’ which they are working to change (DfE, 2017a).  Twenty-five percent of 
requests for flexible working cited childcare specifically as a reason for reducing hours, 




Figure 4: Barriers to part-time work (DfE, 2017b) 
 
Flexible working can also be a barrier to career and promotion, as leadership posts are 
rarely advertised as flexible (DfE, 2017a).  Part time work also comes at a price for 
many teachers, as 'part time' can sometimes denote financial recompense, rather than 
hours, with teachers reporting that for a cut in pay, the only benefit is that they have 
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Teacher, 2016).  In research commissioned by the National Union of Teachers (Galton, 
MacBeath, Page & Steward, 2002) many women were choosing to return to teaching 
after maternity leave only if they could have part time hours, which they frame as 
being an improvement for women in schools.  They note that some women were not 
seeking flexible working due to the impact on their future career.  Conley and Jenkins 
(2011) point out that head teachers do not value part time workers, and they now 
have increasing powers to discriminate against them.  
 
There is a lack of literature exploring how government policy, particularly policies 
affecting teacher mothers, such as part-time teaching are implemented and 
experienced in schools (Brown, 2019). The expectations around overwork and long 
hours, combined with motherhood and requests for a reduction in hours may 
complicate the employer/employee relationship and influence how employers view 
mothers in their staff team (Dick, 2010). Union and DfE surveys suggest that there are 
issues in how policies are disseminated, implemented and discussed in schools (DfE, 
2019c, 2019d; NASUWT, 2019; NEU, 2019b).  
 
For teachers who do manage to secure a part-time contract, workload may not change 
significantly. In the Department for Education workload survey in 2016, very little 
difference was reported between part-time and full-time teachers in terms of hours 
spent outside school on their work (for example, working at home in evenings, 
weekends and holidays) (DfE, 2017c). Although time spent outside school on work had 
dropped slightly in the 2019 workload survey (DfE, 2019c), part-time teachers still 







Figure 5: Out of hours working (DfE, 2017c) 
 
Managing part-time teachers was reported as creating additional workload by senior 
leaders (DfE, 2018a) but also reported as enabling them to retain talented staff. In the 
same survey (DfE, 2018a), teachers and senior leaders were asked to identify their own 
strategies for managing workload (despite the average working week for this group 
being 18 hours beyond contracted hours). All part-time teachers that were surveyed 
reported having reduced their hours specifically to manage workload, and that they 
used their non-contracted weekdays as additional time to do school work.  
 
In research by O’Brien (2018), participants described their part-time teacher status as 
an experience of choosing between family life and their teaching career. One 
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meant that Karen should be full-time carer of their children, and that his career is more 
important. Part-time participants in the study reported being perceived differently to 
full-time teachers and receiving different treatment in terms of professional 
development (O’Brien, 2018). O’Brien makes an important and relatively unheard 
argument about part-time teaching, particularly for mothers; in that she asserts that it 
is crucial to ‘avoid subscribing to the doxa that mothers should work part-time’ 
(O’Brien, 2018, p.147). Referencing Smith (2016) she discusses the issue of 
disempowering teacher mothers by reinforcing the expectation that mothers should 
find ways to ‘have it all’, and that supporting flexible and part-time working means that 
teacher mothers just have to find ways to cope rather than thriving at work.  
 
The assumption is still that the mother will care for children as well as staying afloat at 
work, whilst there is no such assumption around fathers and support through flexible 
working. This constitutes a gap in the literature, as the policy direction of recent years 
selects part-time and flexible working as a ‘cure all’ for women and parents in 
teaching, but does not consider the de-professionalising discourses around part-time 
posts, or seek to challenge the system that perpetuates this discourse.   
School Leadership   
 
Much of the literature considered so far in terms of expectations of teachers (section 
2.3), government policy to support working mothers (2.4) and issues of teacher well-
being (2.3.iii) has hinted at challenges in how policies are interpreted in schools and 




Translators are the people who communicate wider policy (such as Department for 
Education briefings, new codes, new frameworks) to a local community, for example, a 
single school team (Ball et al., 2011). Teachers themselves are also translators of 
national policy, as they work out what these policies mean for their practice. School 
leaders are perceived as problematic for teacher-mothers and others who seek flexible 
and part-time working. In a DfE report (2018a) just over half of teachers felt workload 
pressures were driven by Senior Leadership Team expectations and teachers 
recognised that this was often driven by external forces, such as Ofsted. Teachers 
reported ‘mixed messages’ in terms of their understanding of external requirements 
and that of their senior leaders, perhaps suggesting that the translation of these 
policies was designed to affect certain behaviours and conduct that was not intended 
in the original. Disconnections between school-based and wider political policies have 
been reported elsewhere, and particularly in relation to part-time work, and ‘a lack of 
transparency in procedure and policy in school contributed to this disconnection’ 
(Brown, 2019, p.1). 
 
Whilst anecdotally many school leaders and leadership teams are supportive and 
approachable people, who value their staff, the percentage of teachers who reported 
their opinions not being valued in a teaching union survey stand at 59% (NASUWT, 






Figure 6: Teacher perceptions of value by management (NASUWT, 2019). 
 
In the same survey, teachers reported causes for this perceived disempowerment, 
including a culture of blame, lack of respect for their judgments, unrealistic 
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The literature around school leadership is vast and there are thousands of articles and 
books on leadership styles, impact, structure and outcomes (Gumus, Bellibas, Esen & 
Gumus, 2018). However, as with other areas of education research explored here, 
there is a gap to be filled in terms of how school leaders can become ‘invisible power’ 
in a school, and what their impact on teacher-mothers on their staff team is. Whilst 
survey data suggests that teachers do not feel respected or listened to by the 
leadership of the school in many instances, and a culture of blame is a major reason 
that teachers cite for their feelings of disempowerment (NASUWT, 2019), research on 
individual teacher’s responses to leadership decisions is scant in recent years, and 
research on specific groups (such as teacher-mothers and leadership) is almost non-
existent.   
2.5: Microsystem & Mesosystem – School and Home  
Teacher Motherhood: Second, third, fourth shift? 
 
In the immediacy of our close family and home (the microsystem in Bronfenbrenner’s 
1979 model), the ‘second shift’ of work is performed (Hochschild and Machung, 2003), 
interacting with other aspects of the microsystem, such as school, workplaces and 
close community. The second shift describes the experience of a working woman, 
completing her first shift in her paid employment, then coming home to begin her 
‘second shift’ of unpaid childcare and housework. It has alternative names, such as the 
double workload (Adkins, 2002), the ‘motherload’ (O’Brien Hallstein and O’Reilly, 
2012), and the ‘third shift’ (Blackmore, 1999) when the extra work of other unpaid 
care is also taken into account. Clearly, this is not the experience of all working women 
and Hochschild and Machung describe some of their participants as having equality 
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with their partner in childcare and housework, or alternative provision (such as 
cleaning and childcare staff).  
 
Guihen’s doctoral study (2018) collected the experiences of twelve women deputy 
headteachers. Seven of the deputy heads that Guihen interviewed were mothers and 
they all shared their experiences of needing to ‘consciously strike a balance between 
the multiple and competing responsibilities of motherhood, and an upward career 
path in education’ (p.153). In Guihen’s findings, themes of managing constraint, 
motivating forces and perceptions of the future and headship were identified. Guihen 
discusses the differentiated roles for men and women in the family and the 
expectation that women will ‘take responsibility for unpaid (and often undervalued) care 
within the home, regardless of work commitments or personal preference, and that men 
will adopt the role of the breadwinner who works within a full – time, uninterrupted and 
hierarchical model of employment’ (Guihen, 2018, p.25).  
 
Whilst all the mothers in the study discussed motherhood as a factor in their career, 
how they negotiated and tackled the demands of their parental and work status varied 
(Guihen, 2018). Some were sharing childcare and household tasks with partners, or 
had a partner who was doing the majority of the childcare during working hours; some 
were trying to do the majority of the paid and unpaid work of the family. Given 
Guihen’s sample of just deputy headteachers, it seems likely that these women are 
amongst the most career ambitious in the schools where they work, and/or are seen 
as the most capable. How other families balance paid and unpaid work, where the 




In a longitudinal study by Aveling (2002) young, highly educated women were 
interviewed at the beginning of their careers and ten years later. Despite believing that 
‘battles had been fought and won’ (p.266) for gender equality, and their lives would be 
unaffected by gender differences, ten years later, many of these women were living 
with similar life patterns as their mothers and grandmothers had experienced. In 
broader studies with women from varied age groups, mothers often surrender the 
activities they enjoy or would benefit from to care for home and children (Horne & 
Breitkreuz, 2016).  
 
Murphy and Cloutier-Fisher (2002) dispute the idea that young graduate women really 
believe they can ‘have it all’ – merely that the ideology of the working mother is 
perpetuated, but no one believes it is possible. Many of the women who had become 
mothers in Aveling’s study (2002) had put their careers ‘on hold’, with their partner’s 
career becoming the priority career in the household, both in terms of salary and for 
decision-making (for example, when a geographical move was considered). The same 
effect was seen in quantitative data on women and career progression (McNamara et 
al., 2010) where participants were asked whether their career took precedence in the 
household. 42% of male teachers but only 28% of female teachers said that their 
careers took precedence.  
 
In a doctoral research project, Kell (2016) focused on parents, and her participants 
represented the gender proportions of the teaching workforce. Her focus was on 
secondary education and used a mixed methods approach, focus groups, 
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questionnaires and ‘netnography’- an analysis of blogs and online teacher forums. 
Kell’s participant group ranged from five in a focus group, to over a thousand in the 
questionnaire group, with participants from across the UK and different sectors of 
education.  Kell set out to find what influence parenthood has on teacher identity, 
effectiveness and well-being, as well as career aspirations. Her findings and 
conclusions were broadly positive – despite many teachers in her focus groups 
reporting feelings of guilt and stress about home and work at high levels. 71% of 
participants reported regular feelings of guilt about their home-life and 63% reported 
regularly feeling overwhelmed by their work/life balance. In her conclusion, the gender 
divide  for her participants is clear and in her recommendations she points out that 
mothers are ‘an area in need of urgent consideration’ (p.164) and that future research 
could explore feminist perspectives on teacher parenting. 
 
Kell’s research highlights feeling of guilt among teacher parents, and she goes on to 
assert that teachers can be their own worst enemies and that often the pressure to 
work harder and longer are from within, rather than from the outer spheres of the 
ecological systems model (Bronfenbrenner, 1979). The idea of ‘own worst enemy’ is at 
odds with many theorists and researchers (Blackmore, 1999; Ross, 2000; Troman and 
Woods, 2000). Moreau et al. (2005) suggest that teachers’ lives are now controlled by 
headteachers and governors, who may not have the same priorities, which means that 
they have little control over the factors that may be making them feel guilty.  
 
A view of this ‘own worst enemy’ argument  from comes from Troman and Wood’s 
(2000) study of primary teachers who had taken a career break due to stress related 
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illness; they concluded that the psychological and physical demands of the job meant 
that teaching could not be considered a lifelong profession. Bailey (2000) chimes with 
Kell’s (2016) suspicion that teachers may be partially to blame for the pressure they 
are under; she claims that mothers question almost every aspect of what they do, 
comparing themselves to a construct of the ideal mother-educator. There may be an 
element of teacher-parents being overly harsh with their ‘gaze’ as they assess their 
own performance against the normative rules, but these rules are not constructed by 
the teacher-parents, as Bates et al (2011) assert.  
 
Intensive mothering is often discussed as part of the debate around the second shift 
(Wall, 2013; Ross, 2016; Graybill-Ellis, 2014). Hays (1996) suggests that one of the 
current prevalent discourses of motherhood is complete devotion and self-sacrifice. 
When combined with expectations of EYFS (Early Years and Foundation Stage) and 
primary schoolteachers (Page, 2011, 2013; Conley and Jenkins, 2011), which replicate 
the ‘teacher as mother made conscious’ role (Steedman, 1985), the intensity of the 
care burden can cause physical and emotional drain (Lynch, 2008). As Steedman, 
Urwin and Walkerdine (1987) put it, ‘teachers and mothers were called upon to 
develop a quality of attentive watchfulness that rested upon an intense empathy with 
the child’ (p.235). Thomson and Kehily (2011) interviewed three mothers who had 
returned to teaching when their children were still young, and found that there were 
stressful interplays between personal experience and professional practice – these 
teacher-mothers had expert knowledge on how children develop, which added 
pressure to their choices about their own children. They found that teacher-mothers 
were finding the classroom a ‘suffocating prisonhouse’ (Thomson and Kehily, 2011, 
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p.235, see also Steedman, 1985 who uses the same analogy), a place where demands 
of their emotional energy were made upon them.  
Media coverage of mothers who undertake paid work conforms to a construction of 
the working mother (Page, 2013; Orgad, 2016; Wall, 2013). Research undertaken by 
Wall (2013) analysed articles on childcare in a leading Canadian parenting magazine. 
She found that employment for mothers was an expectation in recent years, and 
acknowledgement that women can’t ‘have it all’ – articles about working mothers 
were underpinned by a sense of the ‘good enough mother’ (Winnicott, 1953). Children 
were described as needy and dependent, which Wall suggests is a side effect of 
neoliberal pressures towards self-responsibility and intensive mothering. Research 
suggests that teacher-mothers, in particular, construct images of what they perceive to 
be the expectations of society (Knowles, Nieuwenhuis & Smit, 2009).   
 
Conversely, Orgad’s research (2016b) has shown that in recent portrayals of  middle-
class stay at home mothers (SAHMs) in media coverage, only 18% framed these 
women as being negatively impacted; articles focussed on women’s choices to leave 
work and the freedom they now enjoy. Orgad (2016a, 2016b) concludes that the 
representations of the media did not tally with the experiences of stay at home 
motherhood, suggesting that the disconnect between representation and mother’s 
experiences may be silencing them.  A Foucauldian interpretation links this with the 
idea of the socially constructed discourse on motherhood, being drawn upon to create 
the ‘norm’ of mothering behaviours – here the media could be considered creating 




The print and TV media seem to have no such agenda when it comes to the portrayal 
of fathers (Kuo and Ward, 2016; Wadsworth, 2015 and Evans, 2015) with father figures 
on television, (Kuo and Ward, 2016), print (Evans, 2015) and in family films 
(Wadsworth, 2015).  In Kuo and Ward’s study of 201 men and women in the United 
States, they concluded that TV content reinforced traditional gendered family role 
beliefs about mothers being more important to child development. Evans (2015) and 
Wadsworth (2015) found that fathers are portrayed more positively now than in the 
previous decade, with Evans concluding that the current trend in print media is 
towards the ‘active dad’; leading his children in physical, fun activities. I carried out my 
own content analysis of Google news alerts to find out how the news media in the UK 
were reporting issues around maternity and motherhood, initially to assess whether 
women subscribing to this kind of alert would receive updates on work/life balance, 
(see Appendix 5). This gives an overview of what a working mother could expect to 
find in the news, regarding her work and family situation – fashion and celebrity are 
much higher on the news agenda than articles about employment, policy, women’s 
experiences and well-being.  
 
Sorensen (2017) analysed media texts about women with careers and children. 
Sorensen noted that the very use of the notion of ‘choice’ in career and motherhood is 
performative, and that ‘the vocabulary of choice performs structuring power’ 
(Sorensen, 2017, p.297). She found that the media representations of women with 
career and children fell into three categories: 
The part-time working ‘good’ mother: ‘a frequently occurring story in the media is 
that of aspiring women option out of career ambitions to have children due to the 
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perceived impossibility of maintaining a work-life balance after having children’ 
(Sorensen, 2017, p.304)  
The exceptional career mother: ‘The media construes a perception of two conflicting 
scenarios – ‘having it all’ and ‘opting out’ – fuelled by the continuous evaluation of 
women’s choices by the standard of ‘balance’. (Sorensen, 2017, p.305).  
The failing (career) mother: ‘explicitly frames the ‘having it all’ scenario as unrealistic. 
Hence, the ideal of work-life balance is construed as irrelevant, and the facilitation of 
childcare is repositioned as a matter of producing equal opportunities. (Sorensen, 
2017, p.307).  
Sorensen noted that the norm of being a ‘good mother’, which equates to standards of 
intensive mothering, is more powerful than the norm of being a successful career 
woman. Even those seen as ‘exceptional career mothers’, managing motherhood and 
career, are easily susceptible to transformation into the failing subject position, and 
being seen as a bad mother means she is ‘no longer worthy of admiration for her 
professional success’ (Sorensen, 2017, p.309). Unlike men, who may have a powerful 
norm of success in work to mitigate any notion of ‘bad fatherhood’, women must meet 
the norm expectations of good motherhood first, and throughout their career to be 
seen as managing. Alternatively, they can relinquish career ambitions and become the 
part-time good mother – as part-time work is still regarded as easier, less serious and 
less committed, despite evidence to the contrary for teachers (DfE, 2019c). 
 
A suggested solution to some of the issues around the second shift, including the 
exhaustion, guilt, burn out and pressures of an increasingly demanding and neo-liberal 
education system (Hutchings, 2015) is for women to access part-time working patterns 
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(section 2.4). Gash, Mertens and Gordo (2011) studied women teachers and hours, 
finding that a shift to part-time work had positive implications for work/life balance, 
however, as discussed, schools do not always value part time teachers (Conley and 
Jenkins, 2011). Offering part-time flexibility is not an adequate solution to the issues of 
the second shift in teaching and it could be considered to be a negative move; from 
paid/unpaid work, to paid school work, unpaid housework, unpaid care work 
(Blackmore, 1999) and unpaid school work - creating a ‘fourth shift’ (my own term).   
 
In summary, it seems that the double burden of home and work is more likely to affect 
women (Hochschild, 2003; Park, Bryson, Clery, Curtice & Phillips 2013; The Fatherhood 
Institute, 2016) but would not seek to belittle the pressures felt by men working in the 
teaching profession; the teaching recruitment and retention crisis is not a new 
phenomenon and it does not just apply to women (Wiggins, 2016).  However, It would 
seem that we have not yet seen a ‘gender role revolution’ (Esping-Andersen, 2009; 
Park et al, 2013), and I have found no evidence to suggest that the research on 
working mothers and portrayals of working mothers from this country (Gash, 2009; 
Park et al, 2013; Rees-Edwards, 2012) and further evidence from Europe and beyond 
(Horne and Breitkreuz, 2016, Dow, 2016; Hochschild and Machung, 2003) would not 
also apply to teacher-mothers. It seems likely that the gendered expectations of 
caring, nurturing women in education roles (Page, 2011, 2013; Sikes, 1998) may 
exacerbate the situation, particularly in light of what is known about expectation 




2.6: Theoretical Underpinnings 
 
The theoretical and philosophical underpinnings of this study include postmodern 
feminism, Foucault’s consideration of power and discourse (Foucault, 1977) and 
Bronfenbrenner’s ecological systems model (1979). Reflecting the aims of the study, 
women’s stories in their own words are the centre of the framework; the discourses 
and influences on their stories are mapped across the systems that make their 
understanding and experience of the world. The following section explores 
postmodern feminism and Foucauldian power, plus how these elements can work 
together. Bronfenbrenner’s model is explored in detail in section 3.6iv. 
Postmodern Feminism  
The constructionist paradigm suggests that we form jointly constructed explanations 
and ideas of the world, that become the basis for shared beliefs about reality (Elder-
Vass, 2012).  The hierarchical structures of positivist science are inappropriate for 
research questions that seek the life stories of women (Hammersley, 1992), accepting 
the tension between life stories and the wider quantitative data as discussed in the 
introduction to this review (section 2.1). Accordingly, this study is feminist and aims to 
‘research for instead of on women.’ (Henwood & Pidgeon, 1995, p.7, italics added), 
which is situated in experience: 
Feminist epistemologists, in common with many other strands of contemporary 
epistemology, no longer regard knowledge as a neutral transparent rejection of 
an independently existing reality, with truth and falsity established by 
transcendent procedures of rational assessment. Rather, most accept that all 
knowledge is situated knowledge, rejecting the position of the knowledge 
producer at a certain historical moment in a given material and cultural 




This research has been conducted through a lens of postmodern feminism, which has 
influenced the thesis from the outset, including the wording of the research questions. 
Constructionism and postmodernism influence the way I theorise ‘truth’ and ways of 
knowing. In this study, as well as not viewing teacher mothers as an homogeneous 
group, I also use as data their ‘positionings’ in relation to roles, relationships and 
situations in their stories, rather than the substance of the stories alone.  
 
Postmodern feminists suggest that women are not a homogenous group (Butler, 1990; 
Henwood & Pidgeon, 1995; McNay, 1992); Butler (1990) asserts that women are not 
driven by the same ideals and influences. Foucault (1976) and Butler (1990) discuss 
gender as a construction of society, something that is performed, there is no one 
‘experience of women’. Butler’s gender performativity theory suggest that gender is 
‘constituted (and reconstituted) through ritualised performances of gender norms.’ 
(Jenkins & Finneman, 2018, p.157). According to Butler, gender is not a performance 
that can be switched; the costume cannot be taken off at the end of the play. There is 
no player behind the gender performance: we are constituted by and of the 
performance and it is ‘performative in the sense that the essence or identity that they 
otherwise purport to express are fabrications manufactured and sustained through 
corporeal signs and other discursive means.’ (Butler, 1990, p.173).  
 
Viewing gender as a performance, rather than performative has led to some confusion 
over the theory (Butler, 2010) and what choices are available to women who wish to 
challenge the assumptions of their gender and what can be done to change the 
discourse. Women who ‘do not ‘do their gender right’ are ostracised within the 
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culture, as the broader power structure prioritises the maintenance of gender polarity 
or binary’ (Jenkins & Finneman, 2018, p.159), and norms of gender behaviour act on us 
before we can act ourselves. We reinforce these norms for others, ‘perhaps in new or 
unexpected ways, but always in relation to the norms that precede us.’ (Joy, Belk & 
Bhardwaj, 2015, P.1742).  
 
The main critique of a postmodern view, which complicates the source of power and 
the subjugation of women, means abandoning hope of a drive to action because there 
is no target (Morris, 1988). There is no solidarity amongst women, all experiencing 
their subjective world and postmodern feminism risks becoming relativist (Allen & 
Baber, 1992; Bordo, 1990; Hawkesworth, 1989).  Some theorists have gone as far as to 
suggest that postmodernism and feminism are a contradiction in terms (Gagnier, 1990; 
Henwood & Pidgeon, 1995) or that postmodern feminism is feminism for academics, 
with no activist agenda (Tong, 1989).  
 
McLennan (1995) puts forward the idea that the arguments about the missing political 
agency in postmodern feminism are aimed at a system in which there is a strong 
dichotomy between modernism and postmodernism.  She suggests that postmodern 
feminists still have a mission to politicise, even if they question the source of 
oppression and the objectivity of a female experience. Postmodern feminism allows us 
to conceive of group alliances not as identities but rather as affinities or coalitions that 
are characterised by fluidity - the ability to mobilise and disperse as necessary (Allen & 
Baber, 1992, p.13). Allen and Baber’s description of affinities and coalitions feels more 
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real than the idea of a large group of women, unchanging in their solidarity and 
‘insiderness’.  
 
For my study, activism is an essential part; it is what has motivated the study, and part 
of my ethical commitment to the participants, because ‘a commitment to bring 
societal changes entails a commitment to the research participants’ (Hussain and Zada, 
2012, p.205). There are two issues here – whether postmodern feminism results in a 
retreat from activism (Alcoff, 1988; Tong, 1989); a loss of the political real (Curti, 
1998), and the more serious weakness that postmodern feminism is relativist (Allen & 
Baber, 1992; Bordo, 1990; Hawkesworth, 1989) and a contradiction in terms (Gagnier, 
1990; Henwood & Pidgeon, 1995). Postmodernism and feminism seem to lead to a 
‘damned if you do, damned if you don’t scenario – with a series of discomforting 
effects’ (Graham, 2005, p.5).  
 
Firstly, postmodern feminism need not herald a retreat from activism. It does not have 
to be reduced to ‘are you with us or against us?’ (Gagnier, 1990, p.7). In analysing the 
data using Foucauldian discourse analysis (FDA), as part of a postmodern research 
design, the idea that women are individuals does not mean that ‘affinities and 
coalitions’ (Allen & Baber, 1992, p.13) or solidarity (hooks, 1984) cannot be mobilised 
by the synthesis of the narrative into an analysis of discourses at work. Postmodern 
feminists may have difficulty explaining ‘active agential subjects who manoeuvre and 
play with discourse and practice.’ (Newton, 1998, p.428) but Foucauldian ideas of 
power and discourse do not discount the agency of individuals in shaping discourses, 
or using them to their advantage. McLennan (1995) argues that political agency is part 
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of the mission of postmodern feminists, because and not in spite of the fact that they 
question sources of oppression and the objectivity of female experience. It is possible 
to consider that feminism could be reinvigorated by postmodernism (Baxter, 2003; 
Miller, 2000). FDA does focus on localised ‘disciplinary’ power relations – perhaps 
excluding institutional power (Reed, 2000), but it does not necessarily reduce activism 
to the local level, as the discourse itself can be targeted. All feminist researchers can 
do is ‘present alternative accounts – to question and challenge.’ (Letherby, 2003, p.52).  
 
Secondly, the ‘relativist-risk’ critique of postmodernism relies on an assumption that it 
must be objectivist or relativist, with no position possible between the extremes 
(McLennan, 1995) A discursive analysis approach allows that different communities, 
groups and individuals have different stories about the world, and it is futile to ascribe 
truth-value to these stories (Miller, 2000, p.317). If we accept this idea, what follows is 
that the stories of scientists, judges and politicians are ‘only more sophisticated but no 
more valid, than the stories told by any other types of narrators.’ (Dumont, 1998, 
p.218, see also Miller, 2000). This generates an argument that relativism leads to 
dangerous and immoral reductions – for example, viewing a crime victim’s statement 
as a text, without taking a stand against the crime alleged within the text (Edwards, 
Ashmore & Potter, 1995). An alternative view is that by looking for the discursive 
constructions in the text, more can be uncovered about societal perceptions – without 
taking a moral stance in the analysis, which may facilitate emancipatory social change, 
where a realist approach might involve the rhetoric of ‘being realistic’ and ‘recognising 




To move forward with this project, it is acknowledged that for some, the 
constructionist view that postmodern feminism is based on can be considered a radical 
ontology, in which ‘reality is literally talked and texted into existence’ (Reed, 2000).  
But this approach does not have to be viewed as an academic folly, if we deal with 
‘real’ language in use, and how it reveals wider discourses in society. If the postmodern 
view is accepted, there is no point trying  to ‘construct a standpoint theory which will 
give us a better, fuller, more power neutral knowledge’ (Millen, 1997, p.7) – because 
such a knowledge does not exist.  
 
In figure 8, I have attempted to place this study on a spectrum. It sits in an overlap 
between standpoint and postmodern feminism, where potentially feminist research 
can explore what women have in common (for further discussion of feminist 
epistemologies, see section 3.2.i). ‘Feminist knowledge encompasses movement 
between partial knowledges, limited experiences and specific social locations, and 
justifiable, accountable, reasonable knowledge of social interaction, experiences, 
meanings, relations and structures’ (Ramazanoglu and Holland, 2002, p.102); certainly 
in many accounts of postmodernism, claiming knowledge in this fashion is not 
possible. As Ramazanoglu and Holland point out, feminist researchers need not play by 
these games. Postmodern research can focus on deconstructing how people tell 
stories and find connections, and identify where there may be points of coalescence 
across different women’s stories, to allow coalitions to be formed (Allen & Baber, 





Figure 8: The epistemological position of the study. 
 
Foucault and Power  
Some feminists have moved towards a Foucauldian analysis concerning the complex 
nature of power and how a person can experience oppression, domination and 
privilege in different situations and times (Hill Collins, 2009). Foucault describes a 
system of power that is constantly in flux (Deleuze, 1988) by asking ‘how does power 
function in society?’ (Geciene, 2002) rather than who has the power. Foucault 
addresses societal norms, which has obvious connections with the aims of feminist 
research, which ‘is not about women but research for women to be used in changing 
their sexist society’ (Hussain & Zada, 2012). 
 
Foucault describes the ‘discourse’ (Foucault, 1980a, 1980b) as an entity of signs and 
statements in conversation, which creates a set of expectations and rules about how a 
person should think and act. Power is like a chain, with endless links; power and 
knowledge, essentially connected (Cronin, 1996; Geciene, 2002) flow through the 
chain (Foucault, 1975). It is a ‘mole that only knows its way round its network of 
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tunnels’ (Deleuze, 1988, p.82). There is no easily identified location of power, which 
raises criticism in that Foucault seems to be denying the place of activism in the 
system, there is no one to rally against (Sarup, 1988, Amigot & Pujal, 2009; McNay, 
1992). Cronin describes Foucault’s construct of power as so radical that it cannot 
identify a place to resist (Cronin, 1996), however, Schwan and Shapiro (2011) suggest 
that it is a narrow reading of Foucault that has led to this criticism, particularly 
amongst English speaking academics who focus on Foucault’s use of a metaphor of 
Bentham’s panopticon prison structure because it is familiar (Schwan & Shapiro, 2011, 
p.6). The panopticon metaphor of the unseen prison guards has created a perhaps 
misguided sense of Foucault’s conception of power as something with no observable 
site.  
 
In terms of my study, Foucault is relevant because of his work on institutions and 
discipline. Foucault began with an analysis of the power structures in a closed 
institutional system – a prison, but went on to generalise these constructs to other 
institutions. In my study, these institutions could be the place of work (school), family 
and community. The institutions span the systems previously described using 
Bronfenbrenner’s ecological systems model (1979). Discipline within these institutions 
is a type of power, linking institutions and making them function in specific ways 
(Deleuze, 1988; Foucault, 1975).  
 
A view of discipline is suggested here that does not have the traditional component of 
a visible disciplinarian person or persons at the centre. Foucault theorises that it 
requires constant observation to mould people and their behaviour, drawing on ideas 
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of what a good and right person would do, from the discourse. The idea of an ‘unequal 
gaze’ (Foucault, 1975) of surveillance, which eventually leads to the internalisation of 
normative ways of behaving and thinking, would seem to have strong links with how 
teacher mothers experience feelings of guilt and compare themselves negatively to 
their concepts of good mothers (Paige, 2013). Foucault (1988) talked about 
technologies of the self, an understanding of the self that; 
permits individuals to affect, by their own means, a certain number of 
operations on their own bodies, their own souls, their own thoughts, their own 
conduct, and this in a manner so as to transform themselves, modify 
themselves. (Foucault, 1988, p.18) 
 
The discourses around motherhood and teaching are internalised and then enacted 
upon the self, modifying our thoughts and actions to meet the expectations of status. 
By using discourse analysis, these technologies of self can be identified and the 
motives for these modifications to thought and conduct can be analysed.  
 
Foucault adds to the macrosystem of the theoretical framework by positing 
governmentality: how governments produce the citizens required to sustain their 
policies. For my study, the way maternity and flexible working policies have moulded 
teacher mothers’ thinking about their careers would be an example of 
governmentality: perhaps encouraging mothers to see the caring responsibility as 
theirs (Blackmore, 1999) and their careers as less significant and suitable for part-time 
hours (Morgan, 2015). This notion of a disciplinary society, where we reproduce the 
rules in a shared discourse and carry out surveillance on each other and ourselves 
means that power ‘escapes the consciousness and will of individual and collective 






In this section, I will briefly review the aims of the literature review and suggest gaps in 
what is known about teacher-motherhood and potentially pertinent issues from 
literature in wider fields of teaching. 
Aim 1: To develop a sense of where my research fits in the current literature in the 
field and justify the need for this inquiry, and Aim 2: To identify gaps in the current 
literature.  
In this review a range of quantitative and qualitative work has been considered, and it 
is apparent that whilst large-scale studies by the government and teaching unions of 
general teacher attitudes, retention, well-being and workload are regular and broadly 
‘in-step’ with each other (e.g. DfE, 2017c, 2019b; NASUWT, 2019; NEU, 2019b), 
qualitative research is scarcer, and paints a much more complex picture than the 
graphs of thousands of respondents (e.g. Aveling, 2002; Guihen, 2018; Page, 2013; 
Sikes, 1998; Thomson and Kehily, 2011).  
 
Qualitative research on primary and early years teacher-mothers has been carried out 
by a dedicated few researchers over the last two decades, exploring individual stories 
to highlight wider issues. As discussed in section 2.3, there is a gap in the literature in 
terms of how normalisation of overwork effects on those who have multiple 
responsibilities for children in and out of work, particularly how unseen work of 
parents may not be accommodated in large-scale studies using surveys. In section 2.4, 
a gap was identified in the consideration of negative impacts of part-time working and 
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a lack of interrogation of the discourses that bring about negative attitudes towards 
those who seek part-time or flexible working in some schools. The issue of school 
leaders and their part in supporting teacher-mothers in their work is a further gap in 
current literature, with much of the published material in this area being guidance 
from the government on encouraging school leadership teams to encourage part-time 
work.  
 
Finally, drawing upon my own experiences of teaching and motherhood (section 
1.2.iv), another gap in the literature is more stories from women who are experiencing 
a multitude of different ways of being a teacher-mother. When I began my doctorate 
and found the work of researchers in this field, such as Jools Page, Joan Smith and 
Emma Kell, I found them not just useful for research purposes, but personally 
motivating and comforting, as well as inspiring in terms of a wish to be an activist for 
other women experiencing the fourth shift. More authentic voices of women are 
needed in the literature, both academic and professional, so that coalescences in 
experience and activism can develop around issues affecting teacher mothers.  
Aim 3: To explain the theoretical framework of this study  
In section 2.7, the theoretical and philosophical underpinnings for the study are 





3: Methodology, Methods and my Participants  
3.1: Introduction 
In this chapter the methodological considerations of the study will be outlined, 
beginning with the research questions and how the chosen methods contribute 
answers to these. Writing this chapter in a linear fashion has been challenging, as 
many of the themes, issues and considerations apply to different aspects of the 
research design; the following is a breakdown of the structure: 
 3.2: Research design including theory and literature of the chosen 
approach, methodology and methods; 
 3.3: The formative study and what I learnt from the process; 
 3.4: Fieldwork, participants and the specific issue of insider research; 
 3.5: Reflexivity and ethics; 
 3.6: Data analysis: theory and process.  
 
Within this chapter are a number of extracts from my research journals. These extracts 
are demarcated by frames and titles prefixed with ‘4th shift story’, referencing 
Hochschild and Machung’s ‘Second Shift’ (2003). As a full-time lecturer, part-time 
student and mother of a young child, data collection for the study had to be done in a 
‘fourth shift’ and my research journals have all had this title written hastily in 
permanent marker on the cover. My participants were also fitting the interview in 
between school, childcare, housework – so the fourth shift also applied to them. It is 
hoped that the inclusion of extracts will add context to the discussion around method 
and methodology. I also hope to contribute further to the reflective and reflexive 
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process by sharing experiences in a clearly demarcated fashion with the reader, 
particularly given the challenges that a postmodern feminist approach raises: 
 …the feminist call, to decenter the self while simultaneously seeking self 
reflexivity in order to fulfill the mandate of resistance postmodernism to 
transform society, do not necessarily sit comfortably with each other. The 
disjunctures that these two imperatives—that is, to de-center and to 
transform—may reveal, points to the need for the recognition of a form of 
essentialism that seeks to call the writer to assume responsibility for the text 
she writes. (Pillay, 2005, p.539).  
 
The issues of reflexivity will also be discussed in further detail (3.5).  
Consideration of how points of coalescence can be identified in analysis had to begin in 
the research design, particularly in recruitment of participants and protocols for data 
collection.  
3.2: Research Design    
 
In this section, I will discuss the methodology and method chosen for the study and 
evaluate the effectiveness of these, given the theoretical underpinnings already 
explored (section 2.7). The research questions steered the research design of the 
study, with the initial thoughts on methodology and method, as follows: 
  
1. What do the life history stories of teacher mothers suggest about this special 
circumstance?  
 
Taking a postmodern feminist view, to uncover the power at play in the stories of 
teacher mothers, analysis of how the women positioned themselves in the stories was 
required. Life-history interviews allow the women to position themselves in terms of 
roles, thoughts, feelings and relationships, methods clearly needed to be as 




2. To what extent does analysis of ‘ecological systems’ and discourses illuminate 
the life of a teacher mother?  
 
As discussed in the literature review, my strong feeling from personal experience and 
the literature in this research area was that to gain the sufficient depth of analysis to 
do justice to these stories, I needed to look at how the stories women tell relate to 
their home, work, community and wider social and political lives.  
 
The analysis of data for this study involved using a new combination of techniques and 
theories, which I have named ‘ecological system discourse analysis’ (see section 3.6.iv 
for a diagram and description). This question requires an evaluation of the method of 
analysis in terms of how useful it was in interpreting teacher mother stories.  
 
3. What (if any) are the points of coalescence and convergence that groups of 
teacher mothers may relate to, that could be potential sites of new policy and 
activism?  
As discussed (section 2.7), postmodern feminism allows for the stories of women being 
considered unique, but does not necessarily rule out the idea that different women’s 
stories could have points of coalescence and convergence at different times and in 
varied situations (Allen & Baber, 1992, p.13). This question requires that cross-analysis 
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of the participant’s stories, to find these points of coalescence and convergence.  
 
Figure 9: Basic foundations of the research design. 
 
3.2.i: Feminist Epistemologies and Methodology 
 
This study comes from a feminist perspective; by which I mean it tackles an issue that 
applies to women, with an aim to illuminate the individual stories of women. It also 
has the potential to improve the situations of other teacher-mothers through 
coalitions and coalescences. What follows constitutes a look back at the feminist 
epistemological options ‘on offer’; to explore how knowledge claims can be made in 
answering the research questions. ‘There can be grounds for local, regional or global 
knowledge, but not for a ‘universalising discourse’ (Ramatanoglu and Holland, 2002). 
 
A challenge for feminist epistemologies is known as the ‘greased pole’ (Haraway, 
1991). It is ‘difficult for feminists wholly to abandon the pull of either relativism or 
reality, and so they tend to slip around, or feel forced to choose between them’ 
(Ramazanoglu and Holland, 2002, p.61), to metaphorically try to hold on to both ends 
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of the pole at once; at one end is realism, reason and classic scientific method, which 
adds scientific weight and justification to claims of knowledge. On the other end is 
relativism; arguably providing no justification for action or change.  
 
Feminist epistemologies have evolved over time, to become more nuanced and have 
significant overlaps in the literature and in use (Intemann, 2010). I have summarized 
the most commonly cited here, but do not claim to have captured them perfectly; the 
aim is to justify my approach in relation to the study. Three feminist epistemologies 
are identified in the literature (Harding, 1993, 2004; Hawkesworth, 1989): 
o Feminist empiricism  
o Feminist standpoint theory  
o Postmodern feminism 
Feminist empiricism covers a broad span of approaches, which overlap with other 
epistemologies. It generally holds that: 
…empirical success is held to be a necessary condition for accepting scientific 
theories, models, or auxiliary hypotheses as justified. Theories must be 
empirically successful (or make reliable empirical predictions) when tested in 
conjunction with auxiliary hypotheses. (Intemann, 2010, p.780) 
 
This general tenet of feminist empiricism ruled it out for this study, as it assumes that 
the work will begin with a hypothesis and there will be generalisability and reliability in 
the findings of the research: the realities I am exploring are individual, ephemeral and 
not replicable in order to give ‘reliability’. I acknowledge the benefits that feminist 
empiricism has brought to mainstream science (Longino, 2002), in advocating diverse 




Feminist standpoint theory was conceived as empowering women to create 
knowledge and be the subject of knowledge (Harding, 2004), which came from an 
assertion that the privileged knowledge produced by scientific method was not 
neutral, as it claimed to be, but biased towards masculine ways of thinking (Bordo, 
1986; Cixous, 1976, Harding, 2004; Hartsock, 2003, 2004). Harding (2003) goes further 
than petitioning for equal status, suggesting that the feminist standpoint should be 
held in higher regard because of the history of subjugation of women (Allen & Baber, 
1992; Harding, 2004; Crittenden, 2010). Standpoint feminists have been ‘charged with 
reinforcing gender stereotypes and falsely assuming that all women or oppressed 
groups have some sort of universal shared experiences’ (Intemann, 2010, p.784).  
 
Standpoint is sometimes referred to as the modernist feminist approach (Henwood 
and Pidgeon, 1995), with epistemological implications arising from the need to explain 
each individual woman’s experience as unique, and yet be able to generalise enough in 
order to privilege the ‘feminist narrative’.  This epistemological stance has become 
much more nuanced over the 17 years since Harding’s charting of the territory 
(Intemann, 2010), but broadly, standpoint feminism assumes a level of objectivity, in 
that it requires that women have shared experiences and common oppressors. 
However, some standpoint feminists have moved away from claiming a single 
viewpoint for women, towards a Foucauldian analysis concerning the complex nature 
of power and how a person can experience oppression, domination and privilege in 




The same critique can be applied to both postmodern feminism and versions of 
standpoint feminism; that viewing power and the subjugation of women in this way 
means abandoning hope and a drive to action, because there is no target (Morris, 
1988). The aim of feminist research falls flat when this line is followed; because there 
is no palpable ‘object’ that can be changed. Amigot and Pujal (2009) argue that using 
Foucauldian analysis is fruitful for feminist researchers and that using a concept such 
as ‘state of domination’ – whereby a person or group of people are in a state where 
only very limited courses of action are open to them, with limited transformational 
power (Foucault, 1984, 1994; Amigot and Pujal, 2009) is a possible method of 
exploration. This could offer a useful basis for investigating freedom, choice and 
potentially a transformation of that state of domination.  
 
The debates within the feminist research community have provided a ‘rich and 
dynamic discussion’ (Maynard and Purvis, 1994, p.2) and I agree that from this 
discussion, there is no ‘right way’ of doing things and no clear consensus (Amigot and 




Narrative is described as both the act of storytelling (Johnstone, 2001), the story or 
part of a story that helps to construct identity (Riessman, 2008; Souto-Manning, 2014), 
any collection of spoken or written statements (Polyani, 1985) or a story with very 
specific structure and elements (Labov & Waletzky, 1997). ‘Discourse’ is used to 
represent many different aspects of language in research: 
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 Meaning a psychological natural history (Cohen, Manion & Morrison, 2011) 
 The presentation of events in a narrative (Benveniste, 1966) 
 A coherent collection of statements that include conversation (Wetherell, 
Taylor & Yates, 2001) 
 A ‘socially or institutionally endorsed way of knowing’ (Davies & Harre, 1990, 
p.47) 
 A shared social resource that constructs identities (Ainsworth & Hardy, 2004; 
Gergen, 2001) 
There are many overlaps in definition of ‘discourse’ with those of ‘narrative’. The 
definition of ‘discourse’ could even be expanded to include practices, as practices can 
systematically form objects (Parker, 1992, 1998). ‘Discourse; as a term is in danger of 
becoming ‘all things to all people’ (Kendall & Wickham, 1999, p. 35).  
 
For the purposes of this study, I define discourse as a collection of statements 
(including conversation) that can form an endorsed way of knowing, and can 
construct identities; which means that discourses can be seen as forming our social 
reality, but are also part of the construction of our own identities. As an example, a 
group of teacher mothers on social media may produce discourses that affect the way 
some others ‘know’ about teacher motherhood. However, other discourses will also be 
part of the construction of how they are seen as teacher mothers. An example of this is 
from Sian’s interview, when she talks about pregnant teachers and chances of 
employment. This is a complex picture, as whilst Sian and I know counter-examples, 
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Sian is also informed by other people, a wider community and media discourses: 
 
3.2.iii: Narrative Methodology  
Many theorists assert (Letherby, 2003; Thomas, 2013) that there is no feminist 
methodology, postmodern methodology (May, 2001) or feminist postmodern 
methodology either (Hussain & Zada Asad, 2012). Here I will explore how narrative 
methodology can constitute a feminist approach.  
 
Narrative methodology is hard to define, with many of its advocates stating that there 
is no clear definition (Creswell, 2013; Daiute, 2014) and no ‘one cookbook recipe’ 
(Lewis & Adeney, 2014, p.162).  What is clear is that narrative methods value the 
experiences of participants, as a ‘fundamental unit that accounts for human 
experience’ (Pinnegar & Daynes, 2007, p.4), that supports our ‘sense-making 
processes’ (Bold, 2012).  Goodson (2013, 2017 see also Pinnegar & Daynes, 2007), 
suggests a shift in the discourse of narrative types, from the ‘grand narrative’ of the 
Victorian age to a more personal, local narrative; the life story.   
 
4th Shift Story: Positioning at a discourse   
Something really stood out in the interview, which I thought about on the drive 
home and has been ‘poking me’ ever since. Sian said a lot of things that surprised 
me, rang true with me. At one point, she said that as a pregnant teacher, there 
would be no point applying for other teaching posts, as no school or governing body 
would consider employing a pregnant teacher. We both know teachers who have 
secured new posts whilst pregnant. It seems that Sian is positioning herself in a 
particular way against a discourse of ‘pregnancy is a liability’.  
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Grand narratives (or master narratives; see Sands & Krumer-Nevo, 2006) are 
reminiscent of the ideological discourse that feminist theorists have labelled as a 
feature of the masculine academy (Cixous, 1976; Butler, 1990); a widespread idea, 
discussed and used by the masses, like discourses that Foucault theorises as shaping 
our thoughts (Foucault, 1978).  Goodson’s (2013, 2017) narrative life stories are small 
in comparison, not generalizable and valuable in a different way (perhaps, as 
recognisable accounts, showing ‘verisimilitude’ (Bruner, 1990) rather than validity, 
relevance rather than typicality (Letherby, 2003). Letherby (2003) suggests that 
narrative methodology enables ‘the discovering of the social experiences of ‘silenced 
women’ (p.89) and develops a participatory approach that chimes with the aims of 
feminist research (Bullough & Pinnegar, 2001).  
 
‘Narrative researchers are open to a view that there are alternative epistemologies or 
ways of knowing’ (Lewis & Adeney, 2014, p.163).  This appears to fit well with a 
postmodern feminist approach; no fixed version of truth is subscribed to and multiple 
truths are not problematic.  Critics of narrative theory point out that this constitutes a 
‘retreat into fine, meaningless detail’, as multiple epistemologies create a complex 
world of data to analyse and concepts like statistical significance are not considered or 
relevant (Merrill & West, 2009, p.21). Advocates of this approach defend it based on 
the fine, rich and meaningful detail that it can produce (Goodson & Sikes, 2001).  
 
My approach to narrative is to view stories as a place to illuminate the socially 
constructed discourses at work (Clandinin & Rosiek, 2007), as well as an opportunity to 
examine the rich tapestry of ‘positionings’ used in the telling of the story – the ways in 
which the woman placed herself within the story in relation to roles, relationships and 
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situations.  Drawing a distinction between a narrative as a source of truth, and 
narratives as a story is important to the coherence of the research design; as part of 
using a narrative methodology is deciding ‘that we are studying either lived 
experiences as storied phenomenon or the stories people tell us about their 
experiences’ (Clandinin, 2007, p.14). Elbaz-Luwisch (2005, p.36) suggests that 
experience can be ‘studied as a storied, lived phenomenon as well as studied in the 
stories that one tells about the living.’  
 
Foucault (1978), suggests that people are not aware of the discourses reproduced in 
narratives, and that these discourses require analysis and identification to illuminate 
how power and knowledge are played through language.  ‘Narratives always emerge in 
contexts, saturated by power/knowledge relations that keep destabilising their 
meanings and characters’ (Tamboukou, 2013, p.92), but as storytellers, we may not be 
aware of how we position ourselves within the narrative, or what this positioning may 
suggest about the worlds we live in.  As a researcher, I felt the duty to ‘historicise’ 
(Merrill & West, 2009, p.21) the story, to interpret the ‘interpersonal, political and 
social contexts in which narratives are collected.’ (Merrill & West, 2009, p.21. This can 
be a problematic position for a feminist researcher, as accusations can be made about 
the researcher’s right to retell or interpret the experiences of women (Smythe and 
Murray, 2000; Tamboukou, 2013; Willinsky, 1989). However, as Gorelick (1991), points 
out; 
Confining research to induction-based methods ignores the limits to such 
research: Ideologies of oppression are often internalized, while the underlying 
structures of oppression are hidden. (Gorelick, 1991, p.459) 
 
My role as researcher is to uncover the oppression that my participants may not 




Loots, Coppens and Semijn (2013), describe a culturally orientated postmodern view, 
accepting ‘narrative as a performance, as a narrative in context’ (p.109) The participant 
tells a story as a performer, reacting to the researcher as an audience, but the 
researcher is part of the performance.  'A narrative researcher does not collect 
narratives, but instead jointly participates in their construction and creation’ (Loots, 
Coppens & Semijn, 2013, p.110), which is supportive of Marmon Silko’s view; ‘Viewers 
are as much a part of the landscape as the boulders they stand on.’ (Marmon Silko, 
1997, p.27). However, it is important to highlight the process narrative researchers go 
through and what the researcher brings to the work; ‘how we describe people’s lives is 
how they appear to, and in, the world through our writing’ (Sikes, 2010, p.15).  
 
3.2.iv: Life Stories and Life Histories  
 
This study used life-history, unstructured interviews as the main data collection 
method (two participants also chose to draw timelines to accompany their stories).  
 
I have been inspired by Joan Smith’s (2007) thesis, in which she used life histories 
interviews to illuminate the stories of her participants against the backdrop of 
4th Shift Story: Charlie’s timeline  
When Charlie was offered the chance to draw a timeline of her teacher mother 
experiences, she was very keen to do so and also to draw in a ‘non’linear’ style. The 
timeline was a meandering curved line, with wide loops and turns. Charlie 
explained that time was an important factor in her experiences, for example, 
having very young children of your own at the school where you are also teaching 
was a very different experience to having teenage children at different schools. The 
experience of being a teacher mother is not static – it changes over time.  
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government policy; I felt that this rich data could help me to approach some answers 
to my research questions.  For the formative study, the arguably simpler method (Bold, 
2012; Goodson, 2013) of life story interviewing was used (see section 3.3). My 
thoughts around adding tangible information to the stories of the women is explored 
in the following journal extract:
 
The distinction between life stories and histories is cited as one of historical details; in 
life history research, participant narratives are underpinned by an exploration of the 
social and political issues that were at work, at the time the participant is describing.  
Life story interviews are unstructured, ask the participant to tell the story of their life, 
or a particular event or period (Cole & Knowles, 2001), as the pilot interview did. The 
analysis can vary widely, but the content of the life story is the source of the data and 
‘truth’ for the study.  
 
Life stories, then, are intimately connected to cultural locations, to social position and 
even social privilege as well as to historical periods, which provide different 
opportunities for ‘the construction and expression of selfhood’ (Goodson, 2013, p.25). 
4th Shift Story: Value of a researcher  
As I listen to the stories of my participants, many times over, it strikes me that as a 
researcher I have added little to these brilliant accounts of life. But one thing that I 
feel I can add is the historical context, or at least some of it. This is complicated; 
policies change rapidly, local government and national government may have very 
different impacts in different areas; but something like maternity pay, or teaching 
union activism might be having a subtle influence on the story told. Certainly 
politics and policy seem to influence the way the women position themselves in the 
story, as told to a researcher.  
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The life history begins in a similar way, with an unstructured interview, but then the 
‘chronosystem’ (Bronfenbrenner, 1979) is added: 
 
We have to move from the collection of individual life stories towards a method 
that investigates the social and historical context in which these stories are 
enmeshed. (Goodson, 2013, p.31)  
 
Goodson (2013) suggests that the life history is a form of triangulation, between the 
original life story, documentary data, and historical context. Life stories become 
language games shaped by discourses and power systems about which the participants 
may not be conscious (Foucault, 1978; Merrill & West, 2009). This added dimension 
takes into account the complexity of an individual account (Stone-Mediatore, 2000; 
Wittgenstein, 1981). As a researcher, ‘she or he will be listening through the person's 
story to hear the operation of broader social discourses shaping that person's story of 
their experience.’ (Clandinin & Rosiek, 2007, p. 55).  This is the work of the researcher; 
to add historical and social context to the story. This is not a necessarily disrespectful 
move; the story is a valuable record, but it is the microsystem of the situation 
(Bronfenbrenner, 1979), the life history adds the macrosystem around the edges.  
 
It is suggested that the addition of historical and social context in the life history does 
not combat the issue of reliability in qualitative study (Brinkmann, 2016; Dhunpath, 
2000); common assumptions are that interviewing will provide ‘truth’ and be fun 
(Brinkmann, 2016). There are issues around researcher/participant relationships, the 
possibility that narrative could be falsified (Yuan, 2014), misinterpreted, misreported, 
either knowingly or because the researcher is insufficiently reflexive, the interviewer 
may work for their own advantage or that of an institution or group (Bourdieu, 1991; 
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Briggs, 2000). ‘Interviews are wrought with problems and power issues that are never 
resolved or erased.’ (Mallozzi, 2009, p.1046).   
 
In short, my response is pragmatic: given the research questions, other methods would 
not give sufficient detail to answer the questions, nor would they give the participant 
the opportunity to tell their story, with their biases and choices of plot, rather than 
mine (Smith, 2007). Dhunpath (2000, p.544), sums up my position:  
 
I want to suggest boldly, therefore, that the life history approach is probably 
the only authentic means of understanding how motives and practices reflect 
the intimate intersection of institutional and individual experience in the 
postmodern world. (Dhunpath, 2000, p.544).  
 
3.2.v: Validity or Verisimilitude? 
 
A major criticism of narrative research is the lack of rigour in such work (Cooper & 
Rogers, 2015; Denzin & Lincoln, 2005), and the possibility of an objective view from the 
inside (Blythe, Wilkes, Jackson & Halcomb, 2013).  Postmodern feminism suggests that 
personal experiences cannot be invalidated or nullified (Hussain & Zada Asad, 2012), 
which is problematic in terms of validating the findings of a study.  
 
Validity is an ‘objective measure’, and therefore is considered an inappropriate term 
when working in a subjective paradigm (Lincoln & Guba, 1994); yet we need to achieve 
some level of credibility or our research becomes something akin to gossip - 
interesting, but as liable to bias, exaggeration and fabrication.  Some exponents of 
narrative theory have suggested that the tapestry of the work, when taken as a whole, 
gives a sense of a truth, rather than a grand truth (Ely, 2007; Lewis & Adeney, 2014).  
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Attitudes have changed towards qualitative research (Pinnegar & Daynes, 2007), but 
the discourses of positivist and post-positivist supremacy are still evident (for example, 
Lenihan, 2017), leading theorists to question, is narrative research ever anything more 
than provisional? Does it matter? (Squire, Andrews & Tamboukou, 2013).  
 
The answer may be that it doesn't matter, if validity over time is never more than 
provisional; ‘reality is constructed and reconstructed in the process of talking and 
thinking about it’ (Acker, Barry & Esseveld, 1983, p.432), and any measure of validity 
that is possible would be out of date before the findings could be printed. In 
postmodernism, personalities are not ontologically fixed - so what does validity look 
like?  For that matter, what would verisimilitude; something akin to recognisability 
(Bruner, 1990), look like?  Narrative and postmodern research accepts a temporality 
and embraces it (Biesta, Field & Tedder, 2010; Bold, 2012), whilst other approaches 
may seek a truth for which time is irrelevant (Bold, 2012; Cortazzi, 1993; Clandinin & 
Connelly, 2000; Becker & Greer, 1957).  The value of the research might be in 
something like verisimilitude, where the stories of participants ‘ring true’ for women in 
the future, or form the basis for an analysis of how the discourses around motherhood 
and teaching have changed, or why certain discourses persist.  
 
Alternative measures of rigour in the research process have been posited (Bruner, 
1990; Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; Coe, Waring, Hedges & Arthur, 2017; Denzin & 
Lincoln, 1994; Lincoln & Guba, 1994; Pinnegar & Daynes, 2007).  Merrill and West 
(2009) suggest that narrative methods reveal weaknesses of validity in other designs; 
the richness and depth of the data collected in narrative studies may highlight the 
relative meanness of the data collected by other means (Merrill & West, p.166).  
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 3.3: The Formative Study   
 
The formative study explored the life story of a primary teacher mother, Sian. The 
primary purpose of the pilot was to explore the methods planned for the main study; 
but also to gain valuable insights from Sian into how the process felt from a participant 
point of view. I used an unstructured, life story interview (Goodson, 2013), to allow 
Sian to talk about her experience of working motherhood. Sian was asked to ‘tell me 
about your life as a teacher/mother, beginning at any point in your life’, (Goodson, 
2013, Shamir & Eilam, 2005). Sian began her story from the start of her teacher 
training, but reflected on her childhood, too. Sian is an ex-colleague and friend of 
mine, which raised questions about insider research relationships, particularly the 
ethical implications of working with your own ‘tribe’ (Acker, 2001). This had a major 
influence on the main study.  
3.3.i: Learning from the formative study: Research Design 
Below is a summary of insights from the formative study regarding research design, 
which helped to shape the main study. The following section summarises ethical 
considerations from the pilot. 
3.3.ii: Researcher Neutrality 
Reflecting on insider/outsider research has aided the rethinking of my assumptions 
about research (Harvey, Brown, Miller, Williams-Reade, Tyndall & Murphy, 2016). 
I no longer believe that researchers can be neutral, at least not in this type of research.  
Important considerations that have fed into the main study include using a reflexive 
process to increase verisimilitude, such as keeping a detailed research journal 
(Creswell & Miller, 2000, Blythe, Wilkes, Jackson & Halcomb, 2013; Pillow, 2003), 
probing during interviews to avoid assumptions and using a list of ‘cues’ to prompt 
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further interrogation of a statement.  I have also considered the debriefing process 
(see appendix 13 for debriefing sheet), to deal with emotions and making aims of the 
study clear (Blythe et al., 2013). Informal debriefs became a part of the interview 
process:
 
 3.3.iii: Power and feminist approaches 
The role of power in the research process must be of central concern (Foucault, 1978, 
1980).  I initially thought that insider research presented significant challenges, 
because of the issues of power in the relationship.  On further reflection, it seems that 
power dynamics will change with each participant, partly because of insider 
relationships, and will also change over time (Blythe et al, 2013). Insider researchers 
may become desensitised to ‘potential role-conflicts’ (Humphrey, 2012, p. 573). It is 
suggested that insiders may overlook power relations, (Ryan, Kofman and Aaron, 2011, 
as demonstrated by the questions we do not ask our participants, the questions we do 
not even consider asking; such as how their experiences are different to our own, and 
how their definitions of the terms and phrases they are using may have different 
meanings to our own.  
4th Shift Story: The end   
For the main study interviews, I have ended each one so far with a debrief. They have 
been informal, but I have a checklist of things to talk about and I go through it. With 
Charlie, she chatted through the checklist with me, asking questions about ethics and 
what it was like to do research in this way. I felt reassured that she had heard what I 
felt I needed to tell her about withdrawing, contacting me/supervisors, anonymity 
and future use. With Aliyah, the interview had been much more emotional for me 
(and I think for her, too) and the debrief chat felt like a necessary transition between 





Political and organisational complications have to be carefully managed to avoid 
participants, researchers and other parties feeling disconcerted by the research 
(Plummer, 2001), or betrayed (Moore, 2007). Sian could feel that my findings had been 
used against the interests of her, her school, family and friends in the analysis of her 
story (Wallbank, 2001). I can imagine Sian questioning ‘whose side are you on?’ in 
response to my interpretation of how she positions herself in regards to her 
relationships (see Acker, 2001).  
 
The individual realities of Sian and I are vital to the understanding of her experiences; 
‘insider research remains a necessary, albeit messy vehicle in social research’ (Cooper 
and Rogers, 2015 p. 1). In short, it is within my power to protect Sian from the messy, 
negative impacts to her career that participating in the research may expose her to; for 
example, if she was identified in publications about the study, but it is important to 
reflect on the necessity for this situation to arise in the first instance. Recruiting Sian as 
a participant has made those negative impacts a possibility; however, our relationship 
could also have minimised the power differential between researcher and participant. 
Factors that may have helped here are an equal standing in our careers and her view 
of me as a person, rather than as an inspector or evaluator of her performance (Blythe 
et al., 2013). 
 
3.3.iv: Feminist research is political  
Decisions that I made had an impact on Sian, which required and requires careful 
thought and consideration of a feminist ethics of care (Noddings, 2013; Held, 2006; 
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Robinson, 2011; Tronto, 2011). Decisions also had an impact on me, as a researcher: 
 
Conversely, to be ethical and reflect the data collected as fairly as I can, I need to 
include aspects of my research in the account that do not fit with the feminist ideal 
(Cooper & Rogers, 2015); such as treating narratives as storied truths, rather than 
truth, and including analyses of the positioning of the participants that they may not 
agree with (Smythe and Murray, 2000).  
 
This means considering the potential impact on the wider community of ‘insiders’; 
mothers and teachers. In the table below are some considerations from the formative 
study and how these were reflected upon and revised for the main study research: 
  
4th Shift Story: Ethic of care    
Working with Sian for the pilot has really brought home to me how tricky the 
researcher/participant relationship can be to manage. Sian’s interview was paused at 
many points, due to phone calls from her partner and interruptions in the public 
space we were in. Three times I asked Sian if she wanted to stop the interview.  Her 
response was, ‘but this is important for your doctorate!’ I realised that Sian’s 
awareness of my situation had potentially put pressure on her to participate. 
Deciding to recruit Sian for the formative study had not really taken into account the 
depth of the insider relationship and the power and care issues that were shot 




Table 1: Considerations identified in the formative study 
Experience of 
formative study  
Implications for Main Study  Action/s taken  
Neutrality: I found it 
very difficult not to get 
involved in the 
interview; from nodding 
and making affirming 
noises, to answering 
Sian’s questions about 
my own experiences.  
The non-structured interview 
gives freedom to the interviewer, 
as well as the interviewee. Care 
must be taken that interviewer 
contributions to the interview do 
not threaten the integrity of the 
response; perhaps by leading the 
interviewee to discuss a topic 
that otherwise would not have 
been mentioned. Also, the 
potential for the researcher to 
‘edit’ the participant story to be 
more forgiving or palatable is a 
risk (Gair, 2002, 2012).  
Full transcripts of the interviews 
were produced and the 
responses and contributions of 
the interviewer were reflected 
upon, alongside the responses 
of the interviewee.  
A field journal was kept, noting 
where interviewer/interviewee 
interactions caused concern or 
were notable. Participation in 
the interviews was a human 
response to the stories being 
told.  
Neutrality: I found it 
very difficult to distance 
myself from Sian’s 
experiences. Our shared 
experiences, workplace 
and acquaintances 
made it hard to separate 
what she had said from 
what I knew previously.  
I felt that having insider research 
relationships of the close nature 
that Sian and I had, would 
perhaps not be ideal for the main 
study. Sian’s interview was 
difficult to analyse because of 
previous knowledge that 
ethically, should not be included.  
In the main study, I recruited 
participants that were not 
previously known to me. 
Although they were recruited 
through social media (Twitter) I 
purposely did not look back 
through their timelines or 
follow them on Twitter.  
Power: My friendship 
with Sian meant that 
there were issues of 
power in this research – 
I was not the white 
coated scientist, but 
Sian wanted to help me 
and give me helpful 
material for my 
doctorate.  
Sian’s responses to ethics 
permission and the information 
sheet were telling; she was very 
trusting and did not feel the need 
to read the information, which 
led to my decision to read it to 
her.  
In the main study I knew it would 
be important to ensure that 
consent was as fully informed as I 
could manage – that participants 
took this seriously and were 
aware of the importance of this.  
Part of the main study pre-
interview briefing used the 
example of my formative study 
participant and consent. This 
helped me to explain my 
concerns for the participants 
and was a gentle way to explain 
why it was important for both 
parties to understand the 
research.  
Power: In the analysis 
of Sian’s interview 
transcript, I found it 
difficult to not apply my 
own experiences to 
Sian’s;  
In the main study the participants 
were not known to me, and yet 
the assumed knowledge of 
teacher motherhood still created 
opportunities for me to apply my 
own experiences to the stories of 
the participants. I felt that this 
presented a risk in terms of 
To make myself more aware of 
the experiences I might apply to 
the stories of others, I decided 
to include an autobiographical 
section in the Introduction (see 
section 1.2.iv), which would 
help to highlight where my own 
biases and assumptions may 
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retelling narratives in a false and 
ultimately disrespectful way.  
come from; both for me and the 
reader.  
Feminist methodology: 
I was concerned that 
the methods used in the 
pilot; unstructured 
interview and timeline 
drawing, put additional 
pressure on Sian to do 
all of the talking and to 
produce a visual 
artefact as well, all in a 
fairly short period.  
With participants that were not 
previously known to me, I felt 
there was a risk that main study 
participants would feel obliged to 
try to complete visual methods as 
well as engaging in an interview. 
From Sian’s feedback, I knew that 
having time to talk through her 
experiences had been valuable, 
but trying to draw the timeline at 
the same time had been a 
challenge. I also was aware that 
asking these very busy people to 
come prepared with artefacts 
may not be an appropriate way of 
demonstrating understanding of 
their workload and well-being.  
In the main study I offered the 
opportunity to draw timelines, 
which two of the four did 
(appendix 18). I avoided getting 
paper and pens out until the 
participant had expressed their 
preference for just the 
interview, or interview and 
visual methods.  
Feminist methodology: 
ethic of care to myself. 
In the formative study I 
found myself upset by 
some of the things 
discussed in the 
interview, I think this 
was exacerbated 
because of my previous 
relationship with Sian.  
During the main study interview 
period, I spent a lot of time 
driving to and from interviews 
and being upset would have been 
potentially dangerous on the 
road. I also felt for several days 
after Sian’s interview that I 
wanted to contact her about 
things she had said, to offer 
additional support. I did not feel 
that this would be appropriate 
with participants I did not know 
previously, and needed to find a 
way to avoid these feelings or to 
cope with them as they arose.  
The main study interviews were 
planned so that a rest period 
was possible between the 
interview and driving home. In 
one case, I stayed over and 
returned home the next day.  
The ethic of care is a challenge 
to manage and continued to be 
a struggle in the main study. I 
made sure that my main 
support throughout (my Mum) 
was aware of when interviews 
were scheduled, so that she 
could ensure I had left the 
interview location safely, but 
also so that we could talk 
through how I felt about the 
interview (without sharing 
details).  
 
3.3.v: Foucauldian Discourse Analysis  
‘Foucauldian discourse analysis’ as a concept suffers from the same issue as many I 
have encountered, in that scholars have not decided on a definitive methodology for it 
(Van Ness, McInnes Miller, Negash & Morgan, 2017, p.110), despite being an 
influential tool for interpretation (Reed, 2000). Foucault was reluctant to delineate a 
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method (Graham, 2005), and would have found it difficult to do so, given that his 
approach was to recognise ‘multiple truths’ (Foucault, 1994, p.288 also see Luke, 
1999). However, it is unlikely that Foucault intended researchers to be anxious about 
detailing their methodological strategies (Graham, 2005); but rather to be clear about 
their methods, without ‘trying to dictate what is to be done.’ (Foucault, 1980b, p.236). 
FDA is an attempt to avoid the ‘positivist trap’ of essentialising the research method 
(Graham, 2005; Harwood, 2000), and might be considered as an underpinning 
influence, rather than a method (Frost & Elichaoff, 2014, p.46).  
 
Antaki, Billig, Edwards and Potter (2003) theorise six weaknesses commonly found 
when discourse analysis is used: 
1. Under-analysis through summary  
2. Under-analysis through taking sides  
3. Under-analysis through over-quotation or through isolated quotation 
4. The circular identification of discourses and mental constructs 
5. False survey 
6. Analysis that consists of simply spotting features  
All six of these weaknesses applied during the process of analysing the formative study 
using Willig’s model (2008); see section 3.6.iii for further information on how this was 
used in the pilot and main studies. Circular identification of discourses has been the 
most troubling and the ‘circularity’ of the analysis also applies to identifying 
descriptors, subject positions and action orientations. The problem is undeniable: ‘the 
analyst links particular features with the wider phenomenon and then claims the 
presence of the feature as evidence of the existence of that phenomenon.’ (Dunne, 
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Pryor & Yates, 2005, p.100). How to make these links more credible is difficult, but I 
acknowledge that without making some ‘leaps’, the analysis will not go beyond simply 
spotting features (Antaki et al., 2003).  
 
3.3.vi: Learning from the Formative Study: Ethics  
It is widely agreed that traditional models of ethical research practice for research do 
not fit well with narrative studies and offer insufficient guidance (Josselson, 1996; 
Smythe and Murray, 2000) The formative study highlighted some areas of concern; 
these will be revisited in the Ethics section (3.5) of the chapter in more detail, but an 
initial summary of the main issues follows: 
3.3.vii: Authorship 
Of concern to the researcher and the participant is the risk of emotional distress 
caused by ‘having one’s story reinterpreted and filtered through the lenses of social-
scientific categories’ (Smythe and Murray, 2000, p.66). If the participant reads the 
reinterpreted story, tensions can form between the views of their life (Josselson, 
1996b) and participants commonly report that the analysis fails to capture their 
‘personal uniqueness and individuality’ (Smythe and Murray, 2000). There is risk that 
participants may even change their own understanding of their experiences when 
confronted with the ‘authoritative interpretations’ of the researcher (Smythe and 
Murray, 2000).  
 
For Foucault (1998), authorship is problematic, and it raises particular questions in a 
feminist study.  ‘The author function distinguishes certain discourses from others, 
privileges them, in effect.’ (Tamboukou, 2013, p.94). Sian has shared her story yet any 
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publication will have my name on it.  To mitigate this issue, Sian’s story is not just to be 
assimilated into my study, to validate my own preconceptions or to fit in with a 
pattern.  As Willinsky (1989) shares, 'I am concerned that a research process that 
intends to recover the personal and experiential would pave over this construction site 
in its search for an overarching unity in the individual's narrative' (Willinsky, 1989, 
p.259). I must be careful not to ‘pave over’ any participant’s account, to fit my own 
ends. 
3.3.viii: Sharing of sensitive information 
It has been argued that the nature of participation in research projects like this one is 
impossible to predict; the methodology is emergent, the researcher and participant 
are finding their way as they go. In narrative research, it may be the case that you need 
to do the data collection before you can make informed decisions about whether to 
participate (as the participant) and what ethical protocols will be needed for the 
researcher (Smythe and Murray, 2000).  
 
Sian responded to my request for feedback on the formative study method with a 
consoling answer; that another method would not have allowed her to ‘tell her story in 
so much detail’ but ethically, was it right take so much?  Sian’s time, commitment, and 
trust that her story would be used responsibly were requested and she has given much 
to the project, when as a teacher mother she is already poor in terms of time and 
emotional energy (Page, 2011). However, if Sian’s story is used to support change for 
others and to benefit teacher mothers in some way, then perhaps this ‘theft’ of time 
and energy is justified. In the information sheet given to Sian, the promise of the pilot 
research was to inform the main study, but also to give opportunities to be involved 
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and an intent to use the pilot data to start discussion amongst the teacher mother 
community. It has been argued that not making full use of formative study data is in 
itself ethically dubious, as the participant has given their time and effort to what they 
may view as a redundant project (van Teijlingen and Hundley, 2001), which was part of 
the rationale behind including Sian’s story in the findings and synthesis for this study. It 
could also be argued that any presumption that Sian had been coerced into giving up 
her time and sharing her experiences supposes that she is not able to make choices, or 
is in some way vulnerable through a lack of understanding.  
 
Other people are a part of Sian’s story, including her parents and husband. As part of a 
Foucauldian discourse analysis, their actions may be portrayed as part of an oppressive 
system; this is not a process that Sian would necessarily be comfortable with.  Other 
actors are not consulted on their view of the relationships they have with Sian; their 
experiences have not been collected, yet their culpability and influence could 
potentially be a part of the findings.  
3.4 Fieldwork 
In this section, the fieldwork undertaken for the study is described. The section covers: 
participants (recruitment, insider status and an overview of their basic information); 
descriptions of the interviews in terms of place, time and my observations of the 
event; and how the life-history interviews were carried out.  
3.4.i: Participant Recruitment  
 
Participants were recruited through social media. A single advert was posted on 
Twitter with email contact information and brief information about the study (see 
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Appendix 9). Recruitment via social media can engage potential participants who are 
hard to reach and unlikely to take part through other recruitment methods (Khatri et 
al., 2015; Sikkens et al., 2017). Through a single advert posted on Twitter, subsequent 
‘re-tweets’ (forwarded posts on other user’s accounts), particularly from networks of 
individuals (such as WomenEd and the MTPT Project) engaged a large group of people 
in the tweet by an ‘organic growth’ (Khatri et al, 2015, p.4). This method of 
recruitment may introduce demographic selection bias (Khatri et al, 2015), particularly 
when the researcher’s profile gives a strong indication of political beliefs and key 
indicators, such as motherhood. Given the postmodern feminist theoretical approach 
to this study, a broad and balanced participant group is not required for positivistic 
aims such as generalisabilty, however the nature of social media gave me many 
opportunities to consider just how little of the classic scientific objectivity remained in 
the research relationship. 
 
4th Shift Story: twitter                                                             
The interest in the twitter ad was amazing – retweets by WomenEd meant that I had 
a lot of interest, quickly. I am quickly feeling like the recruitment process is out of my 
control, as potential participants publicly announce that they are going to take part, 
some even put their personal email addresses in the public responses to the advert. 
This is making me feel so uncomfortable, and also makes me realise how my carefully 






26 individuals responded to this advertisement by email and many Twitter users 
responded directly to the message in Twitter. Only email responses were taken 
forward, due to a concern that anyone responding directly (and publically) to the 
‘tweet’ expressing an intention to participate had reduced or eliminated the chance of 
their data remaining anonymous. Fortunately, people who had publicly responded 
tended not to send an email requesting further details. This was an interesting ‘side-
finding’; I wondered if this group of people wanted others to think they were 
participating, had dissuaded themselves from taking participation further because of 
the public messages, or perhaps they expected me to respond publicly too, rather than 
the ‘please email for further details’ which became my standard response.  
 
The email respondees were contacted within two days with the approved information 
sheet and a short questionnaire (appendix 10) to ascertain suitability for the study: 
 Year group currently/most recently taught  
 Number of children and ages 
 First half of postcode/nearest town 
Social media recruitment techniques can present issues for the researcher, as it is 
difficult to confirm the age, status and location of the potential participants and they 
may misrepresent or misunderstand the criteria for participation (Samuel, 2017). 
Requesting this information before organizing an interview date and venue was 
generally successful in identifying suitable participants, but there were some issues 
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that again raised the question of how to make the study truly feminist. 
   
Six of the original respondees sent back their completed questionnaires within a few 
days of the email. These people became the initial participant group. Of the other 20 
respondees, several have shown continued interest in participating, but have not 
returned questionnaires. Interestingly, some respondees have continued to contact 




4th Shift Story: Picking your team  
One issue with selecting participants by asking some criteria questions is that I feel 
like the kid picking the team in PE at school. It is a position of power, where I decide 
who gets in and who doesn’t. Now, I need parameters and I don’t have the resources 
to interview everyone who is interested in the study…but taking the approach I have, 
I don’t have the same justification for strict selection of a group to match a 
hypothesis. I am already saying that stories are unique and that my analysis looks for 
discourses and positions towards them…perhaps any story from any teacher mother 
could provide the material for this.  
 
4th Shift Story: like, retweet  
More twitter issues – one of the prospective participants has been through my 
timeline, going back over a year, and ‘liked’ or ‘retweeted’ lots of my tweets. Some 
of these do relate to teacher mothers, schools, Ofsted, etc…but some are related to 
my political views, family, personal interests. Should I have kept the account strictly 
research related? I started it for research purposes, but it quickly became ‘my own’ 
and now it could be influencing my participants to story their experiences in certain 





The participant group contacted individually to arrange interviews in public places in 
their locality. Six interviews were organised, four interviews took place; the personal 
life of the researcher can also impact on research design and data collection: 
 
3.4.ii: Participant Overview   
The four participants who responded to the questionnaire and interview meeting 
request are described, briefly, here; along with Sian, the formative study participant. 
Anonymity has been an important ethical consideration throughout the study and 
some of the personal details of the participants have been changed slightly, to try to 
prevent any future reader of this work (or other publications which draw upon the 
data) identifying them. Some of the details from the transcribed interviews have been 
changed, such as; age of children, place of work and home and specific detail of key 
events, and this is reflected in the table below. The ‘plot’ of the life history has been 




4th Shift Story: Letting the side down  
My mum is poorly again, with shingles as well as recovery from chemotherapy. The 
interviews I set up in Brighton and Cornwall for the Christmas holidays have been 
cancelled. Kirsty and Jen were so understanding in their replies to emails, but I feel 
very guilty. They have offered their time and shown an interest in the study, their 
stories are no less valuable, but I just can’t get to them. The ethic of care I have tried 
to show also applies in other aspects of my life.  
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Table 2: Participant information 
Name  Age and 
Ethnicity 
Family context  School context  
Charlie  Mid-forties, 
white UK  
Married  
2 birth children of secondary 
school age.  
2 step-children of secondary 
school age.  
Key Stage 2 class  
Semi-rural, medium 
sized primary school.  
Anna Late twenties, 
white UK   
Married  
2 children under 5 
EYFS class  
Large suburban school 
on outskirts of a major 
city.  
Bell  Early 50s, 
white UK  
Married  
2 children, both over 18.  
No longer teaching in 
primary: working in ITE 
in a university.  
Aliyah Early 30s, 
Muslim Arab 
Divorced  
2 children of primary age  
Key Stage 2  
Large primary school in 
the suburbs of a major 
city.  
Sian  Late 30s, white 
UK  
Married  
1 child, aged 2.  
Pregnant with second child.  
Resigned and serving 
notice period in a Key 
Stage 2 class 




The formative study involved a close friend and ex-colleague. As discussed in section 
3.4.i, in the main study I decided to recruit participants who were not previously 
known to me, because of the ethical issues raised by close insider research 
relationships (Quickfall, 2018). However, some insider research issues continued in the 
main study, purely because the experience of being a teacher and a mother gave the 
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participants and I some shared language and experience (Hill-Collins, 1986): 
 
The community confers insider status on the researcher, it is not the researcher in 
isolation that decides what their position is (Zinn, 1979).  Boundaries also shift 
throughout the research process and during the interview itself (Griffith, 1998).  The 
question is raised: ‘How do we know when we are inside or outside or somewhere in 
between?’ (Acker, 2001 p. 153). In the main study, I did not attempt to hide my insider 
status of being a mother to a young child: 
  
Ribbens McCarthy and Edwards (2011) suggest that motherhood is a core aspect of 
identity for many women, which in terms of my study, makes this ‘motherhood’ signifier 
particularly important to the idea of being an ‘insider’. Insider/outsider researcher 
4th Shift Story: insider outsider   
I really enjoyed the interview with Anna. She brought her child with her to the café, 
which was lovely…but it highlighted some insider relationship issues that I had 
naively thought would be bypassed by recruiting ‘strangers’. Anna’s interactions 
with her toddler, and between the three of us, created that sense of understanding 
that is both seductive and dangerous, because I knew I was beginning to make 
assumptions about how Anna felt. Disengaging from the wonderful experience of 
being with an inquisitive toddler and a supportive, creative parent is perhaps too 
difficult – it is building relationships with people like Anna and her child that I was 
trained for, and practised for 15 years.  
4th Shift Story: question 
The first email response I got from a potential participant asked a simple question: 
are you a teacher mother, too? I replied honestly – yes, but if you choose to 
participate, I want to know about your story.  
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distinctions are often a feature of qualitative studies, when interviews are chosen as a 
method (Cotterill, 1992; Perryman, 2011; Southgate and Shying, 2014).  
3.4.iv: Insider Research  
 
Insider research is traditionally applied to qualitative research (Blythe, Wilkes, Jackson 
and Halcomb, 2013; Griffith, 1998), particularly ethnographic studies, where the 
researcher hopes to become part of the ‘tribe’ they are investigating (Acker, 2001). It is 
generally described using similar terms; insider research is ‘conducted by people who 
are already members of the community they are seeking to investigate’ (Humphrey, 
2012, p.572, also see Coghlan and Brannick, 2005). Insider researchers share a 
‘subjective position’ with their participants, based on ethnicity, social class, disability, 
race or other intersecting signifiers (Malpass, Sales and Feder, 2016; Griffith, 1998). 
Insider researchers and participants have ‘undergone similar experiences, possess a 
common history and share taken-for-granted knowledge’ (Hill-Collins, 1986, p.526). 
These definitions of ‘insider researcher’ all apply to this study. 
 
Further distinctions have been made in the researcher/researched dynamic, including 
the idea of ‘indigenous and external’ (Banks, 1998, p.7), pertaining to the origins of the 
researcher/participant. Banks sees the insider/outsider distinction as a perspective 
taken during the research, whereas the indigenous label would denote a more 
significant and lasting bond between the researcher and the participant, such as being 




Griffith (1998) suggests that as researchers from any discipline, we cannot be ‘outside 
of society’ (p.361); there is an element of insider work in any research project, just as 
we may also remain outsiders, based on some descriptors or signifiers (Wilkinson and 
Kitzinger, 2013). It would appear, given the definitions of insider research stated above, 
that most researchers in education are going to be affected by this distinction, whether 
they are conducting interviews, case studies, netnographies (see Kell, 2016, for an 
example), or meta-analyses. There will be shared signifiers such as similar backgrounds 
and beliefs, even in research relationships that are conducted over a distance.  Rooney 
(2005), also suggests that insider research has the potential to increase validity through 
the richness and authenticity of the responses.  
3.4.v: The geography and history of the interviews  
 
For each participant, I ‘mapped’ the interview (Clarke, 2005) in terms of location, 
duration and ‘feel’ of the event from my perspective (see figure 10). This was a natural 
progression from the general research journal I had been keeping, which I hoped 
would add to my ‘reflexivity toolkit’ (Blythe, Wilkes, Jackson and Halcomb, 2013; 
Pillow, 2003). Basic maps of initial thoughts and feelings can then feed into ‘situational 
maps’ (Pasque, 2013), where the interview discussion is recorded visually, mapping 
complex ‘situations of action and positionality, of the heterogeneous discourses to 
which we are all constantly awash’ (Clarke, 2005; also Pasque, 2013).  
 
The mapping of the interview after each one also helped me to accept my position in 
the research; at first, my reaction to interviewing was to question what benefit the 
participants could possibly achieve from participating and how I could claim authorship 
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of their stories. The mapping reminded me that as a researcher I had a place in the 
story beyond the researcher guilt described by Finch (1984); ‘feeling that my 
interviewees need to know how to protect themselves from people like me’ (1984, 
p.80).  
 
Figure 10: Example of an interview map. 
 
Locations of the interviews were chosen by the participants and my only stipulation 
was that it should be a public place, not their home, which was part of the ethics 
approval for the study to support safeguarding and healthy researcher/participant 
relationships (BERA, 2018). Hoschild and Machung (2003) interviewed women in their 
homes, which for many was an incentive for taking part, but visiting private homes for 
this study could have put me in a vulnerable position (Sheffield Hallam University, 
2020). Interview locations varied; a garden centre, coffee shop, pub garden, primary 
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school classroom and restaurant. Geographical location also varied, from rural areas to 
the inner city.  
 
The timings of interviews varied across the five, but what all of these had in common 
was that the participants were between ‘shifts’ when they met me. Sian was on school 
holidays but had come into school to work, so could meet me between there and 
home. Anna was not working that day, but had her young child with her, otherwise she 
would not have been able to meet me. Bell was between work and home, as was 
Sarah, who I met in her school. Aliyah met me after school, with time constraints as 
she had to collect her children from the childminder.  
 
All of the interview situations were grounded in a sort of pragmatism about ‘it’s now 
or never’ and ‘it’s here or nowhere’. These women would not easily have been able to 
come to my university campus to be interviewed in a calm office setting, during the 
daytime and with no other commitments and ‘shifts’ to race off to. As a researcher, 
already aware of how much I was asking of them in terms of time, energy and 
potentially emotional involvement, I was keen to make the interviews as easy for them 
as possible, which meant asking the participants to suggest a place and time to suit 
them. The flexible nature of the interviews is demonstrated in the following two 






3.4.vi: Life-History Interviews  
 
Unstructured interviews were initially daunting, as the following extract suggests; even 
seemingly unimportant details, like not having seen the participants before so that I 
could recognise them, were a source of some anxiety. I sent participants a photo of me 
when arranging the interview:  
4th Shift Story: the restaurant  
By the time I met Bell, it was dark – after seven, and people were going out for the 
evening rather than commuting home at this point. Bell was tired, I was tired – it felt 
like a positive interview and Bell was generous with her time and energy, but I did 
wonder if the story would have been very different if told earlier in the day, or on a 
non-working day.   
 
4th Shift Story: borrowed time  
Aliyah agreed to meet me again, after the disaster we had when we first tried to 
meet up (I was delayed in traffic for two hours). She is coming from school and 
meeting me on the way home – with a time limit, because her children will be on 
their own if she is late home. This is humbling. She is inconvenienced by this 
interview, its time she hasn’t got, for a project she will get none of the credit for. All I 
can do is write down these feelings and experiences and read them, re-read them, to 
remind me of the responsibility of being the researcher.  
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On reflection, unstructured interviews gave participants a sense of control over the 
process and gave more opportunities for their voices to be heard in the stories (Smith, 
2007; Dhunpath, 2000). As reflected in the following extract, my participants were 
keen to share their stories and I wondered often if they would have been limited by 
interview questions, however well thought-out:  
  
3.5 Ethics and Reflexivity  
 
Ethical considerations became a major part of the research journey (Quickfall, 2018). 
In this section, main considerations are discussed and described, beyond those tackled 
in the evaluation of the pilot (see section 3.3).  
4th Shift Story: The start  
The start of every interview so far has been really terrifying. The first one was 
especially so. You walk into a room and realise that you have no questions  – you just 
expect them, a person you have never met, to talk to you about their life for an hour. 
And the other thing I realised quickly was that I didn’t know what the participant 
looked like – on twitter, most teachers don’t use portraits for their profile picture. 
Interviews in public places mean that I spend a lot of time smiling expectantly at 
people who are just trying to get across the room.  
 
4th Shift Story: Unstructured  
The interviews so far have been ‘easy’. Or at least, in terms of generating a story. The 
participants all know in advance that there won’t be questions, so that isn’t a shock – 
but what has come across is that they want to tell their stories. They come to meet 
me in rain, snow, ice – after school, on their ‘days off’ with children in tow, on the 
weekend when they have got so many other things they could be doing. The 
unstructured nature of the interview doesn’t seem to have created any problems for 






It is suggested that it is impossible to anonymise insider data (Murphy & Dingwall, 
2001), because members of the community will identify themselves and others. 
Participant interview transcripts would certainly make them identifiable to someone 
who knows them well.  Breaches of privacy are a real possibility in narrative research, 
even when pseudonyms are employed (Etter-Lewis, 1996) and so as a researcher it is 
important to protect participants from harm that may come from them telling their 
stories (Smythe and Murray, 2000). An example of negotiating issues around 
anonymity comes from Welch, Happell & Edwards, (2010), who simply do not promise 
anonymity, but in their findings do not give any details about participants or verbatim 
quotes. Participants had their own views on anonymity: 
 
Part of the decision to recruit participants via social media came from reflections on 
the formative study and how my insider relationship with Sian had increased the risk of 
her story being identified (see section 3.4 for further details). I had also considered 
that being an outsider researcher might be preferable to participants (Blythe et al, 
2013), who might feel more assured of anonymity because there is no perceived link 
between them and the researcher; the reported responses could be ‘anyone’.   
4th Shift Story: Use my real name  
No participants ever want to make up their own pseudonym. In fact, three 
participants have suggested that I use their real names in the write-up. I don’t know 
how to feel about this; have I done a bad job of explaining where this research might 
end up? I have explained that I don’t have ethical approval to use their own names, 
which made one of the participants laugh! She thought it was funny that a researcher 





Use of social media for recruitment adds to the issue of anonymity (Henderson, 
Johnson & Auld, 2013). Many potential participants responded on Twitter directly, 
disclosing to a potential audience of millions that they were intending to take part in 
the study.  Henderson et al (2013) suggest that researchers using social media for 
recruitment share their ethical dilemmas and issues, to better inform the research 
community in this expanding and little investigated area.  
3.5.ii: Informed Consent 
There are identifiable ethical dilemmas around informed consent (Humphrey 2012), 
for example, informed consent rituals may become a formality, not a real 
consideration of whether to take part or not (Juritzen, Grimen & Heggen, 2011).  
However, consent could be considered a renegotiated situation, throughout the 
research process, rather than a fixed, summative point (Miller & Bell, 2002).  Fully 
informing participants, particularly in this type of qualitative study might not be 
possible or desirable, as the research methodology and methods may benefit from 
revision throughout the process (Juritzen et al., 2011).  
 
Following advice from my supervisors, participants were sent the information sheet 
(appendix 11) in advance of the interview and given opportunities to withdraw, or to 
not respond and this was made explicit to them in email communications. Before 
interviews began, the information sheet was shared in person and the consent form 





3.5.iii: Do No Harm 
A commonly reported ethical conflict in narrative research is being trusted by 
participants with their private lives and personal stories (Smythe and Murray, 2000), 
but then making these public through publication and dissemination. The relationship 
between participant and researcher switches to one between the researcher/author 
and the reader of the thesis or report, potentially creating feelings of betrayal and guilt 
(Josselson, 1996).  
 
Insider research is difficult and emotional (Cooper & Rogers, 2015; Coy, 2006) making 
the researcher question their own place in the research process. This can be ‘painful, 
emotional and provocative’ (Cooper & Rogers, 2015, p.6.).  The emotional effects can 
4th Shift Story: Consent   
She responded, slightly exasperated that I had asked if she wanted to take part, as I 
already knew she did. I sent the information sheet through to her, knowing she 
probably wouldn’t read it as she had a fair understanding of what the study was 
about. So ethically, I am not convinced that I will have informed consent – she thinks 
she knows what it is to be, but actually, I have no way of knowing whether she 
understands or not. (n.b. subsequent to this extract, and before the interview began, I 
read out the information sheet to the participant, which became the first part of 
every recording of each interview).  
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persist, as I found in the days that followed the interviews with participants:
 
I found that I was not able to disentangle myself from the research and the stories of 
the women (Moore, 2007). Detachment can be difficult for insider researchers (Sikes & 
Potts, 2008). At times, the ethical tenet of ‘do no harm’ was not an idea I was applying 
to my own well-being and emotional load. As Sikes and Hall (2020) attest, there is ‘no 
shame in looking after our own well-being as we would that of participants when the 
personal costs do become too harmful’ (p.169), however as they acknowledge, our 
passion as researchers to complete our work and improve conditions for the groups 
we are working with means that often as researchers we see the emotional pain as 
part of the work and a price that is well worth paying.  
 
To mitigate the impact of this emotional work, Sikes and Hall recommend that we are 
aware of the risks and protect ourselves, but also that we should be aware that these 
sort of investigations may not seem to be potentially ‘emotionally and psychologically 
disturbing – that come to close for comfort because they touch on our own and 
participants’ lives – and so be ready to recognize when this happens’ (p.170).  They 
also share the benefits they found in working together and giving each other 
emotional support, and suggest that this is very helpful when working in areas that 
4th Shift Story: emotional carpark  
The interview tonight was too much; it went really well, I think – but I walked away 
feeling a massive weight on me. When I got into the car, with a two hour journey (at 
least) to get home, I just cried and cried – I couldn’t start the car until I stopped. It 
was overwhelming that this story is now in my bag, on a recorder – I have been 
handed it, this unique telling, with an understanding that I will do something 
worthwhile with it. But I can’t help feeling that I don’t deserve it. It’s too much.  
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‘come too close for comfort’ (2020, p.170). As a doctoral researcher, with a focus on 
an individual project, this is problematic, but a close community of researchers were 
great support to me throughout the work, both at the university where I was studying, 
and the university where I work.  Being able to discuss issues as they arose, such as the 
one described in the following journal extract, was invaluable for my emotional well-
being:   
 
A feminist perspective on insider research suggests women are the best informants 
about their own lives (Acker, 2001, Harding, 1987).  A feminist researcher should 
therefore come as close as possible to positioning herself as the ‘interlocutor’ 
(Wallbank, 2001), but there is no guarantee of rapport in the research relationship 
4th Shift Story: Twitter  
I have taken the twitter app off my phone for a while, as one of my interview 
participants keeps popping up in my timeline and it looks like she is having a tough 
time at work. I feel like I need to keep my distance, but would find it hard not to 
engage if I read the tweets. The ethics here are complex. I have a relationship with 
her now, but the agreement was a research relationship.  
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(Blythe et al., 2013).  
 
The ‘micro-politics of the research must be addressed’ (Bhavnani, 1993, p.98) because 
participants could feel that my findings had been used against the interests of them as 
individuals, or their organisation, their families and friends (Wallbank, 2001).  I can 
imagine participants questioning ‘whose side are you on?’ (Acker, 2001). The individual 
realities of the participants are vital to the understanding of their experiences - ‘insider 
research remains a necessary, albeit messy vehicle in social research’ (Cooper and 
Rogers, 2015 p. 1).   
 
4th Shift Story: Clicking   
Of all the interviews, hers was the one that I think made me feel most on edge. I 
don’t know why – it was friendly, I didn’t sense that she wanted to withdraw or was 
unhappy with how it went – but it just wasn’t like the others felt. When she talked 
about her experiences, I could recognise parallels in my own; she really seemed to 
open up…but the atmosphere was different. Perhaps we were tired, or something 
had happened earlier in the day…perhaps she didn’t like my accent, or my dress, 
maybe I reminded her of someone she doesn’t get on with, or she didn’t like the way 
I had placed the recorder on the table. Or perhaps from her point of view, it was a 
great experience…Maybe it is me.  
4th Shift Story: Whose side are you on?   
Using parts of Willig’s 6 stage discourse analysis model has thrown up some major 
issues with feminist ethics for me. I am taking the transcripts and looking for 
positions, then looking for reasons for positioning herself in that way…what is in it 
for her? It feels uncomfortable – but then I can’t just report what I have been told 
without analysis…it wouldn’t answer my questions and it wouldn’t fit with what I 
believe about how these ideas of motherhood work. I am changing my mind about 
how much I share. It wouldn’t be fair to ask participants to comment on what I have 
analysed as their positionings.  
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3.5.iv: Reflexivity and the Issue of Knowledge  
 
The ‘insiderness’ of the participant/researcher relationship meant that a careful 
consideration of my position was required, including an awareness of my own biases, 
opinions, tendencies and beliefs (Berger, 2015); see chapter 1 (section 1.2.iv). How I 
represent the five study participants is troublesome, particularly with the addition of 
historical and social elements to make the stories into life histories - ‘whose story is it - 
the researcher or the researched?’ (Pillow, 2003, p. 176).  
 
Pillow (2003), accepts that researchers use reflexivity to validate and question their 
practice (Pillow, 2003, p.175), but that there are problems with reflexivity as a concept 
and an activity. Patai (1994) suggests that people who have time for reflexivity are 
privileged academics, and questions whether reflexivity has ever improved research.  
 
Reflexivity will not ‘automatically strengthen the credibility of an account’ (Henwood & 
Pidgeon, 1995, p.9). However, as Pillow (2003), asserts, not attempting to be reflexive 
is hardly likely to improve qualitative research, so we might as well try to consider 
4th Shift Story: coding the participants?  
I have just arrived home from interviewing Aliyah, a really long drive back. All I can 
think about now is how I describe her in the research. She is a Muslim woman, born 
in the Middle East – I didn’t ask her how she wanted this to be recorded in the 
research, or if she wanted this recorded at all. In the interview transcript it is going 
to be clear, but I think I will have to get in touch with her about how I ‘code’ her as a 
participant. It is all very odd and uncomfortable, thinking about her in this 
mechanical, pigeonholing way, when she has just talked to me about her life – her 
joys, her struggles, her relationships.  
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what we are doing and why, throughout the process. Pillow (2003) advocates an 
uncomfortable reflexivity, rather than the cosy and forgiving journal of minor 
weaknesses, and this became part of the lived experience of carrying out the research 
project. Every interview was a reminder of my insider status and my feelings about my 
own parenting and teaching, a personal sting when I reflected on the ethics of the 
study, as well as what the study was doing to me as a researcher: 
 
As a researcher, the impact of the study on me was a consideration of the ethics 
approval process (see appendix 15), however, on reflection this consideration was not 
sufficiently deep to take into account the challenging situation of being an insider 
researcher involved in unstructured interviews with other women. After the 
interviews, I often felt exhausted and emotionally drained, and conflicted about the 
research relationships with the participants. Researchers ‘need to be aware of the 
possible repercussions’ (Sikes, 2010, p.20) of researching lives of others and protect 
themselves. Discussing the experiences of narrative research with my supervisors and 
other researchers has helped considerably, and using Pillow’s work on uncomfortable 
reflexivity (2003) has reinforced the importance of ‘staying with’ the discomfort to 
better inform the research.  
4th Shift Story: Keeping a research journal  
Many of these (journal entries) included ‘meta-entries’ about the business of keeping 
a research journal. Keeping a research journal has been like picking a scab, over and 
over and over and over again, until it seems certain that a scar is unavoidable. The 
worst feeling is that some of the ethical scabs that I keep picking will never heal and I 
will just have to learn to live with them, in the work, in the thesis, in whatever I do 







There are significant issues concerning the acquisition of knowledge that trouble an 
insider research perspective.  As discussed, postmodernist perspectives reject the idea 
that ontological distinctions must be drawn, but presuming a social constructionist 
epistemology and using Foucauldian discourse analysis means that my ability to 
analyse the data depends on the possibility of an insider researcher being able to 
identify the discourses at work in their own lives; to see from outside as well as inside.  
 
Acker, Barry and Esseveld (1983) talk about the ‘adequacy’ of findings, urging that we 
question whether our research fairly and accurately ‘reflect the aspects of life that we 
claim they represent?’ (p.431). Cooper and Rogers (2015), go further and suggest that 
the suspicion aimed at insider research has led to researchers being more reflexive and 
careful about their assumptions, thus increasing validity.   
 
Researcher assumptions are often cited as a major drawback in trying to conduct 
insider research (Berger, 2015; Couture, Zaidi & Maticka-Tyndall, 2012; Drake, 2010; 
Sanger, 2010; Mercer, 2007).  Drake (2010) likens this to the difference between an 
outsider or insider exploring a coastal geographical area. The insider researcher may 
assume or presume that everyone involved has the same understanding; that their 
experiences and memories are representative of the community; ‘Insider status 
entitles her to represent the voice of her participants in what is essentially her own’ 
(Wilkinson & Kitzinger, 2013).  In the literature this is described as an innocent 
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occurrence, but there is also a suggestion of deliberate misrepresentation, designed to 
serve the researcher’s interest (Wallbank, 2001). My own journal reflected this idea:
 
Drawing upon Drake’s metaphor of the coastal explorers, I think we ‘sell short’ the 
research community if we assume that we are either conscientious outsiders or lazy 
insiders. Assumptions can be pervasive and hard to identify, but a thorough literature 
review will uncover some assumptions and misrepresented information.  There is also 
the benefit of the local knowledge that Drake refers to, and many have suggested that 
insider studies gain deep insight and engagement, because and not in spite of the 
shared knowledge that the researcher and participants have (Cooper & Rogers, 2015; 
Dwyer & Buckle, 2009, Blythe et al 2013; Mercer, 2007).  
 
It has been suggested that a form of bravery is required to choose insider research and 
write about it; the exposure of your own feelings, personal life and authentic voice is a 
risk and can cause anxiety for the researcher (Vickers, 2002). Oakley (1979), suggests 
4th Shift Story: speaking for Sian 
A strange thing happened when I was typing the transcript of Sian’s interview. The 
interview itself had been a frustrating event; we had to move twice to get away from 
construction noise in the beer garden of a village pub. Sian had also taken several 
phone calls from home, from a seemingly agitated partner, which I did not want to 
include in the transcript. I started to edit as I was typing; taking out our comments on 
the noise, on the phone calls – and it crossed my mind that this sort of editing could 
quite easily lead to words and phrases being changed slightly to clarify meaning – to 
clarify what I mean, not perhaps what Sian meant at the time. I decided to transcribe 
the interview as closely to the recording as I could at that point, partly to remind 
myself that Sian does not speak with my voice.  
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that ‘academic research projects bear an intimate relationship to the researcher's life‘ 
(p.5). It is true that this doctoral project was initially provoked by my ‘personal dramas’ 
(Oakley, 1979).  Given the commitment of time and finances involved in doctoral 
study, it is not unusual for candidates to pursue an area that is of personal importance 
(Brailsford, 2010, Hawkes, 2016) and there has been a surprising lack of research into 
choice of doctoral focus (McCulloch, Guerin, Jayatilaka, Calder and Ranasinghe, 2017).  
 
My doctoral journey began with a choice between this personal and ‘insider’ work (as I 
was still a full time teacher at that point) and a less personal study of children’s 
experiences of the transition between Early Years and Key Stage 1. The more personal 
study was more appealing, more immediate and more motivating; it also had the 
benefit of making my doctorate, which was essentially the third priority in my life 
(Evans, 2002), a part of the top two priorities – motherhood and work. It could be 
argued that this makes the research much more vulnerable to assumption and bias 
(Wilkinson and Kitzinger, 2013). At the time, with a full time teaching post, a toddler 
and other caring responsibilities, the insider research also seemed easier and more 
accessible. The thought of spending doctoral fees on work that was about my 
situation, and women like me, was also more attractive.  
 
More reflection is needed on whether this ‘personal interest skew’ could be 
detrimental to the quality of research across the social sciences; however, data on how 
doctorates are funded, how thesis focus is chosen and whether professional doctoral 
candidates have different motivations, is scant (McCulloch, Guerin, Jayatilaka, Calder 
and Ranasinghe, 2017; Taylor and Adams, 2020). The added challenge of a part-time 
route, alongside concerns that a professional doctorate like an EdD has additional 
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criteria for relevance to the profession and future practice, are both factors that may 
affect a decision on focus and methodology.    
  
3.6 Data Analysis 
 
In this section, narrative analysis and Foucaudian discourse analysis are explained. The 
model for analysis of the study data begins with Foucauldian discourse analysis (FDA), 
and the use of a six-stage model (Willig, 2008) to scaffold the process. The FDA was 
then applied to an analysis model based on Bronfenbrenner’s ecological systems 
theory (1979); Ecological Systems Discourse Analysis (ESDA).  
3.6.i: Discourses  
Narrative analysis examines how people make sense of their ‘experiences in society 
through language’ (Souto-Manning, 2014, p.165). Having used a narrative approach to 
my research design, narrative analysis is a natural continuum for looking at the 
participant’s sense-making in her story. Life-history research often combines the 
individual’s experience with the social and political events of the time, analysing the 
impact on lives (Bold, 2012, p.96-97). This endeavour often turns to an analysis of how 
the social and political discourses of the time shape and restrict the individual – 
narrative could be seen as the individual looking out, posing research questions based 
on the individual’s view of their experiences (Souto-Manning, 2014).  However, using 
discourse analysis in combination with life-history may highlight additional 
considerations of the language used by participants. The definitions of narrative 
analysis, narrative inquiry and discourse analysis vary widely (Jaworski & Coupland, 
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1999;  Johnstone, 2001; Thomas, 2013); see appendix 6 for a family tree of narrative 
and discourse analysis.  
 
Discourse analysis broadly concerns the ‘study of language in use’ (Wetherell, Taylor & 
Yates, 2001, p.3, see also Miller, 2000) and may be described in contrast to the 
individual looking out (Souto-Manning, 2014) approach of narrative analysis; as it deals 
with the way the outside world creates the narrratives of individuals, looking at a social 
problem as the motivation to investigate (Souto-Manning, 2014). The discourse analyst 
describes the language text, interprets the relationship between the discursive 
processes and the text, and explains the relationship between the discursive processes 
and the social processes (Fairclough, 1995, p.97). Thomas (2013) puts this simply, 
when he says that in ‘gutting the interview’ the discourse analyst is focussed on ‘the 
use of particular words, phrases, idioms, similes, metaphors, kinds of rhetoric’ 
(Thomas, 2013, p.242).  
 
Discourse analysis has fragmented and become a forest of different methods of 
analysis (Alvesson & Karreman, 2000; also see appendix 6), including critical discourse 
analysis and Foucauldian discourse analysis, both of which concerned with uncovering 
power discourses in everyday narratives and based on the idea that there ‘are no 
neutral words or forms – words and forms that can belong to ‘no-one’, language has 




3.6.ii: Foucauldian Discourse Analysis  
Souto-Manning (2014) describes discourse analysis as powerful, because of the 
connection between discourse and social context (p.162). What has led me to 
discourse analysis is how DA plays ‘a role in making categories of people and new ways 
for people to be’ (Hacking, 1986, p.223). Teacher mothers have been made a category 
of people (Pinnegar, Dulude-Lay, Bigham & Dulude, 2005), with arguably a new way to 
‘be’ – or at least, expectations of how to behave in those roles (Conley & Jenkins, 2011; 
Dillabough, 1999; McNamara, Howson, Gunter & Fryers, 2010; Page, 2013; Thompson 
& Kehily, 2011). As Souto-Manning (2014) points out, there is an opportunity to 
connect the individual and personal stories of women, with a social context. Discourse 
analysis is also considered a suitable, consistent tool for poststructuralist feminist 
researchers (Gavey, 1989).   
 
Foucauldian discourse analysis is used to examine sociocultural and historical impact 
(Andersen, 2003) on the creation and continuation of discourses (for a guide to 
terminology for FDA, see appendix 7). These discourses shape how people think, 
behave and feel towards groups and individuals and a Foucauldian discourse analyst 
deconstructs how language is used to illuminate these discourses (Willig, 2008). FDA 
depends on the constructionist view that language alone constructs meaning. 
Although, as discussed, the definition of what constitutes a discourse is wide, a 
limitation of FDA is that it cannot account for the way bodies can communicate as the 
‘embodiment of lived experience’ (Stevenson, 2004, p.5) and what Radley (1995) 
describes as extra-discursiveness (also Ramazanoglu, 1993). Edwards (1995), suggests 
that even bodily communication and experience are interpreted or analysed using 
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language. Sims-Schouten, Riley & Willig (2007) give examples of non-discursive 
elements such as ‘financial stability’ in their interview transcripts, which they state 
cannot be accounted for by FDA – however, they do not consider that the very idea of 
what financial stability means could be viewed as an object created by discourse; what 
is considered an acceptable living standard is a discourse maintained by a community 
or society. The non-discursive realm is not ignored by FDA, but the evidence 
considered when illuminating discursive constructs is usually discursive in nature 
(Speer, 2007).  
 
‘It is through discourse that power relations are maintained in society’ (Foucault, 1978, 
p.162), is the basis of this method of analysis, and it is not just what is said, but how it 
is said in a particular structure (Acker, 2001). Acker is referring to the power position of 
the narrator, as an aspect of the analysis, acknowledging that understanding a 
discourse is impossible without an understanding of the specific context (Souto-
Manning, 2014, p.162). FDA is finding the statements that ‘function to put a discursive 
frame’ around an individual or group, and form a particular way of viewing that group 
or individual, and how they see themselves (Graham, 2005, p.10). Scheurich (1997) 
describes FDA as uncovering how the problem group is seen or known as a problem, 
which leads to questions about how these ways of knowing and talking have become 
normal or privileged, and what this reveals about the operation of power, particularly 
relevant to feminist research (Scott, 1990).  
 
The table below outlines each stage of Willig’s model (2008), which was used as part of 
the unique model for data analysis in this study (ecological systems discourse analysis).  
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Table 3: Willig's Model of FDA (2008). 
Willig’s (2008) Foucauldian Discourse Analysis Model, as applied to my research data  





Willig’s first step is to identify the discursive objects and the way they are 
constructed. Identifying the discursive objects should already have been 
done, in the phrasing of the research question (Willig, 2008, p.115).  
The discursive objects are ‘teaching’ (denoted in the question by teacher and 
work) and ‘motherhood’ (denoted by mothers and mothering). The first 
stage of analysis involves the identification of different ways these objects 
are ‘constructed’ in the text (Kendall & Wickham, 1999). Willig urges the 
researcher not to simply look for keywords, as the objects may be referred 




Willig (2008) describes stage 2 as a focus on the differences in constructions 
(in this case, of teacher-motherhood). I have organised some of the 
constructions of teacher-motherhood that were identifiable in the text in a 
table, together with examples of the transcribed interview and the 
discourses that these might represent (appendix 20). As in other examples of 
FDA in use (Crowe, 2005; Stevenson, 2004; Van Ness et al., 2017) the 
identification of these discourses can be problematic (Antaki, Billig, Edwards 
& Potter, 2003). I have followed the Willig model here, but with concern that 
identifying the discourses ‘ad hoc’, as seems to be the suggestion, could 
easily lead to the ‘circular discovery of discourses’ (Antaki  et al., 2003; 
Stevenson, 2004). Acknowledging that my interpretation is one amongst 
many possible interpretations, highlights that the participant is not a ‘thing 






Willig (2008, p.116) describes this stage as a ‘closer examination’ of the 
discourses within the discursive construction that inscribe the ‘object’ or 
‘body’ in different ways. Looking at the action orientation means thinking 
about the reasons why ‘teacher mother’ has been described in the way it 
has. Why does the participant talk about herself as ultimately responsible for 
the health and care of her child? How could this discourse be deployed, and 




Willig (2008) now suggests that we take a closer look at the subject positions 
offered by the discourses, to the ‘object’ - in this case, a person, so a 
‘subject’. Willig suggests that discourses ‘make available positions within 
networks of meaning that speakers can take up (as well as place others 
within’ (p.116). This is complicated by an idea that the subject position 
identified is not a role – they offer a position to speak and act from. As Willig 
points out, this has epistemological implications, as having a subject position 
may limit what can be thought and experienced by the speaker (p.117). 
From a subject position, ways of seeing and ‘codifying certain practices’ are 




This stage involves a systematic review of how the discursive constructions 
and subject positions open up or close down options for acting (Willig, 
2008). ‘Certain practices become legitimate forms of behaviour from within 
particular discourses.’ (ibid, p.117). For example, in the pilot interview Sian 
blames herself for her perceived poor performance in teaching since she had 
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her baby, whilst acknowledging that there are many factors that prevent her 
working at the same pace and for the same hours that she used to. Her 
behaviour is to become the guilty party, to ‘keep her head down’; despite 
the legal position her employers are in, to safeguard her well-being and to 




In the final stage, Willig (2008) looks at the relationship with discourse and 
subjectivity (p.117). Having taken up subject positions, the participant’s 
future actions are tied to a ‘way of being in the world’ (Davies & Harre, 1999, 
p.35; Willig, 2008, p.117).  
Willig (2008) suggests a straightforward reading of the previous five stages, 
in order to identify the consequences for subjectivity, but metaphor and the 
positioning of ‘I’ in the text have also been suggested as tools for 
highlighting these relationships (Pinnegar & Daynes, 2007, p.5).  Willig 
suggests that this stage of the analysis is the most speculative, but it is more 
that speculative – it is suggesting a direct link between what is said, and 
what is felt, thought, believed and done. There is a leap between the 
existence or availability of subject positions and the feelings and actions that 
are theorised as caused by these positions. There is dispute as to whether 
the postmodern position necessitates that this relationship is causally 
bound; it seems possible that although subject positions are likely to create 
conditions where some actions are more likely, for an individual, we could 
not claim that this is an inevitability (Willig, 2008). 
 
3.6.iii: Bronfenbrenner’s Ecological Systems Model  
 
Bronfenbrenner’s original model was designed for understanding the worldviews of 
young children, in trying to illuminate developmental delays and influences on their 
perceptions of their own place in their world (Bronfenbrenner, 1979).  It has since 
been used for studies on adult lives (Hoare, 2009) and to explore the spheres of 
influence on teacher parents (Kell, 2016).  It has also been used as part of a data 
analysis framework in combination with thematic analysis (Bluteau, Clouder and 
Cureton, 2017).  The theory is based on the assumption that relationships are 





Figure 11: Commonly used representation of Bronfenbrenner's theory (1979). 
 
It is important to point out here that the classic diagram of ever decreasing circles is 
just one part of the theory, which actually has three other major interconnecting parts. 
This diagram represents the CONTEXT part of the ecological systems. Bronfenbrenner 
added to his theory over time and called this evolved model a bioecological model of 
human development (Ashiabi & O’Neal, 2015; Bronfenbrenner, 1994). Whilst very 
often the theory is used as if only the ‘context’ quarter existed (Tudge, Mokrova, 
Hatfield & Karnik, 2009) it is likely that some of the perceived weaknesses in the model 




Figure 12: Complete bioecological systems theory model. 
 
Bronfenbrenner’s later adaptations to the theory, including a ‘chronosystem’ (Berger, 
2012; Bronfenbrenner, 1995, 2005) adds the influence of time. Macro-time, also 
known as the chronosystem, is about the changes to the whole context of the 
individual over time. The chronosystem describes how the rest of the ecological 
system changes over time, and more specifically, the lifetime of the individual. This 
helps in exploring how changing policies and discourses over time may have influenced 
actions, and can be reconciled in our current ecological system - reminiscent of 
Foucault’s genealogy (1972, 2010) and the idea that discourses change over time and 
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should be ‘dug up’, as part of understanding our cultural history.  This also fits with life-
history interviewing, where historical and political context is taken into account 
(Goodson & Sikes, 2001).  
Critique of the theory 
Use and misuse of Bronfenbrenner’s theory has been critiqued, particularly the 
simplification of the model that was intended to take into account complexity of life 
experience (Tudge, Hatfield and Karnik, 2009). Bronfenbrenner’s evolving theory 
included dimensions of process, person, context and time (Bronfenbrenner, 1988; 
1993; 1994), which have been taken into account in the model for analysis here.  
Theory is too broad/oversimplified 
Bronfenbrenner’s theory has come under fire for both being too broad in scope and 
oversimplifying the world of the individual; perhaps because for some complexity 
theorists, it reduces incredibly complex processes like learning to a system of factors, 
whilst for some cognitive psychologists it covers too much to be useful. Although 
Bronfenbrenner’s theory has been criticised for being oversimplified (Kell, 2016) it 
gives a framework for thinking about the complexity of an individual world, particularly 
when the whole theory is used. This also sits with intersectionality and a perspective of 
power as a dynamic process (Bilge, 2013). Bilge discusses how intersectionality works 
at a microsocial and macrosocial level (2010), reminiscent of Bronfenbrenner’s 
ecological systems.  
 
Detail required is too extensive  
Bronfenbrenner’s ecological systems are also criticised for requiring too much detail in 
practice. However, it can be argued that Bronfenbrenner never expected this theory to 
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become a form filling exercise in collecting all the information about an individual in 
order to analyse their ecological systems, or predict their future. What he perhaps set 
out to do with this theory is show how complex and delicate the process of 
development is, and how small interactions in the microsystem have huge impacts.  
 
Crossing of boundaries between systems is too complex  
Another critique of the theory is that crossing between the ecological systems is 
complex and never fully explained, for example, how ideas from the macrosystem 
filter through to the microsystem and the individual. There are also some grey areas 
where it can be tricky to decide where in the ecological system some aspects of life 
should go, for example, when the relationships an individual has are not ‘standard’. If 
you have never met your father, does he belong in the microsystem, or the 
macrosystem is something of a myth? Again, this critique seems to arise when the 
theory is pressed into use as a methodical, systematic guide to development, where 
each element of the theory should be possible to ‘fill in’ for an individual. 
Bronfenbrenner’s point is to explore just how complex, interconnected and tangled a 
life can be, as a sort of antidote to theories that reduced development of the individual 
to single factors such as genetics, parenting style or environment. Bronfenbrenner 
attempts to capture something of the wealth of factors that influence how we learn 
and grow, which whilst flawed, can be viewed as a refreshing change to treating 




Figure 13: Ecological systems as they may be organised for a teacher-mother. 
 
In figure 13, I have adapted Bronfenbrenner’s original conceptions of what each 
system may represent to reflect the context of a teacher and mother. Clearly, how this 
is organised for an individual will vary; for example, for someone working as a local 
councillor, local government discourse may be part of their microsystem. Participants, 
if given the opportunity, may have organised a conception of their ecological systems 
in different ways. What Bronfenbrenner’s model does for this study is to prevent the 
analysis and interpretation of individual stories to be reduced to one of three common 
current views of identity (Hoare, 2009), accepting the complexity of a whole person in 
the application of theory and tools to the analysis of data about that person. For this 
study it provides a framework for thinking about different influences on teacher 
mothers. It is included in my theoretical framework to support a Foucauldian analysis 
of power within the systems, rather than assuming that subjects of domination are 
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indeed dominated from one place, or by one person or group (Davis, 2008). This also 
sits with intersectionality and a perspective of power as a dynamic process (Bilge, 
2010).  
 
As a researcher, my role is to track the narrative through the system; 
Authors move their narratives of individual lives back and forth through 
different layers of situated engagement in the microsystem (family and Friends) 
and mesosystem (schools, local communities, workplaces) to broader areas of 
indirect engagement represented in the exosystem and macrosystem. Harnett, 
2010, p. 165 
 
Hoare (2009) argues that using reductionist models, which look at details and separate 
aspects of a whole person, are damaging; ‘the end result is a reduction of the entire 
organism to a partial, lopsided view, a view that varies depending on the lens in use.’ 
(Hoare, 2009, p.68). It is intended that Bronfenbrenner’s theory, used as part of the 
theoretical framework and analysis tool, has added to the richness of analysis and 
appreciation of the whole person.  
 
3.6.iv: Ecological Systems Discourse Analysis  
Ecological systems discourse analysis shows where the participant was positioning 
themselves in relation to their worlds, what they were saying about their 
microsystems, mesosystems and the macrosystem, and then feed into a bigger project 
of transposing all five ESDA analyses (appendix 21) to show where we might find points 
of coalescence and convergence in the lives of other teacher-mothers (Allen & Baber, 
1992, p.13; Ramatanoglu and Holland, 2002). 
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Figure 14: Exploring Willig's process with Bronfenbrenner's model (1979). 
 
Ecological systems and Foucauldian discourse analysis have been used to analyse 




Table 4: Ecological Systems Discourse Analysis Process 
Ecological Systems Discourse Analysis process used in this study  
FDA Stage Description of FDA process (for 
individual stories and coalesced 
discourses)  
Description of Ecological Systems 
process (for individual stories – then 





Construction identified – teacher 
mother and all synonyms for these (see 





The way teacher-motherhood is 
described is identified as a 
discourse. Each story 
contains many discourses 
of teacher-mother and also of teacher 
and mother/parent separately.  
 
Initial identifications of discourses 
are considered in terms of where 
they may apply to an ecological 
systems model – are they to do with 
home and close family, school and 
local community, wider community, 





At this stage the researcher analyses 
why these discourses have been used in 
the story – what potential benefits are 
there to deploying this discourse? What 




How does the woman telling her story 
position herself in terms of the 
discourse? Is she 
identifying something 
about other mothers that 
doesn’t apply to her?  
Discourses plotted on an ecological 
system ‘map’ and alternative 
interpretations of system borders 
(the line drawn between micro and 
meso systems, for example) and 
placement of discourses are 
considered. Limitations of positions 
are drawn out – are some systems 





In this stage, the researcher looks at 
what actions open up or close down, 
depending on how the teacher-mother 





Given the previous five stages, 
consideration is given to the potential 
next actions and options of 
the participant and how the 
discourses and their 
positions in regards to them affect the 
future.  
Ecological systems maps for each 
woman interviewed give an 
indication of where the discourses 
identified in their stories may 
influence their lives.  
For individual maps, see Appendix 21. For the collective map, see section  5.2.  
The two approaches, FDA and ecological systems, work together to illuminate the 
connections between the stories of individuals and their worlds – the geography, 
history and culture – but also the relationships and systems that shape their stories. 
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The ecological systems serve as boundaries which assist in exploring different aspects 
of the influences and settings of the stories,  but they are also interconnected; ‘like 
Russian dolls, these different layers nest within each other and are contingent upon 
each other’ (Harnett, 2010, p. 165).  
3.7: Conclusion  
 
In the methodology chapter, I have explained: 
 the research design, including how a narrative approach was used 
 an overview of lessons learnt from the formative study 
 the fieldwork 
 ethics and reflexivity  
 the data analysis model and process  
Ethical considerations have been a major part of my study, in terms of time and 
emotional investment. Concerns most pertinent to the method and recruitment have 
been anonymity and informed consent, which may still have been a concern as an 
outsider researcher, but the ethical implications for this study are made all the more 
‘human’ because I know some of the worlds that my participants negotiate. Whilst the 
study had full ethical approval (see appendix 22) and all ethical procedures were 
carried out, including signed consent from participants and careful anonymization of 
data (see appendices 11 – 15), the discussion continues about how a study can be 
ethical and truly feminist. The study has highlighted ethical issues that have not been 
explored extensively in the literature, including recruitment via social media and online 





4: Findings  
4.1: Introduction to the stories 
In this chapter the stories of each participant will be recounted. In keeping with a 
feminist approach, I have included as much of the women’s own words in each story as 
possible; to ‘offer insights, glimpses into others’ worlds and ways of seeing the world’ 
(Fraser and MacDougall, 2016, p.249), and have tried to give them the first and last 
words in their stories, whilst mindful of issues around anonymity. The stories chart the 
interview in the temporal order in which events and emotions were recounted, 
because gaining understanding of each emotional event requires some consideration 
of how this fits into the narrative (Nussbaum, 2003); narrative past is ‘indispensable for 
understanding any present instance of emotionality’ (Kleres, 2011, p.185).  
 
However, aspects and events are not recounted here to reflect how many minutes 
were spent on them in the interview. Some events recounted in detail here were not 
the most lengthy sections of the interview transcript and importance given to the story 
by the participant has been the guiding principle in writing the recounts; in an attempt 
to minimise the challenges that accompany attempting to ‘recognise multiple 
interpretations’ of the same narrative (Bold, 2012, p.62). An example of this is the 
emphasis given to Sian’s experiences of being prepared for all eventualities. This was 
peppered throughout her interview; in the recount of her story, this aspect has been 
given a higher profile and the experiences linked to this have been gathered. The 
rationale here was to make the story easier to follow for the reader, who was not 
there during the interview, to join together separate incidences of a similar 
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experience, and also to make the returned-to events more prominent than they may 
have been in a cold overview of what was described by the participants.  
 
Qualitative research analysis sometimes suffers from a lack of clarity over how the 
findings have been ‘mined’ from the vast amounts of data generated (Caelli, Ray and 
Mill, 2003), and analysis of data adds to the amount of information gathered during 
the project, rather than reducing or simplifying (Gibbs, 2007). Qualitative analysis also 
falls foul of criticisms about how biases are present in the themes that have been 
selected by the researcher (Caelli et al., 2003). My aim here is to justify the analysis, 
given the research questions and the data collected, whilst acknowledging that there 
are other ways this could have been done that would have generated a different set of 
findings from the data. 
 
The extracts of the participant interview transcripts have been shaded, to make these 
easy to identify. Slight changes have been made to the original transcription for ease, 
for example, repeated ‘ums’ and ‘errs’ have been taken out (Page, 2010). These 
utterances were not critical for the type of discourse analysis used in this study and 
their exclusion has made the narrative easier to follow.   
4.2: Participant sections 
4.2.i: Order 








The order of the participant stories is the order they were interviewed in, with Sian 
first, who was the formative study participant. I have considered the place of her story 
in the chapter, as her story is the one that shaped the methods and analysis for the 
following four interviews. I thought about keeping her story separate, or putting it to 
the end of the chapter, but her interview and story have been so influential on the rest 
of the research that it feels right to have her at the beginning. It is hoped that this will 
also help the reader to appreciate how the formative study influenced the rest of the 
project.  
 
4.2.ii: Thumbnail sketches  
Each story begins with a brief thumbnail sketch (Roberts, 2006) of each participant has 
been constructed to give some contextual information about the teacher mother. 
However, care has been taken to preserve the anonymity of the participants and some 
information has been changed to make identification (although still possible) less likely 
(see Ethics section 3.5.i). This policy of changing information and redacting any 
identifying geographical detail and names continues in the extracts from participant 
transcripts. To give an insight into the level of changes made, an example would be 
that children’s ages may have been changed by a year, up or down. These changes may 
of course make a difference to how the reader interprets the stories, but the ethical 
imperative here is to provide the level of care regarding anonymity that was promised 
in consent briefings with the participants (see appendices 11, 12 & 13).  
4.2.iii: Interview maps 
Maps of interviews give basic details about where and when the interview took place, 
as well as other details such as who else was present if the interview took place in a 
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public area, noise level, duration of interview and how the interviewer and interviewee 
were positioned (Clarke, 2005; also Pasque, 2013). Again, the point of giving this 
information is two-fold; reflecting on these aspects of each interview helped with the 
analysis of the transcripts and helped me to appreciate the richness of an unstructured 
interview. Secondly, this additional context gives the reader a better sense of the 
interview and may help in identifying flaws and biases in the study in future critiques 
and analysis of the data.   
4.2.iv: Foucauldian Discourse Analysis of transcripts 
Willig’s Foucauldian discourse analysis model was used to analyse the interview data. 
Discursive constructions are described first, then discourses, action orientations, 
subject positionings, practice and subjectivity are discussed using selected quotations 




Thumbnail Sketch  
Sian is a white British woman in her mid-thirties. At the time of the interview, she has 
one child of pre-school age and was pregnant with her second child. She worked full 
time in a larger than average rural village primary school and was teaching Key Stage 
2. Subsequently, Sian left her post and returned to the same school in a part-time role, 
before being offered more hours and a permanent contract in another local school, 
which she accepted. Sian has been a friend and colleague of mine for approximately 15 




Figure 15: Sian's interview map. 
 
Sian’s interview was interrupted several times by phone calls and loud environmental 
noise. The interview was still recorded using a Dictaphone, but the recording required 
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more work than the others in terms of transcription and some of the exact wording 
may not have been preserved in the full transcript of the interview, as some 
interpretation was required because of the noise and decisions about when to ‘cut’ the 
interview when Sian’s phone was ringing.  
Sian’s Story  
Sian started her story from her own school days; there is a lot of laughter recorded in 
this part of the interview. Sian’s first teaching post was in an inner-city school. 
 
It started when I had to arrange my work experience when I was at secondary school. I 
wanted to be a physiotherapist and an animal physiotherapist, but you have to do 
human physiotherapy and then transfer it. So that's what I wanted to do kind of at that 
point and I said, Right, I don't want to go into hospital for work experience because 
there's nothing I can do. They won't let me do anything. I'll end up wiping poo and sick 
and wee and making cups of tea for the week and really don't want to do that. I know 
what I'll do. I'll go to the local primary school because they started nine and finish at 
three. It's literally down the road and I can walk there every day. I can muck around 
with a load of kids, have a great time and go home… and that's going to be it! So I did 
work experience in school because I didn't want to do the hard work experience 
placement! Then I realised I really wanted to be a teacher. So that was kind of where I 
was like, ‘I've got all this, this starting at nine and finishing at three is great!’ 
 
And I went to uni, and did teaching because I couldn't think of anything else I wanted to 
do. So I didn't do any other degree, just did teaching, which really limits me at this point 
in my life. Because I have a degree in primary education, not even secondary. It's very 
specific.  So yeah, I went to uni, had a great time. My course..loved it. Started teaching 
and hated the first year. absolutely hated first year was awful. Just because it's such a 
difficult class and they had 20 boys and five girls in the centre of (city), and (estate) kids 
basically and it was so hard. And I mean to the point of like, you know, I was an NQT 
obviously, but my NQT time, the NQT teacher they got into cover me and was an 
experienced teacher. And after the first half day of teaching them she walked out so she 
came back and I was still picking plastic money out of the light fittings, at Christmas. I 
have no idea what happened in that afternoon.  
So for a little while, I didn't have any NQT time because no one would cover my class. So 
you know, yes, there was a bit crap, but I think it was because they were very difficult. 
But I got through it. And I came out as stronger teacher at the end of it. I'm sure the 
head teacher supported me when he came and observed me every three weeks which 
you know, a few of my friends were like 'that's horrendous'. But actually him sat at the 
back of the room meant I could actually teach my class because they actually listened to 






Sian then moved to her current school (at the time of the interview) where she has 
worked for ten years.  
Sian then talked about how her career changed during her pregnancy and when she 
returned from maternity leave. 
Sian then recounted how the situation changed. When she refers to someone walking 
in, she is talking about classroom drop-in observations, which were a feature of the 
management strategy at the school. 
And yeah, I kind of felt, like you know the end of the year all my friends were like, my 
you know, my teacher friends were going ‘Oh, yeah, this is all wonderful and I'm going 
to miss my first class so much. Cry! Cry!’. Well I won't. But after that improved, and I 
really enjoyed the next two years then I moved to Greenshire and Greentown. That's a 
lovely place and really enjoyed it I you know, I was really enjoyed my teaching job then.  
And then when I came back from maternity… and I know to be fair when I was 
pregnant, I didn't enjoy it at school. I wasn't enjoying it. I was feeling I was being 
targeted. Because you know, you're tired, you don't get as much done and I was in Year 
3/4 forever and ever and ever. It's only two of you. You've got like constant work, 
movement, people moving in and out, you just… so you get in that... I really was 
beginning to feel that it was really hard work and came back after having (first child) 
and didn't really want to come back. Really enjoyed the first six, seven weeks when I 
came back from maternity.  
I think it was just different yeah from maternity and also I was in a different team. I was 
in Year 6 with three teachers and a student. So obviously summer time as well when 
you've not had all the assessments to do so where everyone else is finalising 
assessments. I wasn't going to do that - I'd say it was easier. And I actually thought ‘I 
really enjoyed this’. 
…then I moved to (county) and (village). That's a lovely place and really enjoyed it I you 
know, I was really enjoyed my teaching job. I became SENDCo and really enjoyed that 
and yeah, I got a lot of job satisfaction. Getting married. Obviously, the ups and downs 
with you know, lessons and stuff but generally I would say I was I happy teaching. I 
didn't have an issue with it. And I enjoyed the SENDCo side more. But I liked being in the 




 Sian went on to talk about the future and also describes more of the experience of her 
teacher-motherhood. 
 
I enjoyed it. Because I think I was lulled into a false sense of security because I hadn't 
thought about it for the summer. So you've got your easy end of the year without you 
having to write reports or the assessments, which actually is what makes it challenging. 
And I just had to teach for the summer and I went off to all the different schools and it 
was great. And then I was put back in Year 3/4. And again, actually, initially it was all 
right there. 
 
I felt like I, I just felt like you spend your entire life living out of the car, yeah. And flying 
around from this place to that place because you've got to take little ones to childcare, 
then you've got to be at school, then you go to go pick him up from childcare, got to 
make sure that you've got this bag or that bag… I mean, my car is full of coats, and you 
never know what the weather's gonna do… coats and hats and sunscreen. And that's 
fine, because that's being a mother, but you sort of spend your entire time rushing from 
one place to the other. You don't actually sit down and enjoy any one bit of it. So you 
know, you’re teaching, you are shattered because you were up at three (am). And you 
know, then someone walks in and says you're not very excitable or dynamic. Just feel 
like ripping their head off. Because you know, you be exciting and dynamic if you've 
been up from three ‘til the morning with a small person who's got a bit of a cold or 
whatever, you know, still feeding and still doing whatever you're doing.  
 I might return to teaching when my children are school age… yeah because the 
pressures, you know, I don't know maybe… I just think that perhaps, you know, then you 
will get your time with your family and that would be lovely. But at the minute I don't 
feel like I have any time. I'm literally running, it's get home, bath when he has been 
picked up from the child minder, a little bit of a cuddle, read a story, put him into bed 
and all I'm thinking about is, ‘please go to sleep quickly because I've got all this marking 
to do, ready for tomorrow’. All this planning to do as well and you are wishing away the 
time with them so that you can start your work again, so that you're not going to bed at 
11 o'clock because if you're going to bed at 11 o'clock and then up at three, you are not 
a nice person to be with. 
You know, you still have always got your work hanging over you. Yeah. And then you 
know, someone says, 'you're finished?' -  No, it's never going to be finished, which is 
quite depressing. And then you have to give up the Sundays. And you have to say, look, 
because Daddy's got the day off on Sunday, please can you look after him so I get a day 
maybe at the most with my child that week. And it's just that constant in the back of 
your mind. I've still got all that work to do. I've got that pile of books or that boatload of 
planning that I haven't done for next week yet. And it just takes it all away, anything 
actually I do, and then when you're tired, you're not doing a very good job in the 
classroom as well, you think well you know what I mean… yeah, let's say you hand your 




Sian describes having to ask people to look after her son, including her husband. 
She explained what her next steps are in terms of finding another job. 
 
I think the problem was that they expect the same amount. Of course they do. They 
expect the same amount of work from you, and you expect to be able to do the same 
amount of work. And actually, it's a difficult thing when you've got nothing else, let 
alone when you've got a whole other person who needs an awful lot of caring… 
however easy and nice and calm the child is, and will sleep for 12 hours a night and is 
really well behaved, they still need your attention and you can't just say, ‘ just sit there 
for a minute while I do this work’. You know, I wouldn't want a child that would, 
because that they're not inquisitive.  
But you can't do that. You have to juggle you have to ask people very nicely if they can 
have this person, you know, they can look after you feel like you have to call in a lot of 
favours. Yeah. And so then you’re feeling guilty for that. There's a lot of guilt. Because 
you, yeah, you feel guilty for not spending the time with your children, you feel guilty 
because you're not doing enough planning and so other people are having to do more 
work because you're not doing as much as you were doing before. Not that you're not 
pulling your weight, but that you're not doing as much as you were and there is the 
expectation you will continue to do that work. You'll just come back and you will carry 
on doing exactly the same. But, you know, there's no way you can and I don't know 
how, obviously as a business they expect, they need you, they pay you the same 
amount of money, don’t they? I mean, I think if I had gone for a job share, they 
wouldn't be paying me as much money. Yeah, the expectation possibly wouldn't be as 
high, you'd have a little bit longer to do certain things. Obviously, you're getting less 
money, you would still have to pay for childcare, so I don't know. Maybe someone 
who's doing part-time, maybe it’s no better because you still have your child with you 
when you are trying to catch up at home.  
I will lose my maternity pay, but ultimately I'm sure we'll survive on whatever it is we 
can do... and I just think it's given me a bit of a... ‘cool, I could do all sorts of different 
things’. So you know, I have been looking, it's difficult because obviously I'm pregnant. 
So initially when you wouldn't even notice it, and I kind of had a bit of an all, 'I can do 
anything I could do things in lots of jobs', but they weren't quite coming up quite yet. 
And then, and then, start thinking, because they're all year contracts or, you know, you 
may apply for something... that no one's going to employ someone. I mean, you know, 




Sian talked about other aspects of being a teacher-mother. 
She also talked about her place in the family: 
 
 I you know, I had his hair cut (child) but I don't get those things done, because I go to 
the bottom of the pile and that's fine. But I think there are times when suddenly you're 
like, actually yeah, I'm already at the bottom of the pile. Don't put me down even 
further. Yeah, and it’s like when I think, “ when was the last time you had a 40 pound 
pair of shoes?” Because (child’s) shoes cost £40 every time. These (Sian’s shoes) were 10 
pounds.  
You know… and yes of course they are more important than you and that's how it goes, 
but I don't know…in other jobs maybe it's the same, but I think the level of the work, I 
mean everyone says you know, in teaching the level of work has just gone up and up 
and up… their expectations that you don't just teach the children, you have additional 
responsibilities. And then the you know, the actually trying to get these children to a 
certain academic place, you have to work and work and work.  
And yes, you get great holidays. There's no denying it, you get good holidays, get you 
know, about six weeks off… who else gets six weeks off? As in completely off from work? 
You know, yes, we might do a little bit of work here and there. People say “I work 
through my holidays”, but you don't work the whole six weeks, possibly for a couple of 
days. And you might go in for a couple of days, but you still have five solid weeks off. 
And you don't get that anywhere else, but the problem is you have to fit in the amount 
of work in your other weeks and as a single person or even as a married person that is 
doable because you work hard knowing that you get your holiday. But children don't go 
in a cupboard for six weeks and then come out to play in the holidays. You have to still 
deal with everything that comes along with them. 
 
We still feel like, because I'm still teaching, I'm still doing all the things I was doing 
before that hasn't stopped just by handing my notice. And when do I get time to apply 
for a job? Yeah, on top of that, actually, it's worth it because I'm going to apply for 
these jobs. If I'm lucky, I'm going to turn up for an interview. They're gonna take one 
look at me and think 'she's going off for six months. There's another candidate, there's 
always going to be a better candidate.' Unless you're the only one, I suppose but it 
hasn't been... I've actually have looked and thought, well, presumably, these are all 
coming up for year contracts. In theory, they'll come up again hopefully. So I sort of feel 
like I've got other options. And I'm probably not going to go back full-time. So I think 
that was probably a mistake… if I could have gone back part-time before. And I never 
asked because I assumed I wouldn't be able to because of experience of the feelings on 
job share and there was no job share available at the time at school and even if you can 
talk to your Union, but if there's no job available for you to go back to then…. 
So I never did. And I think perhaps I think if I had gone back part-time, I probably would 
still be doing it. Because I didn't, I did full-time, I'm doing just as I was doing before and 
it just... you sort of just try and fit that extra person into your life. Yeah, that extra 





Finally, Sian reflected on how being a parent had helped her with her work as a 
teacher:  
 
Sian by Aimee  
Sian describes a changing attitude to teaching, starting with school based work 
experience, ‘they start at nine and finish at three…I can muck in with a load of kids, 
have a great time and come home’. Her first teaching job: ‘Yes I was a bit crap, but 
they (the children) were very difficult. But I got through it and I came out a stronger 
teacher at the end of it, I’m sure.’ To her experiences of teaching more recently: ‘I 
wasn’t enjoying it, I was feeling that I was being targeted...you got that constant work, 
people moving, people moving in and out.’  
 
It's relationships as well, your friendships and things, all my teacher friends understand 
the workload and they know that you'll get together in the summer or over Easter. And 
that's fine. And I don't think I've ever felt guilty about sort of saying Oh, I will meet you 
in August. Yeah, but with children. 
And I think, especially as a SENDCo, in that you are having to sort of, break news to 
them, that their child perhaps isn't doing quite as well as they would hope...Or perhaps, 
you know, there is something that's underlying that. And for those conversations, I 
think, I find harder, but also, I hope I'm a bit more sensitive to them, perhaps whereas 
before, I'd sort of go in and say, ‘Well, I think it might be this.’ Now I sort of put myself 
in my shoes and think, Oh, god, what if someone was to tell me this, how would I deal 
with that? What would I want to know? And be perhaps go about it in a slightly 
different way.  
So I think certainly, yeah, I think it does change. I don't know that it's necessarily 
changed from being tired and grumpy! But I think definitely towards an empathy with 
parents; just having that, you know, realisation and also perhaps telling parents things 
that I would probably brush off. Now it's different, I want to tell them because I feel 




What I feel becomes clear in this process of highlighting discursive constructions, is 
that Sian is probably missing out much of the story here, because of the insiderness of 
our research relationship. She doesn’t actually describe teaching; she talks about how 
she felt at different points in her career, but it feels like much is unsaid here, a 
theorised pitfall of insider research (Berger, 2015; Couture, Zaidi & Maticka-Tyndall, 
2012; Drake, 2010; Sanger, 2010; Mercer, 2007). Searching for Sian’s constructions of 
teaching raises the question of whether she would have articulated this in more detail 
with an outsider-researcher (Southgate & Shyling, 2014).  
 
Sian describes motherhood changing over time, perhaps a ‘side-effect’ of the life story 
interview, in which she was invited to create a verbal timeline of her experiences.  
Willig doesn’t describe this as part of stage 1 of the model, but in Sian’s text, it is 
difficult to separate the constructions of teaching and motherhood. Many examples 
that I identified when re-reading the transcript seemed to co-construct teaching and 
motherhood, presenting them as one single role or responsibility; for example:  
So you know you are teaching and you are shattered because you were up at 
3am, then someone walks in and says ‘oh you are not very excitable and 
dynamic’.  
This would appear to be about teaching and motherhood, as Sian is referring to the 
expectations that a teacher should be ‘exciting and dynamic’, but also how 
motherhood doesn’t fit with this expectation in her life.  
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Identified Discourses of Teacher/Mother  
Teacher-mother should be bottom of the pile  
Sian describes herself as rightly being at the ‘bottom of the pile’ in terms of care, giving 
an example of her child’s shoes costing four times more than her own, and her child’s 
haircut being more important and forgoing her own haircut to pay for his. Then she 
questions this positioning, eluding to others trying to move her even further down the 
pile she is already at the bottom of. She does not suggest or argue that she should be 
more than bottom of the pile, and repeats at points throughout the interview that 
children must come first in terms of attention, effort, time, money and care.  
 
In terms of subjectivity, Sian’s future choices and whether she perceives herself as 
having options will be impacted by this positioning. She expects to be the ‘last in line’ 
in her family life, after children and her husband, and also echoes this discourse when 
talking about expectations in school and how her situation cannot be taken into 
account in a ‘business’ situation, which is how she describes the current school she 
works in. A discourse of cold, unsympathetic ‘business’, together with a position where 
being the lowest priority person is ‘fine’, seems likely to restrict Sian’s choices and her 
perception that she has choices to make, particularly if these are likely to benefit her 
more than others. The idea that the person who is caring for everyone should be cared 
for the best is not evident in her discussion of the teacher-mother situation.  
Ultimate responsibility for family and work 
 
‘I was still picking plastic money out of the light fittings at Christmas’ 
‘because I go to the bottom of the pile and that's fine. But I think there are times when 
suddenly you're like, actually yeah, I'm already at the bottom of the pile. Don't put me 





The discourse of ultimate responsibility emphasises Sian’s importance in the family; 
she is irreplaceable in her position as carer/earner/organiser. This position also 
emphasises her importance at school, although to some extent her contributions are 
not recognised fully. Sian evidences this in her practice with the example of an 
experienced teacher who could not cope with her difficult class, explaining that she 
was still clearing up after the session months later. Sian does not question why she 
should be responsible for tidying up after someone else; the burden is hers because 
they are ‘her’ children.    
 
 
Sian’s discourse around family and motherhood reflects the same idea of irreplaceable 
status and ultimate responsibility. Sian describes and orientates herself in regard to 
this discourse; in some respects normalising the idea that motherhood is about rushing 
and not enjoying your status. There is no question that anyone else could take on this 
role or part of this role in practice.  
 
Sian’s positioning suggests that ultimate responsibility for her family comes down to 
her, and responsibility for many aspects of school work are also sitting with her and 
monitored/accounted for. Any failing in this role is due to Sian’s incompetence, rather 
than an issue with the system, workload and expectations, and she does not consider 
how others could also be responsible or share the load; she asks favours of others 
when she cannot cope on her own.   
‘And that's fine, because that's being a mother but you sort of spend your entire 
time rushing from one place to the other. You don't actually sit down and enjoy any 




This positioning potentially means Sian is accountable as well as responsible. Any dip in 
outcomes, progress, standards (particularly at school) means that she is somehow 
lacking and not working hard enough. 
The Guilty Party  
A discourse of guilt runs through the transcript. Sian admits to ‘neglecting’ her 
husband, feeling guilty about it, but has no option, building on what she has said about 
her responsibility and expectations of her. She does not share any expectation that she 
should be supported better or that she may also be suffering neglect.   
Sian also talks about prioritising her own child – she has to – but also suffering guilt 
because school workload has to be done. The subject position seems to be that the 
mother should prioritise her children and not be distracted or withhold attention from 
them. 
 
Sian’s subjectivity is of teacher-mother as ultimately responsible for bringing two 
worlds of care and workload together. Sian positions herself as the guilty party in 
several relationships – her marriage, her parent/child relationship and her workplace 
relationships. Her position is that whatever she is doing, someone is missing out or 
being neglected.  
 
Sian is positioned in such a way that whatever she does, someone suffers. Her own 
welfare is not a consideration in this positioning. 
‘…a little bit of a cuddle read a story, put into bed and all I'm thinking about is please 




Set up to Fail  
Sian presents a discourse of being set up to fail. She points out the unrealistic 
expectations of the teacher-mother role, through the perspectives of senior leaders in 
school.
 
Sian orientates herself against an unfairness in a system where pregnant women are 
not considered for jobs; perhaps through bitter experience, perhaps through 
continued exposure to a discourse which would suggest this is the case. Taking this 
subject position takes responsibility away from the individual in some respects, as 
powerlessness becomes normal, pervasive and unchallengeable.    
 
The experience of teacher-mother is that of being set up to fail in Sian’s positioning. 
When things go well, it is ‘business as usual’, when things are perceived as not going 
well, personal accountability is cited and ‘systems’ and ‘procedures’ begin. 
Interestingly, Sian does not seem to apportion any blame on the senior leaders who 
are carrying out the surveillance and putting pressure on her to maintain the workload 
levels she was battling with before she was pregnant and a new mother.  
Sian ultimately leaves her post as full-time teacher, and positions this decision as an 
instinctive reaction to an unfair system where accountability has encouraged her to 
‘jump before being pushed’. Sian could be seen as questioning how she can win in the 
system as set up currently.   
‘They're gonna take one look at me and think 'she's going off for six months. There's 
another candidate, there's always going to be a better candidate.' 
 
‘Just feel like ripping their head off. Because you know, you be exciting and dynamic if 







Thumbnail Sketch: Anna  
Anna is a white British woman in her late twenties. She has one child who is under 1 
year old and another who is 4. She lives in the suburbs of a large UK city. Anna teaches 
in a large primary school in the EYFS provision and she job shares the role, working 
part-time contact hours. Anna is married to a secondary school teacher.  
Interview Map: Anna  
 
Figure 16: Anna's interview map. 
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Anna’s Story  
  
The Maternity Teacher Paternity Teacher project facilitates mentoring and training 
relationships between teachers and had ‘retweeted’ my advertisement for 
participants. 
 
This interview was quite different to the others because Anna’s daughter was present 
and she features throughout the transcript.  
I am trying to work out where I saw your tweet. Was it through the MTPT project thing 
that retweeted it? 
 (Child) is my second and I went back to work at the start of term and the end of 
September and I think it was quite soon after that I saw the MTPT project because I think 
obviously you are very dependent on the school you are in and the way a school treats 
women who've had children is just really almost at the whim on the leadership team. 
 
I spoke about this a little bit when I went through the (MTPT) coaching. When I had my 
first child, and I went back, it felt quite a challenging experience and still its ongoing. 
There is quite a discussion around women working part time being very expensive or just 
being awkward to manage job shares.  
So you feel like a bit of an encumbrance really, it’s really difficult. When I first went back, 
my first maternity leave, I just started teaching languages because they found this little 
job that I could do around the school and I really liked it and I was really engaged with it 
professionally, so I invested quite a lot in it. 
The someone else went on maternity leave and it just sort of changed. But that was one 
thing but I had also been told off, at another point about not working hard enough. I had 
a falling out with one of my line managers and I don't know, it just felt really 
uncomfortable and I ended up working four days a week and having a class of my own.  
Even though it was slightly reduced hours it was obviously the whole job and it just felt a 
really tough time. I think this is probably the same with all teacher mothers, that thing of 
when I didn't have children, I could get into school at half past seven and stay until school 







Anna went on to describe the workload of school work. 
 
Anna then jumps to returning from maternity leave after her second child. 
Interestingly, the Head Teacher and Executive Head were both working part-time at 
the point when Anna was interviewed. 
 
Then I had a child and because of day care I couldn't drop them off until eight.  
(To child) Why don't you go play?  
Then we had a creche at work so subsidized childcare. Then it also means I had the 
responsibility to pick up and drop off. If I drop them off its such a long day, I'll have to go 
and get them at five at- 
Aimee: And they were right there on site. 
Anna: Yes that's it, they're on site. Obviously, it’s amazing and for this city it was 
subsidized.  
(To child) Do you like the orange juice? But the orange juice is very sweet. You like the 
cake, oh. 
 
It started to be that thing about working after (first child) had gone to bed in the evening 
and you don't really have any time for yourself, if anything else. I just didn't go to bed 
until a bit later. You start to feel like you're stressed with her because you said, "Go to 
bed" and “I've got to finish up this stuff for tomorrow”. 
 
Then I continued for two years until I got pregnant again, but this time I knew that if I 
went back four days a week I would probably have a whole class and I really didn't want 
that, so I said that I wanted to go back-- I said actually two or three days because I 
would rather go right down and then fortunately one of my colleagues was also working 
only two days and they said, "Well could you both up your hours and do a job share?".  
 (School managers said) ‘Even though we really don't think job shares work, we don't 
really like them, we would like you to do this.’  
 
I haven't actually worked early years before but I think, ‘okay let’s do it’. I'm up for 
something new in school and feeling positive about going back. It felt more exciting to 
do something completely different and feels more motivating that way. 
Obviously now with both of us…where we have to… we feel we actually want to 
demonstrate that class share job shares can work and colleagues have said things like, 
"We didn't think the children would be able to cope with it, having two teachers," and 




Anna talks job sharing and challenges of part-time roles in several sections of the 
interview. 
 
Anna goes on to describe finding an alternative position in another school. 
 
But it does mean that one week I do three days and so my entire working week is contact 
time in school and then the other week it’s a bit tricky. It’s just that thing of when I was in 
school and I did have clearly timed PPA time I used it and I did the marking. But I know 
other colleagues who are parents just go home. But I can't work at home because there's 
children there. 
But I can't work at home because there's children there, after they go to bed and you 
think oh maybe me and my husband would quite like to just watch a bit of tv or have 
some time together.  
(To child) That's coffee, you don't need coffee. So, that's hot. No, I know. Yes, hot. Hot.  
I feel like at the minute the experience of being a mum and a teacher is better than it was 
because of the working pattern. I really trained to be a teacher at the end of my 20's. 
Then you think the teachers-- surely, it'll get better because we get longer holidays. It can 
be quite inflexible and feeling like you want to be at work early to get things done before 
the children come in and then it’s just that juggle of childcare isn't it?  
 
Before I went on maternity leave there were some comments about you can't apply for 
more senior positions if you're working part time… 
Okay, maybe there will be somewhere else that really will be better. But I think it’s really 
daunting the thought of finding a new job when you've got children generally, especially 
within teaching. Because we hear that about it’s so awkward or it doesn't really work to 
have children and work part time as a teacher. 
It makes you think maybe this is such a good thing I shouldn't leave it. Well it’s not 




Anna then talks about her experience of working in the Early Years Foundation Stage. 
Anna presented the current situation with home and school and thoughts on the 
school she works in (her first teaching post). 
 
My husbands a teacher as well so he equally wants to get to work early. Then there are 
other bits about teaching generally that I am sort of glum about. The politics of it all and 
I think being in early years you concentrate on having an outstanding provision for the 
children, that is really where I like to dedicate my time. 
But the reality is I spend so much time on writing up my observations, so the spellings are 
correct and I've got all the statements linked to it properly. Then when you are tired and 
you do feel like you are not managing it very well, the sense that the admin is where your 
focus is. It makes you feel a bit more worn out and it is a bit harder to manage.  
In the day there is no moment to yourself. I think I've been year three before and you 
think, "Oh the children go to assembly and then actually you get 10 minutes there and 
you get your break time". It’s not like that at all but on the other hand I think when I was 
in year three, I did really enjoy the fact that the children have that sense of greater 
independence and they teach you. By that age they've got their real interest, haven't 
they? 
Aimee: Yes. 
Anna: They can really share them. Some of the things we did, it just feels like we are 
teaching them how to do SATs and that progression. I want to make them really excited 
about being in school. Then how to talk and communicate.  
 
Obviously now we're at the point where (eldest child) is actually going up in September 
for proper primary school. But then until you're going around and looking at other 
positions and thinking about maybe using my skills to support her school community. I 
just think the school I'm at is a really excellent school. 
I think the children who go there are very lucky. It’s such an amazing parent community, 
maybe that would be quite rewarding for me to do. I worry about the school but you've 
just got to do what you can, I think, but again it’s just time isn't it? It is hard to manage 
things especially if you've got a smaller child. I'd like to think that. 
I think recently I have felt a bit…maybe I'd like a change at work, but I don't feel like I 
could choose where I go. I don't know, I haven't actually looked. This the first school I've 
taught at since I qualified as a teacher and so this idea of applying for a job… I don't 
know if I've got the confidence in my abilities.  
You never—it’s being under continuous scrutiny but it really chips away when you do it 
for a long time. You feel disempowered. I can't say that I'm consistently rated 
outstanding but I'm a good teacher - but does that mean I'm not good enough?  
You never—it’s being under continuous scrutiny but it really chips away when you do it 
for a long time. You feel disempowered. I can't say that I'm consistently rated 




Anna ‘s interview finished with reflections on how her teacher experiences had 
interacted with her motherhood experiences. She shares more detail of how her 
husband and her share childcare, and notably how he requested flexible working. 
 
 
Anna by Aimee  
Anna talked about being a teacher and a mother in combination, throughout the 
transcript – she framed this interview this way from the beginning; ‘So shall I tell you 
about being a teacher mother?’. Because the two discursive constructions are 
interwoven for Anna, I have decided to report them together here. Many of the 
highlighted sections of the transcript were coloured twice, because they were 
constructions of teaching and motherhood. This fits with an idea that motherhood is a 
key signifier (Ribbens, McCarthy & Edwards, 2011; Malpass, Sales & Feder, 2016), that 
pervades other perceived aspects of identity (Sheriff & Weatherall, 2009), but also the 
I did two home visits where our children come into the class. By the end of that, I was 
like, "I don't know how I will manage. I don't think I can get from-- how are we going to 
drop them both off and pick them up?". 
I find it the whole idea was making me feel stressed. I don't know; like an au pair. I don't 
know how people manage this at all and he said (husband), "Well how about I ask if I 
could drop down my work and do four days a week?".  
I think you should do that regardless because I think I don't know how you can be a 
reflective practitioner if you don't have thinking time and also for your daughters. So we 
went and asked. They said, "Well you've got to speak to the head" the first time he had 
really spoken to her since the job interview. Men in school come up to him and say, "How 
did you manage that? I'd love to work four days a week". 
I think that it would massively help women, mother teachers, if there was also a culture 




very familiar feeling that life has changed dramatically on becoming a mother. This led 
to the discursive objects becoming a single object – ‘teacher-motherhood’.  
 
Anna describes teacher-motherhood as being a burden to others, for example, the 
leadership team of the school. ‘So you feel like a bit of an encumbrance really, it’s 
really difficult’. Her discursive construction also included some nuanced variations on 
teacher-motherhood; for example, she talks about ‘job-sharers’, which appears to be 
the same group of people who are also teacher-mothers.  
Identified Discourses of Teacher/Mother 
The ‘good enough’ teacher-mother  
 
The discourse is one of teacher-mother as doing enough; seemingly meeting the 
minimum requirements. Anna’s action orientation is one of the ‘good teacher’; Anna 
points out that what she does at work is ‘good enough’ and that she manages the work 
and the role sufficiently; but this explains why she may be passed over for promotion.  
She notes that in her practice, there are roles that she cannot take on because she is 
not classed as outstanding and is therefore ‘a risk’.  Her discourse is one of defending 
the ‘good enough’ label and suggests that teacher-mothers should not feel guilty for 
being ‘good enough’ – it is not possible to do it all - but questions are raised by Anna 
about how you know you are good enough.  
 
Anna also describes being a ‘good enough’ mother and comparisons with the parents 
who seem to be spending more time and energy with their own children. Being ‘good 
‘You feel disempowered. I can't say that I'm consistently rated outstanding but I'm a 
good teacher - but does that mean I'm not good enough?’ 
 




enough’ means that Anna should not expect particular praise or reward for what she is 
doing.    
 
Being ‘good enough’ may also be a reason to reject feelings of guilt in Anna’s 
positioning. She allows herself a gap, a space to not be chasing an outstanding label 
and her subjectivity in the wider ecosystem could be considered to be empowering in 
some respects; her forgiveness of herself for not being able to do everything could 
potentially give her some freedom from the discourse of perfection and 
performativity.  
Time moves differently  
 
Anna orientates her status in terms of time itself being a factor in teacher-
motherhood; time moves differently for this group of people and she generalises this 
to all teacher-mothers, perhaps to situate herself as part of a community that feel this 
way.  
 
Anna’s subject position is that as a teacher-mother there is no time to go ‘above and 
beyond’. This could be a limiting position; time is finite and there is not enough time 
for her to be more than ‘good enough’. The amount of work or the system that 
supports this requirement to overwork is not questioned during the interview.  
‘in the day, there is no moment to yourself.’ 
 
‘Then there’s the thing with teaching, you can't do everything.’ 
 
‘I think this is probably the same with all teacher mothers that thing of when I didn't 
have children, I could get into school at half past seven and stay until school nearly 





 Anna positions herself and teacher-mothers as being different to other teachers in 
terms of time available to do the job. This means that her status as teacher-mother 
and the relationship she therefore has with time, are limiting factors on her career. As 
time is out of our control, Anna’s wider ecological system situation as an overlooked 
part-time teacher is also out of anyone’s control in this discourse.  
Limitation of being a part-time teacher  
 
Anna orientates herself in the part-time teacher role as a burden on the school and 
senior leaders. She positions herself as having some sympathy with what she perceives 
as their view; that part-time teachers have a part-time commitment to the school 
community. Positioning teacher-mothers as a burden may mean that Anna is unlikely 
to expect better support or conditions in other settings, because teacher-mothers 
would be a burden anywhere.  
 
Anna points out the unrealistic expectations of the part-time role, as well as the 
undesirable nature of job shares, in the eyes of senior leaders. She positions herself as 
being responsible for contesting this view, together with her job-share partner, she 
seeks to challenge the value of part-time teachers and demonstrate the effectiveness 
they can have in the role. In her interview, she talks about this ‘demonstration’ as 
‘It started to be that thing about working after (first child) had gone to bed in the 
evening and you don't really have any time for yourself if anything else.’ 
 
‘So you feel like a bit of an encumbrance really, it’s really difficult.’ 
 
 




being within her own school, but also how this demonstration may have a wider 
impact when disseminated through social media channels and teaching unions.  
 
Anna’s positioning of part-time teachers being inherently less valuable explains the 
reasons why the teacher-mother may not have been promoted or been recognised for 
her work; part-time work means part-time support from above. Comments from 
colleagues reinforce this and Anna’s action orientation is that part-time work is a 
barrier to promotion.  This may excuse the school leaders in practice; supporting 
teacher-mothers is a burden and therefore possibly unobtainable.  
 
In terms of subjectivity, Anna’s positioning of better support and treatment as difficult 
to achieve anywhere, as part-time teacher-mothers are a burden, could restrict her in 
terms of promotion or seeking alternative employment in other schools. Anna’s 
positioning of her as a teacher-mother who has unreasonable demands made of her, 
but is also a burden on the school community, may mean that in practice she does not 
expect support or credit/reward for her work.  
 
Conley and Jenkins (2011) found that head teachers and other senior leaders did not 
value part-time workers and also shared their concern that under new institutional 
models, leaders have increasing powers to discriminate against this group of workers.  
‘Before I went on maternity leave there were some comments about you can't 




Politics of Work  
 
Anna points out political issues and decisions at government level that have affected 
teacher-mothers, as well as the teaching profession more broadly. 
 
As a teacher-mother, not only is there a particular situation to deal with (biases, guilt, 
expectations), but also the wider political debate around education, part-time work 
and teacher workload. Political decisions act upon Anna in ways she cannot control; 
this makes her feel weary. As with the discourse around time, politics is a macro-
system issue impacting on the individual, potentially reducing agency and Anna 
orientates herself against this. Anna positions herself as knowledgeable about the 
wider politics, and concerned about the impact on her situation and that of her school 
community.  
 
Anna’s practice is to be affiliated with organisations that may have political impact 
now or in future; she positions herself as proactive in tackling the politics, particularly 
around the issues she has direct experience of; maternity and paternity, and flexible 
and part-time working. 
‘Then there are other bits about teaching generally that I am sort of glum about. The 
politics of it all.’ 
 
 
‘I think that it would massively help women, mother teachers, if there was also a 
culture of not always just parents, people being able to have a bit more flexibility in 
their life.’ 
 
‘The stories of burn out and they're true and you see it all of the time because it is 





Thumbnail Sketch: Charlie 
Charlie is a British white woman in her mid-forties. She is married with two birth 
children and two step-children, all in their teens. She teaches Key Stage 2 in a semi-
rural location, which is also where she lives now. She originally trained as a secondary 
school teacher, with a subject specialism in a modern foreign language. She trained as 
a teacher straight after her undergraduate degree and taught in secondary schools for 
several years. When she met her first husband, his career took them to a different 
country and Charlie got a job in a primary school. They had two children together and 
then divorced. Charlie then met and married her second husband. Her second husband 
had three children from a previous marriage.  
Charlie agreed to draw a timeline during her interview; see Appendix 18. This meant 
that the interview was structured historically from her teacher training to current day, 
with very little more general talk until the end of the interview. 
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Interview Map: Charlie  
 
Figure 17: Charlie's interview map. 
 
Charlie’s Story  
  
Charlie begins the interview by describing the beginning of her teaching experiences, 
and went on to talk about teacher training and her first teaching jobs in Scotland and 
England. Place names have been anonymised. 
About being a teacher. So, I actually started teaching, I taught  piano from the age of 
about 15, because I had gone through my grade really quickly and my piano teacher said 
that he had too many people wanting to go with him, so, would I take on some of his, 
like, younger students, so, I did. So, I was only 15 and I started teaching piano in my free 
time, as it were, after school. So, I'd go home and I'd have, like, two or three piano 
students. It's not really teaching, well, it is teaching but anyway, that is where I started 
[laughs]  
And I carried on doing that all the way through until… Well, I teach my own children now, 
so, actually that's sort of something that I've kind of carried on throughout my entire 
time, really. So, I did it. it sort of saw through school, through A levels, did it through 
university, it helped pay, you know, through university, and then there was a few years 
when I didn’t do it and then as soon as my children were old enough I picked it up again, 
so, now I teach my own children, so, that's kind of sort of carried on really. But I picked up 




Charlie was drawing her timeline throughout this part of the interview and added 
details to the ‘wiggly timeline’ as she reiterated the period in 2002 when she went 
back to teaching.  
So, I trained to be a secondary languages teacher, which is not at all what I do. Yeah, 
that was 1999, and I got a job teaching secondary languages in Scotland and I did that 
for two years, and then, in that time I got married. I got married in 1999. It was a busy 
year, yeah. So, we got married and then in the year 2000 we decided that we wanted to 
have children. 
We decided we were going to move back to England, and my husband was an engineer, 
so we moved here because there was Car Co., and there's a real lot of engineering here, 
so, we moved here. We didn't know Midtownshire at all, we'd never been, we just-- it 
was a case of, you know, my husband get a job because we knew I could work anywhere 
really. So, we moved to Midtownshire in 2000, and I got a job, again, teaching languages 
in a secondary school in Midtown, and then we had my first son in 2002. It was as soon 
as I moved to England, actually, within about the first three months I just thought, "This 
is awful actually. These parents are horrendous, the children are disrespectful," and it 
wasn’t because it was a secondary school, you know, I taught in secondary in Scotland 
and the children were lovely, the parent were lovely, but I'd come down to England and 
the parents…ust the attitude I felt was really, really difficult. Even though it was a good 
school I worked in, in Midtown, it was a good school but, I thought, "Oh gosh," you 
know?  
And I decided then that was it, I was never going back to teaching again, because I just 
found that in Scotland the profession of a teacher was really-really high and respected 
and you go to parents even the parents were really respectful, they were kind of, I don’t 
know, teaching was just held in really, really high esteem and I loved it. Even though I 
was in quite a difficult school the parents were still really, you know, "What do you 
think?" you know, you know, they were very… Whereas when I came to England and I 






Charlie went on to describe the experience of teaching an unfamiliar phase whilst also 
having a toddler and a newborn at home. 
And so, I kind of put up with it and then just said, "You know what? we're gonna have a 
baby, let's just do it - and so, once I had (first child) I just said, "Right, that's it, I'm not-- 
I'm not going to go back to teaching. I'm just gonna be a full-time mum." That's it really 
as far as I was concerned and then-- So, I had (first child) and I was a full-time mum and I 
was quite happy, um, just being at home looking after him really, and then in 2004 we 
had (second child), then my husband decided that he wanted to take a sabbatical from 
work, and I was really undecided about this. 
But anyway, he came home from work one day and just said, "I've done it. I've left," and I 
went, "Right," and he went, "Yeah, they wouldn’t let me have a sabbatical so I've just 
handed my notice in." At which point I kinda went, "Ummm, okay, what are we gonna 
live on?” Anyway, so we had saved, so we had a couple of months where it was fine, but 
you know, but we knew actually…obviously. So, at that point, I saw in a local paper that 
there was a job going in the local primary school.  
 
So, the local primary school advertised a job and I had never planned on going back to 
work, I was still breastfeeding, so, it must have been 2005, and it was a school it was just 
down the road, so I could walk to it and they wanted a part-time person to introduce 
primary languages to their school and it was, you know, four hours one day, two hours 
the next day and I thought, "Oh, it's just down the road, I can come home for lunch, I can 
come home and feed the baby," and, "I think that might be quite fun, actually." So, I 
went and did it [laughs] So, I moved to primary and it kind of really shocked me actually 
because suddenly I was teaching year one to year six and I was teaching languages, so, it 
was a bit of a thing.  
Jake was one and John was three and, like, I was still breastfeeding Jake, so, I was still 
going home. So, I'd quickly feed him before I went to work, come home at lunchtime, 
feed him again, then come home at the end of the day, feed him again. But I was 
breastfeeding him, bless him…It was fun because I think because my husband at the 
time, he was at home.  
So, I actually felt absolutely fine about it because yeah, I saw them in the mornings, I 
could come home for my lunch, have lunch with them, I'd be home again at a quarter to 
four, you know, and I felt like, actually, I wasn’t missing out, and it was only sort of two 
days a week at the beginning. So, I didn’t really feel I missed out, and actually, I didn’t go 
on to be doing sort of the more-- the more sort of-- involved with, like, consultancy until, 
certainly (first child) was at school and he went to the school I was teaching at. So, he 
was there and (second child) was at playgroup by then anyway, so, I didn’t really feel like 
I was missing out, he was already going to the playgroup sort of sessions, nursery 
sessions. 
So, I didn’t feel like I ever sort of missed out on them, I kind of felt like I had managed to-- 
to, you know, to juggle it quite well really, um, and, like, for John, when he started 






Charlie and her husband had a second child, then the marriage broke down. The ‘she’ 
is the head teacher, and Charlie also references what she is drawing on her timeline: 
 
Charlie then met her second husband, who had three children. Charlie’s temporary 
post in her current school was stopping her from applying for a mortgage, so she 
eventually asked the Head about becoming a permanent member of the team:  
They decided they were going to cover their PPA with doing something structured, which 
was great, but they'd never done it before, there were no resources, there was nothing 
out there, so, I had to do-- I built a whole curriculum, wrote a curriculum, wrote a 
scheme of work, did everything. But I mean, just loved it, it was great. It was-- It was 
totally…She said, "I don’t really care what you do, I don't want to think about it. Just do 
it," you know, and it was great. So, I started to do that and I did that until I did it for 10 
years in the end.  
But in that time all kinds of things happened-- I'm going to need to do a little-- a little 
side bubble here now, because all kinds of things happened in that time [laughs] So, in 
this time I became a primary languages consultant, so, I worked for the local authority. 
So, after the first year of doing primary languages, my husband has always said he was 
just going to take year out and he would just find another job somewhere else after it, 
but I became a primary languages consultant, and so, he said he wasn’t…he didn’t go 
back to work. So, I stayed; I carried on working as a primary languages consultant sort of 
on the side.  
So, I was still working at the school for one and a half days, two days a week or 
something, and I was doing this on the side, and that continued until about 2012, yeah, 
when I…Basically, the primary school, they just pulled me in, and they pulled me in, and 
they pulled me in and I ended up being a class teacher, based on nothing. As far as I was 
concerned it was like…yeah, and then basically they made a bad appointment who 
lasted about two weeks and they were stuck, and they said how would I feel, and I'd 
done loads of bits of cover here, there and everywhere and I went, "Yeah, I'll give it go," 
and that was it, then I never went back really. But in this time, I also got divorced in 2010 
so, my, so, me and the children, we moved out into a different house. 
So, I still had the children with me but they went to their dad's a part of the time as well, 
so, it was kind, we sort of shared the care, but to all intents and purposes I was kind of a 






Charlie describes feeling lucky to have a primary school job in a place where she is 
valued.  
 
In Charlie’s final extract, she talked about the current situation of being a working 
mother:  
When I was a class teacher at the other school, like I say, I felt… I always felt like I fell 
into it and I would never-- so, I didn’t get a permanent contract because it was like, oh, 
you know, he'd just gone really, this other teacher, he didn’t work out, he'd just gone, so, 
"Will you fill in?" and I was like, "Well, okay, how long for?" "Oh, don’t know really," and 
then it was kind of on this sort of contract and I was thinking, "Should I be looking for 
another job? Are you suddenly going to tell me that I haven’t got a job anymore?" and it 
was, it was really sort of unsettled and it was… 
But then after, I don’t know, I'd been doing it for a year and a half I suddenly went, "Do 
you think there's any way I could get a permanent contract?" and they went, "Of course, 
have you not got one?" "No. we've been trying to get a mortgage and we can’t because I 
haven’t got a permanent contract," and they were like, "Oh, we forgot," sort of thing, 
you know? So, then they gave me…and it was fine but I think it’s because I'd been there 
so long, you know, I ended up being at that school for 10 years and I'd been there so long 
they just assumed, you know, didn’t really consider it, you know, just sort of, yeah, 
"Charlie 's doing her job, she's doing great, fine."  
Yeah, you see, I absolutely feel like, you know, it was all just a little series of happy 
accidents or little coincidences that, you know, that sort of happened along the way and 
suddenly I fell into doing this and it's like, I do feel like this is where I supposed to be, but 
God, I went a ridiculous route to get there, didn’t I? [laughs] 
Yeah, and part of that is, you know what, if I hadn’t split up with my husband and 
suddenly desperately needed to work full-time, I probably wouldn’t have gone on to do 
all of the things that I did, but actually there was that sudden, "Actually, oh God, do you 
know what? I actually really need to do this now. I going to have to pull my finger out 
and get a  full-time job," you know, and if that hadn’t happened I probably wouldn’t 
have, you know, ended up where I am today. It is sort of… it's weird how events sort of 





But, I mean, the kids are quite good actually, you know, they’re quite self-sufficient in 
many ways, you know? So, they get themselves up and get themselves dressed, make 
their own packed lunches, make their own way to school, come home, you know, and 
we-- you know, my husband-- my husband works from home, he works from home, he's 
there when they come home. So, he kind of oversees the homework and things, he kind 
of gets that out of the way and I just go home and I sort of feed them and that's it really 
actually, as long as I sort of do the feeding and keeping them clean, he oversees 
homework and stuff like… 
But then, that only probably works because he's at home. If he wasn’t at home… I don’t 
know how people cope when they're, you know, if the husband's got a nine to five job as 
well, actually that would just be awful, I don’t know how you manage that, but because 
my husband works from home we can-- we can do it…But then I say, "Do you know 
what? Any house that's got four teenagers in, it's going to be fraught actually." Whether 
you work or not it's going to be…always going to be things kicking off, isn’t there? 




Charlie by Aimee 
Charlie talks about teaching as a separate undertaking to motherhood throughout 
most of the interview, although there are points where the two roles are intertwined. 
Charlie’s construction of teaching is one of hard work and often thankless tasks, her 
interactions with the school community often causing her to question the role; 
‘Whereas when I came to-- to England and I couldn't believe the attitude of parents, 
um, and I just said I-- I just said-- I don’t wanna do this anymore.’ Charlie includes in 
her construction of teaching the non-contact tasks that it entails, including marking 
and curriculum design.  
 
Charlie’s construct of motherhood also includes step-motherhood. Charlie disclosed 
during the interview that one of her step-children had died several years ago, which 
had a huge impact on Charlie and her family. Although this was a potentially 
interesting discourse in Charlie’s story, I did not feel it was appropriate to use this 
thread of the interview for discourse analysis and talked to Charlie about this after the 
transcript had been shared.  
Identified Discourses of Teacher/Mother   
Happy accidents 
 
Charlie orientates herself as the recipient of fortune due to happy accidents; her 
situation and achievements are due to luck.  Charlie’s children are also the subject of 
‘it was all just a little series of happy accidents or little coincidences.’ 
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happy accidents, in that they are intelligent and resilient, which is orientated as 
accidental. The subject position is one of a teacher-mother as unaccepting of 
responsibility for positive or desirable outcomes.  
  
In practice, Charlie’s positioning as any success being down to luck may mean that she 
does not take credit for her hard work, or expect credit for future achievements.  
Charlie may be positioning herself as modest; her children just happen to be intelligent 
– but in terms of her subjectivity in the wider system, she may be positioning herself as 
unworthy of praise and reward. 
It’s fine: normalising responsibility and performativity at school  
 
Charlie orientates herself as ‘fine’ with demands of being a teacher-mother, 
particularly in the role of teacher and the workload and expectations of the job. The 
discourse is one of teacher-mother as receiver of additional workload without 
complaint. 
 
Charlie’s positioning of being accepting of additional workload, being overlooked for a 
permanent contract and lack of support with transitions between key stages would 
suggest that in future, she would continue to accept performative demands as part of 
her practice. This is potentially damaging to others who are not in a position where 
they can accept additional workload and sets up unworkable expectations. Charlie 
‘I went a ridiculous route to get there, didn’t I?’ 
 
‘I built a whole curriculum’ 
 




does not identify the leadership of the school or wider policy as having created this 
expectation of workload which cannot be completed within the contracted hours of 
the post. In terms of subjectivity, Charlie is potentially projecting this normalising of 













Thumbnail Sketch: Bell  
Bell is a white British woman in her 50s. She has two daughters who are over 18, one of 
them is a teacher, the other is at university, a son who is at secondary school and two 
step-children who are at college. Bell started her life-history with her undergraduate 
degree. During her degree, Bell and her then boyfriend got pregnant with their first 
child. Bell’s boyfriend then became Bell’s husband, and during the third year of her 
degree, they had their second baby. Bell worked at several primary schools. Bell and 
her first husband divorced and she met and then married her second husband, had a 
third child (whilst studying for her doctorate) and also gained two step-children.  
Interview Map: Bell  
 
Figure 18: Bell's interview map. 
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Bell’s Story  
 
Bell begins her interview with her teacher training and the special situation she was in 
at that time. Bell had her first child before she began her ITE undergraduate degree in 
her late teens and her second child before she completed the course. 
On my summer holidays between years (on the undergraduate teaching degree) I gave 
birth to my second child. So, effectively they have been with me from the very beginning, 
they really were a part of the whole journey to becoming a teacher and I think, actually, 
I was a better teacher as a result of them growing up alongside my understanding of 
how children think, how they learn. Yes, it became a very different experience of training 
to be a teacher with that going on as well.  
I had taken the year out, which was pretty reasonable at the time, a gap year was not 
unexpected, though a gap year to have a baby, a little bit more unusual. What was 
fascinating was that when it sort of got around our local area that I was expecting a 
baby the first question was always, "Oh, does this mean you're not going to university?" 
I would always say no, and then the second question was always, "So, is your mum 
going bring up the baby?" That was 1992. Not that long ago, and people were still 
thinking that you could not do these two things together. The study more than working, 
I think people had gotten their heads around women could work and have a family but 
the idea that you could study and have a family, that seemed to be the really odd thing.  
It just never seemed to occur to anybody that it was actually possible and I mean, when I 
got to university they were pretty good, I mean, there was no particular special 
circumstances, usually I was allowed to bring my daughter in if I was really struggling 
with childcare. But they could not get their heads around I was not a mature student. I 
was not ticking that box, so, I was not flagging for any of their welfare, support, you 
know, the rare occasions where I sought it I had to explain the whole, "Yeah, I have a 
toddler," "Oh, so you're a mature student?" "No, I'm not 21 yet." "But you have a child?" 
"Yes," "And you're in your second year?"  
"You’re not what we expect from a teenage mum, you're not what we expect from a 




Bell describes her feelings about her attitude to work. 
 
When everybody else sort of just assumed it was all impossible I just assumed it was.  
When I found out I was pregnant, I basically knew, no matter what happened, I was 
going to be keeping this baby, but I also knew that I never ever wanted to be in the 
position where I was blaming her for me not having done what I should do, having not 
achieved what I could achieve. I don’t know, there has always been this really weird 
thing, how could I possibly ask my children to aspire if I was not willing to give it a go?  
Yes, it is possible and no, it was not easy. Parenthood is not. I could have stayed at home 
and just brought them up and still would have found it tough. They would not have got 
as much out of me though because the mental stimulation you get from a job like 
teaching, yes, you come home and you are shattered and you are spending all day 
prioritizing other people's children and missing out on things like school plays, sports 
days, things like that. 
But I was doing something that made me feel fulfilled in a career sense and was keeping 
me thinking things over, always trying to come up with new ideas and everything. So, 
that kind of mental stimulation meant that when I did need to be a mum I could park 
that knowing I would picking her up again tomorrow and I could focus on that. So, it 
never felt like it was an either or choice, it has always been all of it.  
So, the throw in; I now have a third child, actually, my husband and I divorced and 
through a complete and utter aligning of stars I met another (husband’s job), my 
children told me I have a type… So, I have got two stepchildren that are a bit younger 




I can honestly say I have a problem; I am a workaholic. However, I try to keep it focused 
on things that at least kind of combine together.  
I think as well, I spent a long time refusing-- and I still do now-- refusing to take on too 
much parental guilt because I always made sure that the people involved in the care of 
my children were good people who looked after them, who cared for them, you know, I 
have that proverbial village to raise a child in but I put that village together, it was not a 
random act. I went and I found the child minders, the nursery teachers, the settings, the 
schools, everything I needed to ensure that they were safe and okay and looked after 
and nurtured I made sure was in their life. 
I have always had a bit of a sense that my role was not necessarily to be the sole 
nurturer as a mother, my role was to make sure they were nurtured and yes, I was part 
of that but there is also a lot of other people involved, which meant that they had a lot 
of people who-- It had just been me they would not have gained quite so much. Like I 
said, I cannot expect anything from them that I am not prepared to have a go at myself.  
So, if I wanted to think of my children having a successful career of their own but also 
not feeling that they had to sacrifice their dreams for family and being part of that kind 
of unit, I had to show them it could work, it could be done, or at least make a darn good 
start to try and do anything.  
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Bell also talked about motherhood and the breakdown of her first relationship. 
 
Bell expands on each stage of her career and family life. 
  
It’s too easy sometimes to think that motherhood in particular is about sacrificing. I do 
not buy that. I do not buy that there is a massive difference between mums and dads 
once you have actually got the mechanics of birthing out of the way and okay, I breast 
fed all of my children as well, so, that, my husband probably could not have handled. But 
particularly my first husband, yes, he loves our daughters but he has quite a traditional 
view of what is supposed to happen and then he married a completely non-traditional 
woman. 
We still have a lot of regard for each other. It was horrible at the time and again, that 
was probably the only time while trying to parent my girls through a divorce I lost 
probably about six weeks of my life in terms of time because I was getting divorced, 
because I needed to be home when they came in through the door at the end of the 
school day with a smile on my face going, "What should we have for tea?"  and I could 
not keep it together at school for other people's children and keep it together at home 
for them. 
So, I was signed off for that period of time because that was where I needed to be. Yes, 
there is only so much you can do. But once I kind of got through that and understood a 
bit more about how difficult he had found family life and actually kind of helping my girls 





I think underneath it all because we had fundamentally a very strong, familial 
relationship, because it had been just them and me for so much of their life, even when I 
was married to their father I think lashing out as a teenager, you do it where you feel 
safe, you do it to the person you know will forgive you for it ultimately. So, that is what 
happened, at the point where they felt safe enough to do it they lashed out and I got the 
brunt of it. So, that was tough. 
That was the only time when I started to wonder if I should be feeling guilty, whether I 
had done something terribly wrong, because for some reason they did not seem to 
understand that it had all been for them and about them, all of it. I remember when I 
had my eldest, it was not the worst labour in the world, but it was not the best, it was a 
tough labour, but I was sitting there in a hospital bed and you know, everybody just kind 
of abandons you up to the point where you have a baby and I remember thinking, I get 
it, I understand the meaning of life now and that was it.  
Everything, everything was about that, having the next generation in my arms and being 
responsible for helping them become the adults they have potential to be. I am very 
proud of where they have got to and I am just as excited as anyone else to see where 
they are going to get to next. They are amazing people and every so often I allow myself 
a little bit of a pat on the back, you know, "I made that."  
But like I said, they made me better as a teacher. I was able to look how other people's 




Bell returns to a thread here of the special situation of being a teacher and a mother.  
 
Bell also describes a strong social justice thread in her life history. Much of the detail of 
the example she gives has been omitted to maintain anonymity. 
 
In the final extract, Bell describes herself:   
We did go through phases with the girls, they come home and say, "My teacher said--" 
and I would go, "Oh, actually I'm not totally sure that is right," and sometimes you know 
it's the child has misinterpreted it and sometimes it's because they have been told 
something wrong. "My teacher said this," "I'm not sure that's right," "No, he said so, so, 
it is," and you go in this kind of a, "Look, I'll show you, we'll go and find out and--," "No, 
my teacher says so, so it must be true," and then like, "I'm a teacher, and your mum, 
That is Top Trumps, I win." 
 
The family in the middle of it, you know, they were in the middle of it, it should not be up 
to them to fix it and I guess this is the other thing, what my children have seen over and 
over again is my, if you like, social justice perception of things, my wish and willingness 
to be an ally to those who do not have that core family structure that we have that may 
be a little bit fractured and a little bit broken but actually, ultimately is still incredibly 
strong.  
When children are going through a bereavement and they do not have the language and 
they do not have the understanding to articulate their feelings or even understand how 
they should be feeling about it and all the rest of it, trying to make the spaces, give them 
time.  
But yes, all of those things are things that they have seen me do but that I have made 
sure they see because again, it's-- I guess I always took my responsibility as a role model 
to my own children quite strongly, so, how can I expect them to care about anybody else 
if they do not see that that is okay to do and that is actually a good thing to do and that 
it does not take away from them.  
I think that is the other things, you know, there is enough room for us to care about 
these other people but still know that we come home to a home where we are loved and 
cherished and it has not somehow been made smaller because we are trying to spread it 






Bell by Aimee  
Bell constructs teaching and motherhood as one concept throughout most of the 
interview. She identifies both roles with modelling; modelling working hard to achieve 
goals, modelling strength in the face of adversity. Bell talked about social justice and 
how a sense of fairness and equality characterise her teaching and mothering.  
Identified Discourses of Teacher/Mother    
Teacher mother pioneer discourse   
Bell orientates herself as a pioneer in terms of teacher-motherhood; she found ways to 
make the situation work, with few role models or peers in a similar situation. She also 
My friends, especially the ones that know me a long time, they just say, "It’s brilliant 
because your life is better than a soap opera but no one will believe it," and I do 
sometimes think that the world is just mocking me. "Let's see what we can pile on this 
one."  
 I have achieved every ambition I have set out for myself. I am a little bit lost at the 
moment because the sort of career goals that I had was to get published and to get a 
PhD and I have got those, so, now I can only do more of the same and I kind of do not 
know what I want. When I grow up, I am not sure what I want to be.  
So, I have done those things now, but they took a bit longer because-- and this sounds as 
if I am trying to not take any responsibility for my life choices-- but teenage pregnancy, 
you know, mental health issues of various family members, some caring responsibilities, 
a father who worked away during pivotal points, a husband who then worked away 
during pivotal points, you know, bringing up two children while trying to study, et 
cetera. 
 
‘there is a particularly unique set of convergences that made my whole journey into 
motherhood.’ 
‘I have that proverbial village to raise a child, but I put that village together, it was not 




orientates herself as in control of her destiny; she has managed the situation, the 
support, the organisation of teacher-motherhood.   
She also links here to another of her discourses; that of an ethic of self-care. Whilst Bell 
positions herself as a role-model, she reminds that she did not raise her children or 
teach her classes alone. Where Bell reasserts her status as pioneer and role-model is in 
her positioning of herself as organiser of care, not necessarily 24 hour a day carer. 
 
Bell positions herself as in control of her teacher-motherhood now, and a pioneer in 
terms of her early experiences of the special circumstance of teacher-motherhood.  
 
Bell’s practice is one of capable, experienced wisdom. Because of Bell’s positioning, 
she has opened up opportunities for her to mentor others in a similar situation. She 
personifies the idea that teacher-motherhood is possible, following her lead. 
Role-model mother discourse  
 
Bell orientates herself with being a role-model for a number of different situations, 
including being a teacher-mother or working-mother; particularly with her own 
daughters. She says she ‘had’ to show them it was possible, suggesting that the onus 
was on her to prove it. Bell orientates herself in the same way when she is talking 
‘my role was not necessarily to be the sole nurturer as a mother, my role was to make 
sure they were nurtured.’ 
 
 
‘When everybody else sort of just assumed it was all impossible I just assumed it was.’  
 




about role-modelling hard work to achieve goals. 
 
Bell positions herself as a teacher-mother who is highly conscious of role-model status 
and impact. She talked about how her children have been influenced by her strong 
sense of social justice and gave examples of how she had demonstrated this 
throughout her teacher-motherhood.    
  
Bell’s practice around being a role-model to her daughters and others, in terms of 
workload, self-care, working hard to achieve goals, suggests that she would position 
herself as a wise and experienced person in her community. Whether Bell actually did 
and does protect her workload and maintain a standard of self-care is open to 
interpretation, but the position itself could potentially make it harder to admit to 
thoughts or behaviours that do not meet her role-model ideal. Bell did talk about an 
ethic of self-care that would provide an alternative mode of practice.  
Work ethic / ethic of self-care discourse  
 
Bell strongly orientates herself with an ethic of self-care, combating the ethic of care 
that would suggest the teacher-mother puts herself last. However, she also admits to 
overworking. Bell positions herself as choosing this way of life and being in control of 
her workload.  In parts of the narrative, Bell orientates herself with struggle and self-
‘she has said to me, "I knew I could do it because you did."’ 
 
‘what my children have seen over and over again is my, if you like, social justice 
perception of things’ 
 




sacrifice; particularly when she is discussing putting her children first, before work and 
other relationships.   
 
Bell positions her teacher-mother status as espousing an ethic of self-care, to a point. 
She also describes a strong sense of social justice that is not in competition with self-
care.  Bell’s strong assertions about taking care of herself and making sure that she is a 
role-model in terms of work/life balance mean that the likelihood is that she opens up 
opportunities for herself to opt out of additional workload, explain to others why her 
time is important and why she must put herself first, some of the time.  
 
Bell’s discourse of self-care is embedded in the strength of teacher-motherhood; as in 
this quote, the ‘Top Trumps’ she speaks of is the knowledge and experience she has 
gained as a teacher and mother and how this puts her in a position of greater wisdom. 
In terms of subjectivity, Bell positions herself as unwilling to risk her own health and 







‘there is enough room for us to care about these other people.’ 
 





Thumbnail Sketch: Aliyah 
Aliyah is a British Arabic Muslim woman living in a predominantly Muslim community, 
she in her 30s and single parent. She has two children who are both of primary school 
age who she has sole custody of. She lives in a large city in England and teaches in an 
above average size primary school, where she is based in upper Key Stage 2. Aliyah was 
born in the Middle East in a war zone, which her family fled. She arrived in the UK in her 
late teens with little English and few formal qualifications due to frequent moves across 
Europe and different education systems.  
Interview Map: Aliyah  
 




Aliyah begins her story with a summary of her teacher-motherhood, and in particular, 
single teacher-motherhood. Aliyah talks about personality traits, she talks about 
resilience, self-care and parental guilt. 
 
I am quite good, I am quite resilient and I am quite… I would not say patient, I think I 
am quite resilient, so, I take a lot on and I tend not to ask for help, and I tend not to 
complain very much, so, I just get on with it and if I am feeling down or if I am tired I 
just keep myself to myself and I just get myself out of it. 
But every now and again, about once or twice a year when it hits you really hard, it's 
like, "Okay, I need to stop, I need to look after me, I need to do something for me." But 
then you think about the kids and you are like, "Well, they have been at school the 
whole time, they work just as hard as you have," and you have not taken them out 
because you are too busy or you are too tired or finances are tight, money is tight and 
you want to go on holiday and have fun, but what about them?  
So, it's a constant guilt trip, it really is. It's quite tough, yes. I keep think, I was saying to 
one of my colleagues the other day who does not have children, I was saying to her, "I 
don't think it ever stops, I don’t think the guilt ever stops.” You know, sometimes when I 
go to parent's evening and the teacher says to me-- and my daughters, for example, I 
felt so bad, I was like, "If that was a child in my class I would do everything to make 
that child do their homework". But I am not doing anything with my own daughter 
because I am so exhausted. But then I think, "She is actually good, she'll pick it up, she'll 
be fine." But yes, you still feel guilty. If I can give them more of me, more of my time 
and attention, could they do better? It's tough, it really is.  
Well, it's tough. It's hard work, it really is and sometimes I struggle, I feel that my whole 
life is revolved around children; children at work, children at home, children during the 
holidays, you never get a break, you never have a break. I think I feel guilty quite often 
as well because I feel that I go into work and I give my all and I give 100%. I am full of 
energy, I am bouncy, I am doing everything and then I get home and I crash and I do not 
give the same quality time to my children; and that is hard.  
That is hard to accept, to deal with and I think I have felt it more since I have become a 
single mother. It's just a lot of hard work, but it is harder because it's all on me, it's me 
or nothing. So, I feel like it's all me, I have to be there. If I go out I have to take the 
children out and I have to think a million things. Holidays, it has to be me, I cannot take 
a break for myself, I cannot have a day for just me because the children are always 
there and their dad does not take them. So, it's literally me all year round. So, yes, it's 
tough. I mean, I do have my parents but my parents work full-time as well and it's hard 





Aliyah also describes the feeling of learning to accept being a ‘good enough’ teacher 
and mother.  
 
Aliyah then goes back to her childhood and tells a chronological story of her life so far, 
which I have not left in the extracts shared here, as details would make her more 
identifiable. Her childhood story is dominated by the family’s escape from a war zone 
and journey through Europe. Aliyah’s education was fragmented across many 
countries and education systems. Aliyah arrived in the UK in her late teens and began 
the process of learning English; she married her ex-husband when she was 21, and 
Aliyah wanted to go to university but could not afford the fees as she was classed as an 
international student at that time. They had their first child two years later. 
 
That is it, and it’s hard because you never talk to someone else about that because you 
judge yourself within yourself, you do not want to go openly judging yourself to other 
people; when it’s other you think, "Yep, I'm doing a great job with my children. I do the 
best for them, protect them, it’s absolutely fine.," which means I am doing something 
good but inside you, you know you can do better.  
 
I think it's a teacher thing and I think me, naturally, I am a perfectionist and even within 
my work I have to learn the hard way that things do not need to be perfect; good is 
sometimes good enough, or satisfactory is sometimes also good enough and I need to 
stop working all hours and beating myself up for not reading the book, or I have not 
made the perfect birthday cake. "Yes, everything has to be perfect and it needs to be 
completed on time, it needs to be done, it needs to be perfect," but now I have actually 
learned I cannot. I cannot sustain it; I am going to harm myself if I carry on doing it.  
 
So, when I had my son I decided I cannot actually continue working in the (retail 
outlet) because of the hours, the hours were too long and I had a baby and my ex-
husband was a teacher, secondary school maths teacher. Then we decided, we said, 
“You could work in the school, why don’t you be a teaching assistant?" I thought that 
was a good idea, it will be good hours, I can pick up my son, I can drop him off at 
nursery, but then I could not get a job as a teaching assistant because I had not 
qualifications as a teaching assistant. 




Aliyah then travelled to the Middle East and Africa, following her husband’s career. She 
returned to the UK to start teacher training.  
 
She described her marriage in terms of her aspirations and the actual divorce: 
 
But then, out of nowhere, one of the teaching agencies contacted me and were like, 
"Oh, you can speak Arabic. We need a teaching assistant who can translate in a certain 
school and we have a lot of Arabic speaking families and we need someone to translate. 
So, even if you don’t have a qualification we'll have you." So, I did.  
So, I did that for four years and I fell in love with it. I fell in love with it and I was looking 
at the teachers and I was thinking, "I could do this job. I actually could do this job."  
 
But then when I wanted to do my PGCE I brought both of them back and again, I went 
back to parents' house because I thought there was no point in me being by myself.  
First of all, I had no income, I am a student. Yes, I have a student loan but I cannot pay 
rent and everything with two kids. I knew it was going to be hard, so, I needed the 
support, I needed someone to be able to pick up the kids form school and drop them off, 
to do all of that stuff, you know, to feed them, to put them to bed while I am working. 
So, yes, we were pretty much in one bedroom, me and two kids, doing my PGCE.  
I think I have always been, my mum says to me that I have always been resilient. She 
says, "Even when you used to be ill when you were a child, or if someone hurt or you 
were upset, you would never cry."  
 
It was always his career because you did not have one, "You did not have a career, you 
did not have a degree, so, you have to support me in my journey," kind of thing. But 
then funnily enough, I did not find the same reciprocated when I started my career 
because then it was like, you know, "I have a meeting or a have reservations or I need 
to work late," and you know, "Well, what about the kids? What are you going to cook 
today? Why are you late?" kind of thing.  
So, then when the divorce happened it was-- it has been quite a struggle for the last 
two years. I think mainly financially because obviously we had two incomes and now we 
have one and I have got a mortgage and I have got the kids. My parents have been very 
helpful. We are getting there; we are doing it.  
So, they do, they understand more. They do understand more and they are more-- I 
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In the next extract, Aliyah’s own words on this period of her life are important in 
understanding how she positions herself in relation to the divorce and her current 
situation: 
 
In Aliyah’s final extract, she talks about being a role-model of resilience for her children 
and her own mother:  
So, they do, they understand more. They do understand more and they are more-- I 
would say they are resilient as well. I think my daughter is working, she is very resilient. 
The older one is starting to learn; his personality is sort of like his dad but he is starting 
now a bit. So, like you said, now they are a bit older they can sort of understand that 
you cannot go on holiday because you cannot afford it, they sort of understand that.  
Yes, if you cannot get something, like my son wanted  PS4 the other day, I was like, "I 
can’t afford a PS4, I literally cannot get you a PS4," and so, they are becoming more 
patient and more understanding, and I think helpful as well.; the housework, in terms of 
the housework and the day to day stuff, that is getting easier because they do more and 
they take on that responsibility that each one of them has to do their room, has to do 
their own ironing, has to empty the dishwasher, you know, the little things, so, that 
helps a bit as well. 
 
I find that I have to because I was doing everything. I was doing everything even when I 
was married and it was a strain, it was a real strain because he would not do anything 
and I had a full-time job, I had to cook, I had to clean, I had to iron, I had to do the food 
shopping, I had to remember every single thing, I had to pay the bills, absolutely 
everything was on my shoulders. It was hard, it was really hard. 
In fact, sometimes I think now it's easier because now I do not resent it because I know 
it's only me and I am responsible for it and I am organized and I know when to do 
certain things. Whereas before it was like, "Why are you just lying there on the sofa 
doing nothing? Can you not see me doing the cleaning and doing this and doing that?" 
"Have you paid so and so?" "No, I haven’t," "Well, how many times do I have to remind 
you about paying this bill? Come on." 
So, yes, in some ways I think now it’s easier. That is what I often say to my friends it’s 
like, "Actually, it's now easier," and it’s also now on my terms. If I want to work late 
there is no one to tell me, "You're ignoring me, you’re working late," you know, it's all 
about work these days kind of thing. If I want to not cook I can just get a takeaway, 





Aliyah by Aimee  
Identified Discourses of Teacher/Mother  
‘Teaching’ as constructed in Aliyah’s Transcript 
Aliyah describes being a teacher as; ’tough. It's hard work, it really is and sometimes I 
struggle.’ She often refers to teaching and mothering as one construction, with some 
notable exceptions. For Aliyah, ‘teaching’ covers all of the work she is required to do at 
school and for school.  
Aliyah’s route into teaching was through working in a school, ‘I fell in love with it. I fell 
in love with it and I was looking at the teachers and I was thinking, "I could do this job. 
I actually could do this job."’.  
My son said to me the other day, he is amazing, bless him, I came back from work, I 
think it was Wednesday after staff meeting, so, I did not get home until half five, 
quarter to six, got changed and straight away and started making the dinner and he 
came up to me in the kitchen and was like, "How do you do it?" "And you don’t stop and 
you are still standing here making dinner, how do you do it?"  
"Well, I have to go to work to earn a living and you both have to eat, I have got to come 
back and make food, so, this is what life is like and this is what I am trying to teach you, 
you have to be resilient, you have to work hard, nothing comes easy." The hope is they 
grow up to be like that.  
Yes, and that is what I am hoping. I mean, I grew up with my parents working, you 
know. My dad was in the army, it was the Iran war and then it was the Gulf War, you 
know, and my mum was working two jobs, she was working two jobs because my dad 
was in the army and there was three of us and we lived on our own, she did not live with 
family. We had our own apartment and I used to watch my mum run from either picking 
us up from school, go to her second job, make us food, go to her second job, come back, 
make us dinner, get our clothes ready, do our homework with us, drop us off in the 




‘Motherhood’ as constructed in Aliyah’s Transcript  
Aliyah’s construction of motherhood includes her perspective as a single mother, 
which seems central to her identity as a mother. Because of single motherhood being a 
significant part of her narrative, this has formed a main discourse in Aliyah’s ESDA 
analysis.  
Aliyah talks about the continuous presence of children in her life, a feature of the 
special circumstance that teacher-mothers may experience. ‘I feel that my whole life is 
revolved around children; children at work, children at home, children during the 
holidays, you never get a break, you never have a break.’ As in other participant’s 
narratives, Aliyah uses teaching and mothering simultaneously in some sections of the 
transcript and although it is clear when she is talking about her own children and those 
in her class, often the two are intertwined. Aliyah’s story ended with her reflecting on 
the experiences of the last few years and how her relatively recent career as a teacher, 
motherhood and her divorce have made her a stronger person; ‘I think I feel more 
happy with myself and more confident in myself. I am more assertive; I can stand up 
for myself and for what I believe in and for what I want.’ 
Analysis of Aliyah’s Interview Transcript   
The guilty party  
 
Aliyah talks about feelings of guilt around always having children (either at home or 
school) that she could be doing more for; particularly her own children. The subject 
position is one of the teacher-mother as always neglecting someone, somewhere. This 
‘I think I feel guilty quite often as well because I feel that I go into work and I give my all 
and I give 100%. I am full of energy, I am bouncy, I am doing everything and then I get 





orientates her as mindful of the needs of others. 
 
However, Aliyah also discusses how she is battling these feelings of guilt, because she 
is a good enough teacher and mother. This orientates her as a reflective and realistic 
practitioner and parent. 
However, as with Aliyah’s other positions as teacher-mother, she considers the 
alternative view. The subject position here is one of teacher-mother as a person who 
should rally against feelings of guilt and shame. In practice, Aliyah’s positioning around 
her feelings of guilt would suggest that she may hold herself back from prioritising her 
needs above those of any child, but that she is reflecting on this.  
 
Aliyah also talks about how she has reflected on feelings of guilt and discussed this 
with colleagues. She positions herself as aware of the barriers to her subjectivity in the 
wider world here, in that she talks about how guilt could prevent her going on holiday 
or out with friends, which she acknowledges are activities which help her well-being 
and happiness. 
Single Motherhood is different  
 
‘So, it's a constant guilt trip, it really is. It's quite tough, yes. I keep think, I was saying to 
one of my colleagues the other day who does not have children, I was saying to her, "I 
don't think it ever stops, I don’t think the guilt ever stops."’ 
 
 
‘I have been forcing myself to try and do things for myself because I decided that 
sometimes it's okay to be selfish and you kind of have to be selfish.’ 
 
 
‘It's just a lot of hard work, but it is harder because it's all on me, it's me or nothing.’ 
‘ I cannot take a break for myself, I cannot have a day for just me because the children 
are always there and their dad does not take them.’ 






Aliyah describes and orientates single motherhood (also divorced motherhood) as 
different from her previous status; single motherhood is hard and the responsibility is 
all hers – she is potentially powerless.  However, Aliyah also talks about how her 
current single status is easier in some respects to her married life – she has been 
liberated.    
 
Aliyah also explores a discourse of single-mothers having freedom to make choices. In 
practice, Aliyah again reflects on two options for how her positioning affects her view 
of her place in the world and how she interacts with her ecological systems. She 
acknowledges that in some respects she is powerless; and from her action orientation 
towards the discourse, there is an expectation that some of her options are limited. 
Aliyah’s expectation of limits on her options may come from familial and cultural 
expectations, she also has talked about the high expectations she puts on herself.  
Aliyah also positions herself as having choices, because she has ultimate responsibility. 
She decides and lives with the consequences. In terms of subjectivity, this would 
suggest that Aliyah feels she has control over her situation and can make decisions 
about her future. 
History of resilience 
 
‘In fact, sometimes I think now it's easier because now I do not resent it because I know 
it's only me and I am responsible for it and I am organized and I know when to do 
certain things.’ 
 
‘Yes, I think I have always been, my mum says to me that I have always been resilient. 
She says, "Even when you used to be ill when you were a child, or if someone hurt or 





Aliyah orientates herself as a person who has always been resilient – from early 
childhood – someone who can cope with tough situations and a naturally resilient 
person.  
  
Aliyah explored a discourse of the teacher-mother as exploited for her resilience. She 
also talked about the dangers of being resilient, in the eyes of others, because there is 
an expectation that you can tackle anything. Although in terms of practice this 
generally applied to school life, she also described how her ex-husband had 
expectations that she would be resilient, both during their marriage and since the 
divorce.  
  
Aliyah again reflects on two sides of her practice as ‘naturally resilient’. Because she 
positions herself as resilient, she invites further workload and reduced support, as she 
is seen as ultimately able to cope with anything.  
 
However, she also positions herself as resilient enough to know when she is taking on 
too much; and a mistress of her own destiny in some respects, as she can say no to 
additional work if the situation gets very bad.
‘But every now and again, about once or twice a year when it hits you really hard, it's 
like, "Okay, I need to stop, I need to look after me, I need to do something for me."’ 
 
 
‘But resilience, it does not benefit you sometimes because people pile on top of you 







Chapter 5: Synthesis  
5.1: Introduction  
 
 
Figure 20: Discourses discussed in this chapter. 
 
The discussion of findings in this chapter is based on the collective response to 
discourses identified. As a postmodern feminist piece of work, the stories of each 
individual are unique and valuable in their own right. In order to fulfil the feminist call 
for activism, following Butler’s suggestion that women can reinforce a new approach 
to doing gender (Butler, 1990; Jenkins & Finneman, 2018), commonalities are drawn 
out so that coalescences of resistance and support for teacher-mothers can form.  
 
In this section I will be reflecting on the main discourses that have emerged from the 
interviews (see figure 21, below), through the overarching issues of work 
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performativity and gender performativity that are inherent in the discourses of every 
system, and create a ‘perfect storm’ of competing narratives to teaching and 
motherhood.  
 
Figure 21: How discourses from ecological systems feed into the overarching issues of work and 
gender performativity. 
 
At the ‘individual’ system level, unique discourses have been drawn out from Aliyah’s 
story that highlight the ongoing importance of considering intersectionality as part of 
an analysis of women’s experience. Beyond this, into the micro, meso and exo 
systems, discourses have been selected where participants have coalesced around a 
discourse, so that their different positionings and orientations can be discussed. In 
consideration of these discourses, I have explored the overarching and underpinning 
trends that may have brought about these discourses; including performativity in the 
education system and gender performativity through recent history and across social 
systems (section 5.8).  
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Power is being exercised wherever we find it. No one person, properly 
speaking, holds it; and yet it is always exercised in one direction and not 
another, by this group in this case, by this other group in this other case. We 
don’t really know who has power, but we do know who doesn’t. (Foucault, 
1977, p.3).  
In the discussion of the findings, it is clear that the teacher-mother participants are 
very often in the position of being the group who clearly do not have the power in a 
significant way. Where the power is exercised in directions, I have looked for 
explanations of how this works in the current education system; but the individuals 
who control the direction are not always clear to identify.  
5.2: Collective Analysis of Discourses 
 
Discourses were identified where participants held positions; then discourses were 
selected for inclusion in the thesis, which would add most to the knowledge and 
understanding of these issues, as well as providing opportunities for activist work. For 
example, guilt is not a new theme in the literature on parent teachers (Kell, 2016; 
Page, 2013), however the connection to discourses around being ‘good enough’, and 
teacher-mothers going on to accept limitations to career progression and perceived 
reduction in recognition and praise, due to being just ‘good enough’, are not widely 
written about. Attaching this discourse to the wider issues of clashing gender and work 
performativities is also novel in the literature on teacher mothers. Anecdotally, guilt is 
not discussed in these terms on social media, either. Whilst participants have taken 
different positions on the discourse of guilt (particularly motherhood guilt) their 
‘action orientations’ (Willig, 2008) suggest that their future actions may be limited 
based on how they position themselves. A position of acceptance that being a mother 
means ‘just managing’ the job may mean that the participant would not apply for a 
promotion, expect performance-related pay increases, request changes to working 
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patterns or raise issues over workload. Anna’s concern about finding another post 
where her part-time work would be valued, Charlie’s acceptance of a temporary 
contract that was not discussed with her in subsequent years and Sian’s admission that 
she cannot work at the same pace and intensity as other teachers are all examples of 
this from the findings.  
 
On the collective diagram, positions have been mapped to correspond with interviews 
where there was a clear link between the transcript and the discourse.  Being ‘good 
enough’ and ‘being guilty’ were so closely associated in the discourse analysis that 
writing about them separately created repetitive sections of text, so for the thesis 
these have been amalgamated. Separate analyses of these discourses can be found in 
the appendix (see appendix 20).  
 




Finally, using FDA and identifying shared discourses and participant positions with 
regards to what is in the transcript has another unfortunate effect, in that what is 
missing from the stories is overlooked in favour of what is there and tangible. 
Ecological systems maps helped me to identify a gap in participant orientation; an 
example is given here of a reluctance to blame, or a perception that the school leaders 
are not responsible in part for the challenges of teacher-motherhood. In the ecological 
systems maps, very few of the discourses sit within the mesosystem (the interplay 
between the aspects of the microsystem; for example school and home). This is where 
discussions with school leaders, governors and the local authority/academy trust 
leaders sit, and interestingly participants did not widely recognise these people as 
responsible for their workload, career trajectory, well-being or safeguarding. Anna did 
not explicitly point out the hypocrisy of senior leaders who had flexible working 
arrangements, Bell acknowledged the workload and yet labelled herself a ‘workaholic’,  
and Sian excused the behaviour of senior leaders based on a business and outcomes 
model of education.  
5.3: Chronosystem & Macrosytem:  
Gender performativity, work performativity and the perfect storm  
 
Within the narratives of my five participants, discourses identified and their positions 
towards those discourses are enmeshed in a much bigger story; gender performativity, 
work performativity, and the perfect storm that is created for teacher-mothers who 
may be performing two incompatible roles and cramming a ‘fourth shift’ into their day. 
Gender performativity, in terms of motherhood specifically, requires that a mother is 
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nurturing, devoted, self-sacrificing and available if she is to meet the expectations of 
the good mother (Sorensen, 2017). Work performativity, in terms of teaching, requires 
that a teacher is responsive to targets, data, and evaluations, can set aside their 
personal commitments and be ‘an enterprising self, with a passion for excellence’ (Ball, 
2003, p.215).  
 
Figure 23: Competing performativities for teacher-mothers. 
Media representations of the possibility of ‘having it all’ suggest that either part-time 
work or being exceptional are the only ways to balance career and family (Sorensen, 
2017), yet the wider issues of work and gender performativity and our tacit acceptance 
of untenable situations is not interrogated. Individuals are responsible for the ‘choice’ 
to take on career and children – yet performativity suggests that the individual has no 
choice; ‘performativity is not a choice. Those who do not ‘do their gender right’ are 
ostracized within the culture, as the broader power structure prioritises the 




Performativity is ‘as a kind of logic and in relation to discursive effects, is a normative 
force on systems: inefficiency is not, and will not, be tolerated in efficient systems.’ 
(Locke, 2015, p.248). In terms of work performativity, these discourses are normalised 
through exercise of performativity measures and lead to an acceptance of overwork 
and poor working conditions as inevitable outcomes (Holmes, 2019). The literature on 
workload and well-being of teachers generally covers some aspects of overwork and 
systemic causes of this (section 2.4). However, the combination of overwork at home 
and work, plus an acceptance that being a teacher-mother means not meeting the 
minimum ‘efficiency’ requirements of the school or system at large are not well 
understood. The performative experience of a teacher is to be overworked, to exceed 
the working week by many hours (even if they have gone part-time to mitigate against 
this) and to accept that initiatives to improve standards, increase efficiency and drive 
up pupil attainment are prioritised over individual staff rights and needs. All of my 
participants discussed workload as an issue, and for many the combination of 
workload and lack of time for schoolwork to be completed in evenings and weekends 
was a focus (for example, Anna and Sian describe waiting for children to sleep so they 
can get back to school work). As a teacher-mother, there is the additional 
responsibility of parenthood that is informed by specialist training (with the weighty 
expectations of success that can accompany this). Bell talks about her friends and 
relations expecting her to know what to do with children and to be a role-model. The 
burden can be unmanageable; you can have it all, if you can do all the work.  
 
Foucault (1988) suggests that sets of practices that we are subject to – techniques of 
the self – make us believe that we need to change.  
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The practice of the self implies that one should form the image of oneself not 
simply as an imperfect, ignorant individual who requires correction, training 
and instruction, but as one who suffers from certain ills and who needs to have 
them treated either by oneself or by someone who has the necessary 
competence. (Foucault 1988, 57) 
 
Others have suggested that this has led to a cult of self-reflection in teaching 
(Perryman et al., 2017). For the teacher-mothers who shared their stories for this 
study, viewing themselves as imperfect, ignorant and in need of correction may 
explain their acceptance of little praise for their work in the classroom, or gratitude for 
continued employment regardless of conditions, contracts and unreasonable requests. 
Charlie took on curriculum planning for a whole subject area on a precarious contract, 
Anna feels continued pressure to ‘prove’ part-time models can work; they both 
express gratitude to their employers for giving them a chance to prove themselves 
with additional workload and unfair attitudes to legal work patterns. They do not 
express anger about these conditions because the performative norms of teaching and 
mothering reinforce their personal ‘weaknesses’, rather than the systemic issues that 
require teachers to work beyond their contracted hours for schools to function. 
 
Traditional theories do not explain why my teacher-mothers would subscribe to 
discourses of overwork from their immediate worlds of work and home, however, the 
idea that somehow working longer hours may contribute to an improvement or 
correction in their practice, and fulfil their expectations of being a self-reflective 
practitioner, does chime with some of the narratives explored here. My participant 
stories (particularly Anna, Sian and Charlie) certainly suggest that this is still a major 
discourse for them and they position themselves as accepting of untenable 




It seems likely that many teachers try to manage an increasing workload because of 
‘notions of good teaching, collegial and personal expectations, and the moral 
imperative of teaching to provide the best possible educational opportunities for 
students’ (Bartlett, 2002, p.18), and mothers are likely to be trying to fulfil gender 
performative notions of ‘good motherhood’ (Paige, 2013). These discourses around 
the good mother and good teacher of young children have been with us for a century 
or more. Despite changes to working lives and beliefs about child development and 
parenting, they are slow to change and the special situation of the teacher mother can 
be considered a ‘perfect storm’ of discourses around expectations of nurturing, caring 
and sacrifice; creating the conditions for guilt and feelings of being overwhelmed.  
 
All of my participants talked about workload, both at home and work, and in many 
examples they positioned themselves as accepting of overwork and systems that entail 
overwork. The ‘second shift’ of home working after the paid working day (Hochschild 
and Machung, 2003) was referred to in other terms by the participants (and by 
theorists; Adkins, 2002; Blackmore, 1999; O’Brien Hallstein and O’Reilly, 2013) and 
described; the cooking, cleaning, organising of the family, and then in some cases, a 
return to school work once domestic duties had been attended to. Sian describes her 
need to be constantly prepared for every eventuality; embodying the discourse of 
intensive mothering, devotion and self-sacrifice (Graybill-Ellis, 2014; Hays, 1996) and 
suggesting that she sees this as part of ‘being a mother’. When this is combined with 
the expectations she has of maintaining high standards at work, even in a new staff 
team and year group, it is apparent that this idea of self-sacrifice and devotion has 
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replicated in the discourses around EYFS and Primary teachers (Conley and Jenkins, 
2011; Page, 2013). The teacher as mother made conscious (Steedman, 1985) is 
expected to have intense empathy, limitless care and now produce outstanding results 
for Ofsted.  
 
It seems that a discourse of overwork for my participants is leading to an acceptance of 
working hours well beyond those contracted, which fits with recent national survey 
data (DfE, 2019b, 2019c; NASUWT, 2019; NEU, 2019a, 2019b). It is also leading to an 
acceptance that mitigation of overwork, for example by asking for help, sharing 
workload with a partner or job share, arranging alternative childcare is seen as the 
responsibility of the teacher-mother, too. Potentially, as part of the gender 
performativity of being a mother.   
Becoming a mother means taking on a time commitment that cannot be easily 
reduced at will. In the absence of adequate support, there is a sticking point in 
the revolution: taking care of the kids. (Craig, 2006, p.126). 
For my teacher-mother participants, taking ‘care of the kids’ full-time is not an option, 
so the organisation of care falls upon them. As Bell points out, ‘I have that proverbial 
village to raise a child, but I put that village together, it was not a random act.’ 
 The work of organising their own support is an unseen part of their workload, not 
interrogated in recent research.  
 
Sian talks about the expectation that she will perform at the same level at work with 
her new baby, yet the workload at home is unrecognisable in comparison to her life 
before children. In her positioning around this discourse of the ‘motherload’ 
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(O’Brien Hallstein and O’Reilly, 2012), asking her husband to help with his children is 
framed as ‘asking a favour’. It is Sian’s responsibility and work to organise child care if 
she is not able to provide it herself. Unequal distribution of unpaid work in UK families 
is well documented (Fatherhood Institute, 2016; Park et al., 2013), but the ultimate 
responsibility for organisation of this unfairly distributed work is not often discussed. 
Possibly the normalisation of this aspect of workload has prevented these discussions 
from happening, even in the research. Aliyah feels the full responsibility for her family 
as a single parent (Horne and Breitkreuz, 2016), and Charlie describes her first 
husband’s decision to resign from the job that was their only income; it seems that 
across the participant stories, being responsible for organisation is a common 
discourse. Part of the performative role of the mother is to organise and to take on 
responsibility for home and children; requests for help are seen as failings or proof 
that one is not quite ‘good-enough’ as a mother.  
 
Gender performativity may be adding further to the perfect storm, by ensuring that 
women feel unable to speak out publically or at work about their untenable situations. 
Complaining about motherhood and teaching would mark out the individual as 
subversive, disruptive and ‘abnormal’ in terms of the teacher-mother expectation. 
Identifying as ‘feminist’ or ‘activist’ in some schools may exacerbate this situation and 
potential ostracisation that follows (Jenkins & Finneman, 2018). Anna eludes to the 
difficulties of bringing politics into school, even though she feels supported by online 
communities. Participants reported tolerating situations in school that they knew were 
unfair, but did not tie these explicitly with the issue of their expected role and 
behaviour, and often did not raise these situations with employers or colleagues (for 
example, Sian’s observation feedback, Anna’s part-time request, Charlie’s contract). It 
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seems that in some respects, the expectations of the teacher-mother as selfless, self-
critical and suboptimal in terms of efficiency have been internalised. The expectations 
of self-sacrifice and self-improvement of primary and early years teachers, together 
with the expectations that mothers will be less efficient, contribute less to the team 
and need more support mean that participants may find it harder to name an 
individual as directing power:  
And if pointing out these focal points of power, denouncing them as such, 
talking about them in a public forum, constitutes a struggle, it’s not because 
people were unaware of them, it’s because speaking up on this topic, breaking 
into the network of institutional information, naming and saying who did what, 
is already turning the tables on power, it’s a first step for other struggles 
against power. (Foucault, 1977b, p.5). 
 
Women ‘naming and saying’ is unsurprisingly absent in the interview stories, but is a 
potential area for activism in the future.  
 
Governmentality in school systems constitutes a range of strategies and tools for 
control of conduct (Perryman, Ball, Braun & Maguire, 2017). Part of the toolkit of 
control is translation of policy from the wider world into the context of individual 
schools, for example, when interpretations of national part-time working policy were 
translated into local unwritten rules of who can request flexible working and what 
conditions they must secure for themselves before even considering it (section 5.4).  
Translation is a process of invention and compliance. As teachers 
engage with policy and bring their creativity to bear on its enactment, they are 
also captured by it. They change it, in some ways, and it changes them (Ball, 
Maguire, Braun & Hoskins, 2011, p.630) 
 
The missing leadership figures in the stories of the participants suggest that this 
‘translator’ role is masquerading as a simple unfiltered passing along of rules, rather 
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than an interpretation of the policy to fit with local requirements for compliance and 
control (Foucault, 1988). It would seem that there is a major issue to be addressed in 
how policy from government is interpreted in schools, often to accommodate 
budgetary and accountability considerations rather than that of the individual or team.  
 
The idea of school as a business where the profits are academic outcomes also feeds 
into the idea that teaching is a job that can be measured in terms of output and 
performance (Courtney, McGinty and Gunter, 2018), and that underperformance is a 
failing of the employee, not the corporation or the system (Raffo and Gunter, 2008). 
For teacher-mothers, this is an acute issue, as demonstrated in the positionings of my 
participants towards a discourse of heavy workload expectations and guilt. Sian 
explains her treatment as a necessary part of working in a business.  
 
Originally, I had thought about workload as a microsystem issue when considered 
against the framework of ecological systems theory (Bronfenbrenner, 1979.) However, 
the blame for normalisation of overwork and performativity should not fall upon the 
teachers who suffer because of it; ‘the teaching profession will pay the price of uneven 
role expansion with teacher overwork, stress, and increased teacher attrition rates.’ 
(Bartlett, 2002, p.19). Whilst in the mesosystem (section 5.5) I discuss the issue of 
school leaders not identified by participants as having power over local decisions on 
flexible working, the normalisation of overwork is a wider issue and not confined to 
individual school communities. As Butler points out, ‘under what conditions do the 
theories of finance produce impossible scenarios that are bound to backfire and fail? 
They are not bound to do this for causal or dialectical reasons, but because they seek 
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to derive endless possibilities from limited resources.’ (Butler, 2010, p.153). There are 
school leaders and communities who defend staff rights and well-being, but the norm 
is that teachers work full-time to be effective, sacrifice their well-being and time and 
manage their own workload.  
 
The discourse around overwork being a normal expectation, not just at school but at 
home and in other caring roles means that teacher-mothers position themselves as 
unable to change this; they can take an orientation of subversion, as Bell does, but the 
belief in overwork as normal is still evident in her story. Performativity has made the 
overwork part of who the teacher is, not just part of the job, and gender 
performativity, that inescapable gender expectation within us, means that rebelling 
against norms leads to ostracisation (Jenkins & Finneman, 2018). It seems unlikely, 
therefore, that initiatives such as the DfE workload reduction materials (2018c) will be 
enough to tackle the issues of overwork in schools, perhaps particularly for teacher-
mothers who have an overall expectation of overwork being a normal part of their life 
experience.  
 
Finally, gender performativity more generally sets up an expectation in society that 
women are self-sacrificing, devoted, caring and nurturing (Butler, 1990). These 
expectations perhaps explain why the demands placed on teacher-mothers are not 
seen as excessive or unrealistic by others (or to themselves), because women will find 
these roles ‘natural’ to them, and require no support or reward for doing what is just 
part of them, and their normal routine. It may also explain why the teacher-mothers I 
interviewed are not angry about the amount of care and work they are expected to do 
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for the benefit of others or the lack of care shown to them in some instances. Part of 
their own gender performativity is to expect this role in society and to be able to 
manage it ‘naturally’ – so any admission of failing, of not being able to cope with the 
hours, the burden of care, the responsibility for organisation, is a failing at being a 
woman.  
 
Acceptance of the norms around overwork, and the sense that these are believed to 
be a part of teaching and motherhood can also be theorised to underpin other 
discourses that have emerged in the analysis. Discourses underpinned (or perhaps 
infiltrated) in this way include the acceptance that being ‘good enough’ does not merit 
reward or recognition and that school leaders have no responsibility in changing the 
situation. Untenable workload is to be expected and those who cannot manage it, 
either by taking on the ‘fourth shift’ or by finding dodges, will suffer. In the following 
sections, other discourses from the findings are explored in relation to the overarching 
issues of work and gender performativity.  
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5.4: Exosystem: Part-time work as panacea  
At the time that the interviews were carried out for this study, the government were 
championing the idea that part-time working could solve the teacher retention crisis 
(DfE, 2019a; Greening, 2017). 
  
Figure 24: Demand for part-time work (NFER, Worth & van der Brande, 2019). 
 
Demand for part-time work has been increasing amongst the teaching population 
since 2011 (see figure 24), whilst demand for part-time work in other professions has 
remained stable (Worth & van der Brande, 2019), suggesting that overwork in the 
teaching profession is affecting work patterns (NASUWT, 2017). It is thought that 
‘teacher retention is likely to be improved by incorporating greater flexibility into the 
teaching career offer.’ (Worth & Van Der Brande, 2019, p.11), suggesting that for 
many, full time teaching is not a viable lasting career option.  
  
The discourses forming around part-time work seemed to involve taking some position 
towards a governmental or national discourse, something of a grand narrative about 
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what would work for a large, diverse group of people who were currently either 
withdrawing from work, or very difficult to engage with a return to work. The 
Department for Education in recent years have signposted part-time and flexible 
working as ways to retain teachers, particularly the 25% of teachers who leave every 
year who are women in their 30s (Simons & Policy Exchange, 2016), and the 57% of 
teachers who leave because of caring responsibilities and never return to the 
profession (Simons & Policy Exchange, 2016). Anna, Charlie and Aliyah have all worked 
or are working part-time and comment on this arrangement; Sian would have liked to 
work part-time and feels this may have ‘saved’ her teaching career. Their positions 
towards part-time working reflect some of the discourses covered in the literature 
review (see section 2.5).  
 
Participants described different situations in which senior leaders have the power 
either to refuse a flexible working request or to foster a culture of suspicion around 
these ways of working. The continuation and proliferation of this discourse in schools 
and the wider community of educators seems likely to have a negative effect on 
women who would benefit from flexible working. A belief that requests for flexible 
working will be turned down without fair consideration (breaking the law) and the 
parallel discourse around part-time teachers being less valuable and an encumbrance 
to the rest of the team would seem to be enough to put some teacher-mothers off 
requesting or considering this option.  
 
Regardless of whether part-time working is the panacea for working mothers that it is 
touted to be, if women do not feel they can access this they will be unable to find out; 
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and like Sian, may decide to leave teaching all together. Part-time work can sometimes 
mean more than part-time hours (McNamara et al., 2008), Anna talks about the part-
time role as difficult in this regard – she comments on the awkward timetabling of the 
week with her job share partner. Charlie positions herself differently to the discourse 
of part-time workload, in that she describes this arrangement fitting in well with her 
responsibilities as a new mother who had to find work relatively urgently. She talks 
about being flexible with work so she could go home at lunchtimes to breastfeed her 
baby; but also describes being left to plan, resource and deliver a whole languages 
curriculum across the school; a significant project in terms of responsibility and 
workload, the flexible working arrangement seemingly benefitting the employer more 
than the employee (Women’s Budget Group, 2005). Charlie positions herself as lucky 
to have been offered the position, which is also in the geographical area she has to be 
in because of her husband’s career move. Perhaps like many teacher-mothers in this 
situation, she is accepting of the excessive workload because being granted flexible-
working is perceived to be more of a favour than a right. Given the lower priority of 
her career in the family, there is perhaps an element of settling for any post that is in 
the right postcode and this represents one of many factors that are at play in the 
career decisions of teacher-mothers.  
 
Leadership and progression also appear in the discourse around flexible working. Some 
women do not seek flexible work because of a perceived impact on their career (NUT, 
2002) and Anna certainly raises this issue, echoing the discourse from her own school, 
where part-time workers are seen as ineligible for leadership positions; their 
contribution and dedication to the school is also perceived as a part-time affair. Recent 
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schemes from government (DfE, 2019a; Greening, 2017; Morgan, 2015) emphasise the 
need to encourage women into senior positions in schools and that more should be 
done to celebrate the potential of women teachers. In the participant stories collected 
here, none of the participants talk about future ambitions for school leadership. Anna 
shares her worries about applying for jobs in other schools, where her commitments 
and part-time pattern may not be understood or respected; Sian and Bell have left 
primary teaching; Charlie reports being happy with her class teacher role; Aliyah is 
ambitious but exhausted by her single-parent responsibilities and is in the early stages 
of her teaching career.  
 
The positioning to any discourse around female leadership is hard to discern and it 
seems to be a gap in the participant stories; Anna acknowledges the unlikely scenario 
of a part-time member of staff being considered for a leadership role, but does not 
suggest she is seeking this for herself.   Given the multiple discourses at work in their 
lives, from being just ‘good enough’, to overwork being inevitable and part-time work 
being both curse and cure, it is not surprising that none of these women, even with 
their diversity of background, support, age and experience are striving to take on more 
responsibility.  
 
Societal expectations of mothers prioritising their own children, and media 
representations of career and motherhood being a precarious position, only attainable 
by the exceptional (Sorensen, 2017), fuel the issue here; the simplistic solution of 
advocating part-time roles as a cure-all misses the complexity of the role of 
performativity in motherhood and teaching young children.  
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5.5: Mesosystem: The strange situation of school leaders  
 
Within the stories of all five participants are situations where as a listener and reader, I 
find myself questioning why the storyteller is not identifying the seemingly obvious 
source of their different challenges. This has come about through the use of ecological 
systems discourse analysis, where a ‘gap’ became apparent in the maps for each 
participant, in the interplay of the wider world exo/macrosystem and the school/local 
community microsystem. This is an area Bronfenbrenner called the mesosystem, 
where discourses ideas are filtered through to local level and aspects of the 
microsystem interact (for example, home and school). The school leadership; 
governors, head teachers and other senior staff are the conduits for dissemination of 
national policies, but they are also responsible for the interpretation of these in their 
school. The discourse identified in the mesosystem was one of school politics, which 
Anna picks up on at several points in the interview as being linked to her concerns 
about securing part-time work and the views of school leadership affecting her 
broader rights and responsibilities. As discussed in the literature review (section 2.4), 
over half of teachers reported that workload pressure was driven by senior leadership, 
and that Ofsted, daily expectations and feedback were ‘mixed messages’ (DfE, 2018b).   
 
On closer analysis, it seems that participants are reluctant to identify, or do not 
perceive, the school leadership team and individuals as having power to restrict action.  
Sian talked about feelings of guilt at home and work; the way Sian describes her guilt 
over not being able to manage an unmanageable workload suggests that to some 
extent, the prevailing discourse is that somehow the teacher-mother should be able to 
cope with multiple shifts of work, every day. Sian isn’t quite describing a personal 
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failing, but nor does she suggest this is anyone else’s fault, or point to policies that are 
creating the situation. She does mention the school leadership team in terms of their 
high expectations of performance, which she feels guilty about not meeting. Moreau 
et al. (2005) suggest that teachers’ lives are now controlled by headteachers and 
governors, who may not have the same priorities; it seems that some teacher-mothers 
avoid identifying individuals who may be responsible or influential in maintaining this 
discourse.  
 
Charlie describes her struggles with obtaining a mortgage on a rolling temporary 
contract, which had not been addressed by her employers. She does not identify her 
employers as the cause of this struggle, though – it was an oversight. Likewise, when 
Sian, Charlie and Bell described situations in school when returning from maternity 
leave, with no support, no reduction in workload or pressure, they do not identify the 
head teacher as derelict in their safeguarding duty to them as members of staff; Sian 
points out that school is a ‘business’, and staff members are units of output production 
where the output should be constant and consistent.  
 
It seems likely that a number of discourses around teacher-motherhood are creating 
this gap; and performativity of education is evident here too. First, the teacher-
mothers in my study and in the wider literature are likely to hold themselves to very 
high (and some would say unobtainable) standards, and recognise their role as 
fundamentally based on care (Nias, 1999; Vogt, 2002). Aliyah talks about coming to 
terms with the fact that she cannot be perfect, that satisfactory is acceptable 
sometimes. Their identification of themselves as being ’satisfactory’ or ‘requiring 
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improvement' feeds discourses of guilt (Sullivan, 2015) and the idea that they are 
letting down the team and their children. Sian also talks about letting down her 
colleagues when she cannot contribute the same hours after school as they do.  
 
School leadership teams and individuals within them are perhaps seen as guardians of 
the standards in the microsystem, with the distant Department for Education and 
Ofsted driving the macrosystem discourse, with various translations and 
misinterpretations of these discourses filtering through (DfE, 2018b). This may add to 
the likelihood of teaching staff seeing school leaders as unaware or uncaring of their 
opinions (NASUWT, 2019), and potentially unable to be flexible or sympathetic as local 
enactors of a national regime, as supported by teachers reporting that senior leaders 
were powerless (DfE, 2018b). This would explain the positioning of my participants in 
terms of being reluctant to identify school leaders as responsible. This reluctance or 
inability to view systems and individuals as responsible for an untenable situation has 
been described as bounded imagination (Holmes, 2019), and certainly there seems to 
be a gap in the ESDA around the interface between micro and macro discourse.  
 
Clearly there are school leaders who do use their power and influence to create 
positive discourses in their schools – as all teacher-mothers are unique individuals, so 
are school leaders. There are also many senior leaders who are mothers, and are under 
increased pressure from performative measures themselves (Guihen, 2018). Sikes 
(1998) found that some of her senior leadership participants took account of the 
practical difficulties of parenting and teaching, because they were parents themselves 
and understood how they could make life easier for their employees. It is possible that 
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in the intervening decades, some of the flexibility that some school leaders felt they 
had has been eroded by increasing accountability (Cheng, Ko & Lee, 2016; Neeleman, 
2019; OECD, 2012), resulting in school leaders and the teams they work with having a 
tacit understanding about what is actually possible in their school; despite what official 
policies and wider discourses may suggest (for details, see section 2.7).  
 
Of course, there are school leaders who use bullying, intimidation and abuse (Harris 
and Jones, 2018), and Neves (2014) found that ‘submissive’ employees, with weaker 
relationships with other members of staff, were more likely to receive abuse than 
others. It is arguable that teacher-mothers sometimes fit this ‘submissive’ employee 
role, particularly when working part-time or returning after maternity leave when 
relationships may not be as strong. Anna talked about being an encumbrance and Bell 
positions herself as an activist but still accepted the challenges of teaching as her own 
problem.    
 
Governmentality in school systems constitutes a range of strategies and tools for 
control of conduct (Perryman, Ball, Braun & Maguire, 2017). Part of the toolkit of 
control is translation of policy from the wider world into the context of individual 
schools, for example, when interpretations of national part-time working policy were 
translated into local unwritten rules of who can request flexible working and what 
conditions they must secure for themselves before even considering it (section 5.4).  
‘Translation is a process of invention and compliance. As teachers 
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engage with policy and bring their creativity to bear on its enactment, they are 
also captured by it. They change it, in some ways, and it changes them’ (Ball, 
Maguire, Braun & Hoskins, 2011, p.630) 
 
The missing leadership figures in the stories of the participants suggest that this 
‘translator’ role is masquerading as a simple unfiltered passing along of rules, rather 
than an interpretation of the policy to fit with local requirements for compliance and 
control (Foucault, 1988). There is a major issue to be addressed in how policy from 
government is interpreted in schools, often to accommodate budgetary and 
accountability considerations rather than that of the individual or team.  
 
The idea of school as a business where the profits are academic outcomes also feeds 
into the idea that teaching is a job that can be measured in terms of output and 
performance (Courtney, McGinty and Gunter, 2018), and that underperformance is a 
failing of the employee, not the corporation or the system (Raffo and Gunter, 2008). 
For teacher-mothers, this is an acute issue, as demonstrated in the positionings of my 
participants towards a discourse of heavy workload expectations and guilt.  
   
It is possible methodological issues prevented open reporting of circumstances 
(Mallozzi, 2009); perhaps participants would not have felt comfortable to ‘point the 
finger’ during an unstructured interview with a stranger. However, it is interesting to 
note that Sian, the insider participant, who has worked for the same school leader as 
me, did not identify the leadership of the school as problematic. Despite the report 
that leaving teaching all together was her only option at that point; because of the 
impossibility of flexible working, the undesirable status of motherhood, the attitude in 
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school to requests for part-time work, Sian does not identify the individuals concerned 
as having any power to change this.  
5.6: Microsystem: The Guilt of the ‘Good Enough’ Mother   
I have theorised this major point of coalescence in the interviews as belonging in the 
microsystem (Bronfenbrenner, 1979), as it concerns an emotional reaction that the 
participants are describing to their work and home worlds, and their position in 
relation to this emotional response. Discourses identified within the microsystem 
were:  
 being ultimately responsible for work and home  
 being ‘good enough’  
 feeling guilty  
 being set up to fail 
 expecting to be ‘bottom of the pile’  
 
Clearly, the overarching discourses of gender and work performativity lead to 
inevitable outcomes in the workforce, including guilt, burn-out and leaving the 
profession, but here I will discuss guilt as a separate theme of analysis and the 
different ways participants talked about guilt and being good enough.   
 
All five participants in my study talked about guilt, but positioned themselves in 
different ways in relation to discourses of guilt. In the literature addressing parent 
teachers and teacher mothers in particular, guilt is a common theme in findings (Kell, 
2016; Sikes, 1998; Smith, 2007), and as such this element of the findings does not 
represent a new claim to knowledge, but analysis of the discourse from several 
standpoints does provide novel insights. What is also new here is the positioning to the 
discourse of being ‘good enough’ (in the language of UK education, ‘requires 
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improvement’) which suggests that compromising performance at work and home 
means abandoning career ambitions or hope of praise or reward.  
 
Aliyah describes her feelings of guilt; particularly in relation to ‘fairness’ between her 
own children and her school children. She is positioning herself as guilty of failing to 
meet an expectation – the expectation that the teacher-mother can be all things to all 
children and that not doing so constitutes an unfairness, a selfishness perhaps. Again, 
like Sian, Aliyah does not directly identify an external cause of the issues that have led 
to her feelings of guilt. The unreasonable workload and expectations of motherhood 
are accepted as part of this positioning. It seems that claims around ‘having it all’ not 
being a legitimate and normalised discourse (Murphy and Cloutier-Fisher, 2002) do not 
apply to all working graduate mothers.  
 
Anna described feeling the same way when she saw photos on social media of mothers 
making salt dough with their toddlers. The discourse around the good enough mother 
(Winnicott, 1953) is not a new construct. The idea that women could manage a career, 
home life, leisure and children has been questioned for decades (Wall, 2013) and well 
before the tidal wave of mothers joining the workforce in the 1980s and 90s (ONS, 
2011). Pressure on women to be increasingly responsible (e.g. for finances, 
organisation of family, career) and discourses that normalise intense mothering (Wall, 
2013) echo through the interviews with my participants, although again how they 




Aliyah describes a rejection of the discourse in some respects; she is trying to fight the 
pressure to be the ‘perfect’ teacher. Teacher-mothers construct images of what they 
perceive to be the expectations of society (Knowles et al, 2009), and whilst Aliyah 
describes her need to do some things for herself, she also describes this as selfish. The 
position taken is that she is being unkind or unfair in her attempt to have some time 
for herself and this is a worrying discourse – one that is not replicated in media 
portrayals of fatherhood (Evans, 2015; Kuo and Ward, 2016; Wadsworth, 2015).  
 
Bell describes her conscious decision to not feel guilty about her decision to pursue her 
career, suggesting that as teacher-mothers we can be a sort of ‘own worst enemy’ 
when it comes to allowing the discourse of blame and sham to inscribe us. Kell (2016) 
discussed this tendency to blame ourselves as a major issue for the teaching 
workforce, which is in conflict with the work of many theorists and researchers 
(Blackmore, 1999; Moreau et al. 2005; Troman and Woods, 2000) who would suggest 
that the systems we work and live in create these conditions and the discourses that 
encourage us to identify weaknesses in ourselves. Certainly in the descriptions given 
by participants of their feelings of guilt and high expectations of themselves in terms of 
workload and availability to care for their own and other children, there is an issue in 
who we are comparing ourselves to (Bailey, 2000) and whether those teacher-mothers 
actually exist outside of the discourse.  
 
Finally, Sian talks about how a pregnant woman would always be seen as ‘lesser’ or 
lacking, as research on motherhood penalties (Baker, 2010; Berggren and Lauster, 
2014; Correll, Benard and Paik, 2007) would appear to support. Sian’s positioning here 
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is that simply being a mother entails that you are not good enough – unless there is no 
childless woman or a man that can take the job. This position that Sian takes was a 
major driver in the continuation of my project; that this discourse persists and is an 
influence on the way Sian presents herself (or not) in the workplace and potential 
workplaces is a reason to try to change that discourse, even if it can only be done 
locally, for a limited period of time.  
 
It seems clear that a discourse of ‘the good enough mother’ can be helpful to some, in 
giving licence to not be the perceived perfect carer of all children at all times that 
portrayals of motherhood and teaching may have had attached to them since the 
profession became feminised in the 20th century. However, the collective analysis from 
this study would suggest that there is a worrying orientation around being ‘good 
enough’ in terms of lower expectations of reward and recognition. Postioning this 
discourse in the microsystem, which seems to tie with the stories of the participants 
(these narratives occurred in school settings and at home, rather than in discussion of 
wider discourses or influences) also suggests that this is a discourse that is difficult to 
escape.  
5.7: Individual System: Intersectionality  
Pride and Resilience   
In the individual realm of the analysis, many discourses were identified which seemed 
to be about how the participants saw themselves, in terms of their personality and 
purpose. These discourses appeared to be the way participants were using something 
like a technology of self, an inscribing of themselves, to represent what they are really 
like, what they believe about themselves and what personal qualities they draw upon.  
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These discourses were identified for individuals (see figure 22): 
 A history of resilience  
 Being a pioneer  
 Being a role-model  
 Ethic of self care  
 Single motherhood  
 Happy accidents  
 
The participants had very different positions towards these discourses and they were 
diverse in terms of what they identified with. This confirmed for me the postmodern 
feminist approach to individual stories, and highlighted intersectionality as key to 
understanding the uniqueness of each account of teacher-motherhood.  
 
Intersectionality is the interaction of multiple identities and experiences (Davis, 2008). 
Aliyah’s story and the discourses identified within it are troubling for me as a 
researcher, because of the intersections of religion, culture, community and status that 
Aliyah brings. This makes her story fascinating; but brings some uncomfortable 
reflexivity (Pillow, 2003). As a white western woman researching predominantly white, 
western participants in most of my work in education research, retelling Aliyah’s story 
has been ethically challenging. I have little understanding of how her community and 
family operate, or knowledge of what may be different in a Muslim woman’s life in a 
UK primary school; the interpretation risks the presumption of ‘whiteness’ of a person 
of colour (Risman, 2004). Whilst the literature on intersectionality and research with 
‘outsider’ groups is extensive (Corlett and Mavin, 2014) the research on parent 
teachers has not explored intersectionality, particularly in primary and early years, 
where the majority of staff are female, white and regarded as middle-class (Gazeley 




Furthermore, when discourses identified are brought together in a collective analysis 
(see section 5.2) the particular intersections of Aliyah’s life experience are difficult to 
represent and highlight the benefits of a postmodern approach to this study. Each 
participant story should stand alone, with the intersections of faith, gender, sexuality, 
status, age and class represented and celebrated, rather than flattened and 
homogenised. Whilst postmodernism affords this appreciation of the ‘special 
situation’, it also brings with it the difficulty in mobilising and activating change in a 
community of teacher-mothers, when everyone’s experience is separate, as discussed 
previously (section 2.7, 3.2.i). There is a danger that this appreciation of 
intersectionality becomes ornamental (Bilge, 2011), deployed superficially; 
disarticulated, through my lack of understanding of Aliyah’s identity (Bilge, 2013); or 
overly academic, a ‘disciplinary feminism’ that is not transformative, apart from to the 
career of the researcher (Bilge, 2011, p.409).  
 
Given the recent attempts to create policy for women on a simplistic, broad standpoint 
approach (section 2.3), for example; suggesting that flexible working is a solution to 
issues that teacher-mothers may face when returning to teaching, contemplating 
career progression or just coping with everyday life, considerations from 
intersectionality and individual stories of teacher-mothers shines a light on how 
problematic broad pronouncements are. The promises of support in speeches by Nicky 
Morgan (2015) and Justine Greening (2017) may suggest solutions that are relevant to 
many teacher-mothers, but when other barriers, challenges and circumstances are not 
even alluded to in these statements they become something that applies to ‘others’. 
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Individuals position themselves as unable to take advantage of national schemes and 
policies, their actions are limited, and their own discourse then can have the same 
effect on others in their communities. Consideration of the individual, of the 
intersections that may support or hinder their engagement, could change the 
discourse and make policy relevant to more teachers.  
 
Aliyah’s individual account reveals her own special circumstance. She is proud of what 
she has accomplished in her life and speaks about her resilience and capability in terms 
of her teaching and mothering roles. Her cultural and community norms do not always 
support this pride that she feels for her own achievements – traditionally, her 
community are not supportive of divorce and other decisions Aliyah has made (details 
of these have been omitted to protect anonymity), and she acknowledges the 
challenges she has presented to her parents in her choices, as she feels they are more 
involved in the religious community than she is.  
 
Aliyah’s pride seems to come from her past experiences and the expectations on her 
as a Muslim refugee coming to the UK over ten years ago. Her community, family and 
husband did not expect her to become the independent professional she is today, and 
she takes pride in having achieved so much, beyond expectations. Whilst there are 
many overlaps in the discourses she is positioning herself towards and those of the 
other participants, her sense of pride in what she has managed to achieve seems to 
come in part from her current status and professional identity not being something 




In the methodology chapter, my research journal extracts were called ‘tales from the 
fourth shift’, and this is part of the issue for teacher-mothers. Whilst Hochschild and 
Machung (2003) described their women participants as working a second shift, my 
participants worked many more shifts, in different ecological systems of their lives. 
They attend to their children, partners, families and homes; they also put in a long shift 
at school, supporting children and colleagues. They also have a shift spent organising 
how the first two shifts can fit together and accommodate the needs of others. Then 
they have various and special shifts; care of elderly and disabled relatives, study, 
teaching union and other activist roles, supporting homework with their own children 
and going back to planning and marking for school, often late at night. Performativity 
helps to explain why teacher mothers attempt to fit multiple shifts of work into their 
days.  
 
The synthesis of findings followed an ecological systems discourse analysis framework, 
breaking down the experiences of teacher-mothers in to systems and also highlighting 
the overarching discourses of gender and work performativity that help to explain 
some of the stubborn questions around this special situation; why do my participants 
accept an unmanageable workload? Why do they expect little reward or praise for 
their work? Why do they accept the majority of responsibility for child care and 
organising the family? Why do they overlook the role of school leaders in making 
conditions better? A perfect storm of gender expectations, both external and 
internalised, together with work expectations around the dedicated teacher of young 








6.1: Introduction  
In this chapter, I will first summarise the study, particularly the findings, analysis and 
synthesis (6.2). I will recap on the research questions and summarise how these have 
been answered (6.3), as well as how the overarching aims of the study have been 
addressed (6.4). I will then move on to discussing the significance and implications of 
the findings (6.5) and the contribution to knowledge that this study (findings and 
methodology) makes (6.6). Finally, I will consider the limitations of the study, which 
have been discussed throughout the thesis, and suggest future lines of inquiry for 
myself and others who are researching in this area (6.7).  
6.2: Answers to the research questions  
1. What do the life history stories of teacher mothers suggest about this 
special circumstance?  
The life history stories of teacher-mothers suggest that their worlds are not only 
unique, but also complex and their identification and orientation to the discourses 
around teaching and motherhood are diverse. However, in collective analysis using 
ESDA, some coalescences can be found between their stories.  
 
First, the unique position of each teacher-mother must be remembered; it is so easily 
lost in the literature where large-scale data is used, as explored in the literature review 
(chapter 2), and also overlooked when policies are drawn up that claim to solve issues 




Second, that a perfect storm of work and gender performativity is manifested in 
discourses of the ‘good enough’ teacher and mother. It is not a realistic expectation 
that women can meet the ideals and expectations that these discourses suggest, 
particularly in the way mainstream and social media portray them (Orgad, 2016a, 
2016b. Performativity in terms of gender, teaching and mothering clash when self-
sacrifice, overwork and devotion are expected at home and work, and because these 
traits are perceived as ‘natural’ to women, these demands are not seen as exceptional 
or unrealistic. Some women are in a position where complaining or highlighting the 
unfairness and impossibility of the expectations puts them at further risk of unfair 
treatment, ostracisation and negative feedback.  
 
Thirdly, individual school leaders were not described as part of the problem by my 
participants, creating a gap in the collective ESDA model between school and 
government policy. As school leaders are not described as being in a position of power 
and able to affect change, participants put poor decisions, inconsistent workforce 
planning and school culture issues down to broader problems in society, or 
rationalized them as to be an expected part of teacher work performativity. School 
leaders themselves, very often women in early years and primary settings, are 
potentially subject to the same unrealistic gender and work expectations that my 
teacher mother stories highlighted.  
 
Fourthly, the normalization of overwork in school, which is well documented in the 
literature about teaching (see 2.4), was identifiable in all five participant stories; what 
was different to the recent literature was the underlying discourses around additional 
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roles that are normalized for teacher-mothers and in many cases could be considered 
overwork. Participants described their responsibility for organizing any activities or 
support that may mitigate their overwork, with a discourse of helping themselves to 
work harder creating a loop of responsibility and further commitment to overworking.  
 
Fifthly, part-time and flexible working were explored by most of the participants with 
varying positionings. What became clear was that in some cases, access to part-time 
and flexible work was impossible, due to financial constraints at home or more often, a 
perception that a flexible working request would be turned down, despite the legal 
entitlement for an employee to have their request considered fairly. Participants 
talked about the benefits of part-time work, but as the discourse filtered through local 
government and individual school culture, the possibilities were limited.  
 
2. To what extent does analysis of ‘ecological systems’ and discourses 
illuminate the life of a teacher mother?  
Using ecological systems and discourse analysis to illuminate the lives of my teacher-
mothers has had benefits; it has allowed some analysis of where power is perceived to 
be (for example, with the government, or with school leaders). Having a framework for 
organizing discourses then made it possible to identify gaps in the system. For 
example, when participants did not discuss school leaders (part of the mesosystem in 
my interpretation of the model) as being responsible or powerful in making decisions 
about work patterns, contracts and school culture. As a tool for analysis, ESDA was 
helpful to a large extent, and particularly for an early career researcher trying to 
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grapple with complex issues and a burden of guilt around interpreting valuable stories 
that had been entrusted to me. Other models for analysis would perhaps not have 
helped me to the same extent, as thinking about organizing the discourses across a 
system did provide some distance and objectivity in a study where potentially there 
was an issue with subjectivity and insiderness (see section 3.5.iv).  
3. What (if any) are the points of coalescence and convergence that 
groups of teacher mothers  may relate to, that could be potential sites 
of new policy and activism?  
 
In the synthesis chapter, points of coalescence from the stories were identified and 
discussed, and many more were pinpointed in the collective ESDA diagram (see figure 
22). The points discussed in this thesis were: the perfect storm of gender and work 
performativity, the guilt of the good enough mother, the strange situation of school 
leadership not being perceived as powerful, normalizing overwork and organization of 
overwork mitigation and a challenge to the idea of part-time work being a panacea for 
teacher-mothers in primary and early years settings. However, the participant 
interviews raised many other potential themes and ideas that teacher mothers may 
relate to and could form allegiances around, so as a researcher my focus now will be to 
disseminate these stories and findings as widely as possible, so that teacher-mothers 
have opportunities to discuss them and potentially be motivated, comforted or 
enabled to act by them.  
6.3: Significance and implications of findings  
This study took a postmodern feminist approach to collecting and analysing data, 
holding the idea of the unique teacher-mother as paramount. Much of the literature 
discussed in the Introduction and Literature Review chapters refers to large-scale 
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quantitative work on the wider teaching workforce and union members, so any 
qualitative study that adds to what we know about individual stories has a significant 
role to play in contributing to knowledge and understanding. I would caveat this by 
stating that to be significant, any research, be it large-scale or small-scale must serve 
the people whose experience could be improved by it.  
 
Within the individual stories, there were points of coalescence in discourses, which 
have led to the identification of implications that could be significant for many 
teacher-mothers and others who wish to support them at home, school and in local 
and national policymaking. Whilst broad themes around guilt, school leadership, 
overwork and flexible working are well-known and often discussed in education at all 
ecological system levels, what this study adds is the identification of performativity as 
being instrumental in all of these themes, demonstrated by the ‘fourth shift’. 
Individual stories in this thesis add nuance that is missing from sweeping surveys 
where frustratingly, the right questions may not be asked at all.  
 
Policy recommendations for swathes of women are not appropriate implications to 
follow from this small-scale study, but changes to discourses locally and nationally can 
be shifted by studies like this one, if relevant individuals and groups are made aware. 
With that in mind, what happens next in terms of dissemination, network building and 




6.4: Contribution to knowledge   
This study makes a number of contributions to knowledge; teacher-mothers who 
engage with this work, through the thesis (but much more likely through social media, 
teacher publication articles and teacher networks) will probably find claims to 
knowledge in the interviews with my participants that I have not identified yet. Here I 
will outline three claims to knowledge from the study, taking into account the points I 
have already made about significance and implications in section 6.3.  
Claim 1: Context  
Primary and early years mothers are in a special situation; a claim that I made in the 
Introduction (section 1.2iii) and has been borne out by the findings of the study. There 
is a gap in the literature here, as much of the work on teachers does not differentiate 
by age phase, and much of the work on teacher parents does not differentiate mothers 
and fathers. Research data is often large-scale and survey based, where ‘pick an 
answer’ questions sometimes fail to address the issues that my participants face, or 
cannot reflect the nuances of complex situations. For example, when a teacher-mother 
would like to request flexible working, but is restricted by the cultural norms of the 
school setting yet a survey question just asks if they have ever made a request. Where 
the particular challenges of teaching and mothering the youngest children have been 
pointed out, for example in Page (2013), some of the focus has been on how the 
women wish their children to be loved in their settings, rather than a full focus on the 
women themselves.  
 
The performative expectations of women, particularly women who are in the ultimate 
nurturing an self-sacrificing roles of teacher and mother concurrently, mean that their 
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stories are perhaps even harder to tell, and their perceived ‘failings’ much more 
difficult to admit. The methodology aided greatly with the openness of the stories (see 
Claim 3).  
Claim 2: Findings  
The findings from the study take two forms; the individual findings in Chapter 4 and 
the collective analysis and synthesis in Chapter 5. From these two datasets, new claims 
to knowledge have emerged; some that are local and specific to my participants, but 
may ‘chime’ with other teacher-mothers, and some which through collective analysis 
would appear to be issues for teacher-mothers that may apply to larger groups of 
women. Whilst this study took a postmodern feminist approach, valuing the individual 
stories of women without assuming a shared understanding or experience, it was 
hoped that some points of coalescence could be found which would be a basis for 
activism in the future.  The claims to knowledge that constitute a basis for future 
activism include:  
 The overarching issues of work and gender performativity, which reinforce the 
expectations of self-sacrifice, quiet and unchallenging behaviour and overwork 
as standard in the roles of mother and teacher. Discourses of performativity 
ensure that many women will continue to try to fit four shifts of work into each 
day; their daytime school job, their housework and childcare shifts, followed by 
more school work and additional caring and organisational roles they 
undertake as part of being a mother and a ‘natural carer’.  In the literature on 
teacher-parents and teacher-mothers in particular, there have been findings 
suggesting that overwork is a factor in recruitment and retention issues. 
However, some of my participants also highlighted an additional position to the 
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discourse of overwork being normal. A further point of coalescence with other 
teacher-mothers in the UK and beyond is the additional workload of organising 
support and cover so that the normalised over-workload can be managed. 
Teacher-mothers in my study talked about having to ask for favours of 
childcare from their own partners, of organising additional childcare, having to 
think far ahead so that school work could be covered around their own 
children. The organisational work of teacher-mothers has not been featured in 
the recent research literature.  
 
 Part-time working models could be the panacea for teacher-mothers is 
challenged. Again, there is literature about part-time work and the unintended 
negative effects that part-time and flexible contracts can cause. However, what 
is not captured in the recent literature is the way school cultures, senior 
leaders and discourses from the wider system can prevent teacher-mothers 
from even requesting part-time work, assuming that this will be rejected, a 
source of negativity, or further evidence of being just ‘good enough’. Data has 
not been captured about how many women (and men) would request flexible 
and part-time work if ‘no one was watching’, but I would suggest that several of 
my participants would have taken further steps to reduce their hours if they 
had felt this was a viable option. This may suggest that there is a wider issue 
that could be addressed. The Department for Education elude to this in their 
own flexible working guidance for schools (DfE, 2017).  
 
 The strange situation of school leaders and responsibility: During analysis of the 
findings, it became apparent that in the discourses identified, participants were 
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not identifying school leaders as in positions of power or responsibility in terms 
of being able to assist or support their special situation. FDA does not set out to 
point the finger of blame at anyone; Foucauldian theories of power in systems 
do not have power being centrally contained in an individual or group. 
However, it was striking that my teacher-mothers did not, or did not want to, 
identify school leaders as being able to improve things for them. As an 
example, participants did not identify leaders as responsible for temporary 
contracts not being made permanent over many years, or for publically 
suggesting that part-time teaching does not work, or for putting teachers 
returning from maternity leave into a new year group with new colleagues and 
no support for the transition. This tendency away from holding leaders to 
account for decisions and cultures could account for dissatisfaction, acceptance 
of overwork and eventually, teacher-mothers leaving the profession. To date, I 
have not found recent research literature about teacher-mothers or parents 
avoiding the identification of leaders as responsible or as agents of potential 
change.  
 
 The guilt of the ‘good enough’ mother. There are examples in the literature 
where the idea of being ‘good enough’ are discussed and the guilt that 
accompanies this phenomenon, particularly in research on teachers and the 
specific use of language such as ‘satisfactory’ and ‘requiring improvement’ that 
have been used in UK school inspections over the last few decades. However, 
the findings from this study point to a further issue at work here, in that the 
sense of being just ‘good enough’ as a teacher and mother not only gives rise to 
feelings of guilt for some, but also an assumption and acceptance that your 
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work will not, and perhaps should not be valued or praised. A teacher-mother’s 
contribution to the community, family and school would never be as worthy as 
those of someone who was not in the special situation of the teacher-mother. 
Of course, not all teacher-mothers feel this way, and my participants positioned 
themselves in different ways when this discourse was identified by them in 
their interviews, some very fiercely defiant about their value.  
 
 The continued need to consider the individual in research data, as evidenced by 
Aliyah’s story and the intersections of her life experience, status, culture, 
community and religion that gave rise to a unique perspective on teacher-
motherhood. In the policies and national schemes to encourage mothers to 
stay/return to teaching, it is likely that Aliyah would not see messaging that 
applied to her or felt relevant to her situation. Consideration of the individual 
and their experience is vital if teacher-mothers are to thrive in the education 
system; at a national level in policy and discourse, but also at a local level when 
leadership teams are considering how they shape the culture of their schools.  
 
Claim 3: Methodology  
 
Use of life-history interviews and a flexible approach to conducting these meant that 
hard to reach participants were able to take part and have their voices heard in this 
study. Whilst life-history has been used with teacher parents in the past (Page, 2010, 
Sikes, 1998; Smith, 2007), using this method to support teacher-mother participants is 
a contribution to knowledge. The flexibility in the method and methodology which 
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allowed participants to be interviewed at work or in a public place of their choice, at a 
time of their choice, together with the option of having their children present meant 
that participants such as Aliyah could contribute her story, which in normal 
circumstances she would not have been able to do.  
 
Ecological systems discourse analysis (ESDA) was designed during the data analysis 
process of the study, between the first formative study data analysis and the main 
study data collection. The model brings together two previously separate tools for 
analysis; Willig’s six-stage process for Foucauldian discourse analysis (2008), and 
Bronfenbrenner’s ecological systems model (1979). The new model enabled me to 
map discourses across the ecological systems of the teacher-mother’s world, to 
highlight where issues are occurring, and how orientations to those discourses may 
influence the future. Willig suggests this is an outcome of the subjectivity stage of her 
model, and ESDA means that this can be represented in a visual way. For example, 
mapping Sian’s discourse of being set up to fail in the microsystem, because she talked 
about this as being specific to her school setting, helps to explain why Sian may have 
felt that leaving her current post was the best course of action. She did not place the 
discourse in wider systems which may have meant she would believe her opportunities 
in any school would be the same. Conversely, talking about pregnancy and interview 
chances as a wider societal issue might prevent her from ever being confident about 
job prospects whilst pregnant.  
 
Using aspects of Foucauldian discourse analysis gave the opportunity to explore the 
way each participant described her experience, but also to look for the descriptions 
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she could not give, the boundaries of acceptable talk about teacher mothers that may 
constrain the narrative. FDA turns attention to the macro-level discursive 
constructions, giving an opportunity to challenge and resist these constructions when 
they are illuminated (McNay, 1992, p.4). With further refinements, (see section 6.7.iii) 
this model of analysis may prove useful for other qualitative research that aims to 
explore in depth the narratives of individuals within a wider system of discourses.  
6.5: Limitations of the study  
6.5.i: Ethics and positionality  
Whilst efforts have been made in this thesis to reflect the thought that went into the 
ethical implications of this study, it would be fair to suggest that many of the 
implications only became apparent during or after the data collection period. Of 
course, ethical considerations such as the relevant checks, authorisation and 
resubmission of the ethics approval when changes were made have all be carried out, 
following the university procedures. Considerations around the consent, anonymity 
and sharing of information with participants had also been rigorously discussed and 
challenged by my supervisors and ethics committee. Where I feel that ethics and 
positionality present a limitation of the study, and would certainly advise other 
researchers not to replicate if possible, is in the self-care aspects of the ethics that I did 
not consider fully. Whilst prompted to consider my health and safety by the ethics 
approval process (appendix 15), I did not fully consider or appreciate my mental health 
and safety around the use of unstructured interviews with women in challenging (and 
in some respects, very familiar) situations. At times I felt emotionally impacted for 
weeks after the interviews, and wonder how the study might have affected my outlook 
as a researcher and also my interpretation of the data and use of the interview 
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transcripts, given that at times I felt very emotional about the ‘work’ of collecting the 
data and also about the research relationships formed during those interviews. To 
mitigate the impact of this, I have discussed my experiences with other researchers 
and my supervisors, I have thought carefully about how my relationships with the 
participants should be, and I have tried to bear in mind my own emotional experience 
whilst analysing the data.  
 
Whilst I feel that the emotional impact on me as a researcher is worthwhile, in telling 
the stories of these amazing women and making connections around coalescences in 
the findings which may inspire further activism amongst teacher-mothers, I would (and 
have) cautioned other early career researchers against making their ethical 
considerations and deliberations all about ‘doing no harm’ to others. Of course, this is 
of paramount importance, but we need to include ourselves in the group of research 
participants to be protected.  
6.5.ii: Analysis 
Ecological Systems Discourse Analysis stands as one of my contributions to knowledge 
from this study, yet I acknowledge that this is a first trial of using the model. Whilst I 
have been critical of my use of it during the analysis of the data, it has been 
unexplored by peers and the wider research community to date, and has flaws that 
will need to be addressed in future use.  
 
As discussed in the methodology chapter (see section 3.6.v) Antaki, Billig, Edwards and 




 Under-analysis through summary  
 Under-analysis through taking sides  
 Under-analysis through over-quotation or through isolated quotation 
 The circular identification of discourses and mental constructs 
 False survey 
 Analysis that consists of simply spotting features  
 
ESDA certainly suffers from some of these weaknesses, as used in this study. The 
clearest weakness is the circularity of identification of discourses, given that in ESDA, 
the discourses are not only identified by me, the researcher, but the boundaries of the 
ecological systems are also chosen by me. Where discourses sit and hence where 
power may be theorised, and what future actions these discourses may lead to, is 
driven by the analyst, not the model. In future uses of ESDA, it may prove to be useful 
to go back to participants to discuss the identified discourses and where they think 
these sit within the system; also to ask participants to construct their own boundaries 
in the ecological systems model (for example, where school may sit could be different 
in individual models). For this study, drawing upon the stories and therefore the time 
and energy of teacher-mothers, repeated requests for interaction and involvement in 
building the model would not have felt comfortable ethically, particularly as ESDA was 
developed during the data analysis stage. Consent had not been gained for contacting 
participants about exploring or discussing a model of analysis for their data.  Asking 
participants to consider their personal reflections in this way may not have been 
appropriate, particularly given some of the content of the interviews and potentially 
very personal and emotional topics. In future participants could be recruited for the 
purpose of exploring or constructing an improved model, with clear guidelines and 
information about the commitment required; or, taking forward a more individual 
approach to the stories of participants, the researcher and participant could co-create 
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an ecological system model before the interview took place, discussing where different 
aspects of life might fit, and if the systems model was appropriate at all.  
 
In terms of identifying discourses in unstructured interview transcripts, I feel that the 
circularity of the identification works in a similar way to thematic analysis and suffers 
from the same weakness. Particularly when working alone on data analysis, the 
researcher biases and positions make the act of distilling out a set of discourses or 
themes feel precarious. Whilst I have enjoyed my doctoral study immensely, working 
with other researchers on this data would have given different insights and added 
some challenge to the distillation and identification of discourses. Some recent 
literature signposting common discourses in UK education and UK parent/motherhood 
would also have been helpful in challenging my decisions on identification, but 
discourse analysis is not popular in education research currently and much of the data 
being collected in the UK is large-scale and survey based.   
6.5.iii: Postmodern feminism and activism  
Some concerns remain about the decision I took early on to use a postmodern feminist 
approach to the design of the study, and how this would affect on the potential for 
activism using the findings of the study. Whilst there is already interest in the findings 
on social media and in academic networks, there is a concern that the focus on 
individual and unique stories and the small-scale nature of the study will make the 
findings more difficult to disseminate widely. However, given the current tendency for 
‘big data’ and statistics to be the only widely shared information about teacher well-
being, workload and retention, it is hoped that this study can add to the depth of 
understanding by sharing stories of women. The addition of the collective analysis of 
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discourses can also help to signpost where change can be made, at personal, local and 
national levels.  
6.6: Future research  
6.6.i: Part-time work – quantitative data enriched by more qualitative accounts  
After discovering the discourse around part-time and flexible working amongst some 
of my participants, which added depth to the large-scale survey data from the DfE, 
ONS and teaching unions, it seems that further interrogation of the gap between policy 
(which supports these measures, and makes actions to block requests within reason 
illegal) and the experiences and beliefs of teachers in school would be beneficial in 
understanding why part-time work is still much desired, but failing to be deployed. 
Further and in depth research in this area may also add ‘colour’ to the statistics from 
the DfE (2016 and 2019) about part-time teachers and their comparatively high levels 
of reported hours working at home. Additional data about part-time teachers’ 
experiences of expectations from school leaders, coupled with what I have already 
found out about being ‘good enough’ and the normalisation of overwork would 
potentially help school leaders and policy makers understand the ongoing retention 
issues caused by barriers to part-time work, and also barriers to career progression for 
part-time teachers, particularly mothers.  
6.6.ii: Perceptions of self-care and how this is manifested in teacher-mother lives  
A painful part of writing a thesis was deciding what would need to be cut from the final 
draft to meet the regulations for submission, and an area of interest throughout this 
study has been the ethic of self-care. In the discourse analysis of the interviews, 
following the process I had chosen, the idea of an ethic of care often occurred to me as 
a part of what was manifested in the transcripts, but the clearer discourses had to be 
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prioritised for this thesis. In future research it would be interesting to gain an 
understanding of how individual ethics of care towards others and an ethic of self-care 
for themselves are related and also how much a strong ethic of care may impact on 
ability to reject overwork and feelings of guilt.  
6.6.iv: Intersectional accounts  
Aliyah’s story and her position towards many of the discourses of teacher motherhood 
raise interesting questions about cultural expectations of women in the UK and how 
religious, cultural and community based discourses may change not only the position a 
woman takes to the discourse, but also the ‘action orientation’ that follows; what 
behaviour, choices and actions she feels are opened or closed to her because of this 
discourse. Aliyah’s pride in her teaching career and professional status seem to come 
in part from this not being part of the expectations of her community; further research 
with a diverse set of participants, using intersectionality, ESDA and life-history 
interviews may help to highlight how expectations from family and local community 
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Appendix 1: Glossary of some terms used in this thesis  
Glossary of Terms  
 
 
Aimee’s own definitions, based on references cited in the assignment.  
In keeping with my postmodern stance, I reserve the right to redefine these terms in 
the future. The hope is that this glossary will help the reader have some insight into my 
own understanding of the terms.  
 
Constructionism - an idea that the development of socially constructed 
understandings of the world form the foundation for shared knowledge about reality. 
 
Constructivism - an idea that individuals create their ‘reality’ internally using their 
experiences, and that knowledge is therefore constructed, rather than created.  
 
Deconstructionism - an approach that suggests breaking down any issue, problem, 
structure, definition down to its most basic parts, thus illuminating assumptions and 
traditions that have become part of ‘the truth’, and otherwise unquestioned.  
 
Despositif - Foucault’s word for the framework of discourses, political situation, social 
phenomena, law, etc. that are influencing the stories told by narrators. Foucault 
suggests that we build a despositif for discourse analysis, as discourses are difficult, if 
not impossible to identify without careful analysis of the time.  
 
Discourse - when referred to in this assignment, the discourse is the shared stories that 
we tell each other in our societies. These vary within a society, for example, a teacher 
may have a different discourse accessible to them than a non-teacher, when thinking 
and talking about education. An example of a change in the discourse which 
particularly influenced my thinking, is the difference in the stories and knowledge 
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Discourse Analysis - this method of analysis looks for the social discourses in a 
narrative, the common ‘stories’ of society at the time (and at the time when the story is 
set).  
 
Empiricist Feminism - feminist research or theory that is based on the ‘scientific 
method’ of testing a hypothesis.  
 
Epistemology - a theory of how we know; which may also suggest how we can find 
out.  
 
Foucauldian Discourse Analysis - this is a form of discourse analysis, particularly 
focused on the movements of power and knowledge in society. 
 
Generalisability - a measure of rigour in research findings, which is a measurement of 
how widely the findings apply.  
 
Insider/outsider position - an idea that a researcher can be either an outsider from the 
participant group, as either an objective observer or someone who has no connection 
with the sample group; or an insider, with intersections in the experiences and status of 
the researcher and participant group, who may be known to the participants and the 
community being researched.  
 
Interpretivist approach - looks at the social realm as requiring a different way of 
knowing to that of the natural sciences. There may be more than one way of knowing 
about a social phenomenon, and the ‘scientific method’ may not be as appropriate for 
investigating or questioning these realities as intuitive, interpretative approaches. 
 
Life History Method - this method builds upon the life story, but the researcher (or 
participants and researchers cooperatively) add contextual information to the account, 
such as the political and social situations of the time the story is situated within.  
 
Narrative Research - research that has narratives as a central feature of the data 
collection and analysis. Narratives may be written, spoken or visual representations. 
Two schools emerge from narrative research, the first; which treats the narrative as a 
true account of a world, and the second; which views the narrative as a story told 
about a world. 
Life Story Method - Life story method simply involves collecting a story from a 
participant about their life or a period of their life. 
 
Objectivism - the opposite of subjectivism - that it is possible to experience reality 
directly. This may also refer to knowledge; an objective truth is true in all situations.  
 
Ontology - what exists; what the nature of reality is.  
 
Positionality - a researcher’s positionality is their biases, experiences, preferences and 
attitudes, as well as intersections in their identify (such as race, class, gender, age). 
Knowing your position does not improve the quality of your research, unless you can 




Positivist approach - regards the social realm as operating using the same laws and 
rules as the natural sciences. Therefore, the ‘scientific method’ is appropriate for testing 
a hypothesis about social phenomena. 
 
Postmodern Feminism - an approach to feminist research that does not assume 
women have common experiences or a common oppressor. Postmodern feminism 
questions the nature of gender and gender roles in society as constructed, rather than 
biological.  
 
Postmodernism - a misty concept that covers a general suspicion of what is  ‘known’, a 
rejection of dichotomies or at least, a questioning of the need for a division; a research 
approach that allows the researcher to cross boundaries in terms of epistemology.  
 
Qualitative research - see quantitative research for my thoughts on the distinction. 
Qualitative research usually refers to research which collects narrative, text and visual 
data, not easily reduced to numerical data.  
 
Quantitative research - the distinction between quantitative and qualitative research 
can be considered a false dichotomy, when deconstructionism is applied; it is difficult 
to find a distinct ‘line’ between them, when considering examples from research. 
Quantitative research (which I will accept as a useful term to use as shorthand) usually 
refers to research which collects numerical data, or data that can easily be translated 
into numerical data.  
 
Reflexivity - a skill or practice of considering one’s own positionality and position (in 
the study) as a researcher when planning, carrying out, analysing and reporting 
findings of research. A reflexive researcher will be aware of their own biases, 
experiences, preferences and attitudes throughout the process (as much as is possible), 
and will take appropriate action to prevent these factors from tainting the research.  
 
Reliability - a measure of rigour in research findings, which is a measurement of how 
repeatable the study is, preserving the same findings.  
 
Standpoint Feminism - a feminist approach that assumes a level of shared experience 
amongst women, commonly associated with an objective, realist view. Harding (2003) 
advocates that standpoint feminism should privilege the aims of feminist research and 
the view of women as a previously oppressed perspective.  
 
Subjectivism - an ontological position that suggests that experience is individual; 
reality is in the mind and we cannot ‘plug in’ directly to an objective, true world. This 
may also refer to truth - a subjective truth is not true in all situations or to all knowers.  
 
Thematic Analysis - this method of analysis looks for themes in the narratives of 
participants, within one account or across many. Themes may be identified in advance 
or discovered through readings of the narratives.  
 
Validity - a measure of rigour in research findings, based on how ‘true’, logical and 
sound they are.  Validity may also be the measurement of how well the research 




Verisimilitude - Bruner’s word for a sense of familiarity and truth in findings or ideas; 
which may be of use when validity, reliability and generalisability are not appropriate 
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Google News Alerts  See appendix 5  
July 2016  1. Second shift 
2. Teacher mother 
3. Mothering work 
4. Women career 
5. Teacher career 
6. Mother career 
7. Women 
leadership 




10. Women choice   
Google Scholar 
Alerts  
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Sept – many articles relating 
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Citation and reference search of key 
articles, eg: 
J.M. Smith (2007) 
E. Kell (2016) 
J. Page (2013) 
R. Thomson and M.J. Kehily (2011)  
C. Lyonette et al. (2015) 
Also searched for other 
articles and work by 
these authors.  
October 
2016   




















Appendix 5: Google News Alerts analysis  
Media Content Analysis of Google Alerts  
Details of the process  
Google news alerts search the news content of the internet for keywords. 
Alerts are sent daily (when there is relevant content to send) from anywhere 
around the world where the English keywords have been mentioned. This 
meant that the majority of news content was from English speaking 
countries, such as the USA, Australia and the UK, but also India and China.  
The news items were ‘coded’ into categories based on the headlines of the 
item, and if this wasn’t clear, then the content of the item was accessed. I 
assessed the focus of the piece, which was not very scientific and at times it 
was difficult to decide which category a news item should go into – this was 
a weakness of the content analysis but the overall aim, which was to find 
out what alerts like this would provide to a working mother.  
Findings  
The majority of news items recorded were about hospitals and medical 
issues – 38% of the news items – the inclusion of the term ‘maternity’ meant 
that a lot of hospital ward closures and problems appeared. Second, were 
items that concerned government and corporation policies on maternity – 
32%. Many items were about maternity policy in the USA, during 
presidential election campaigns; maternity benefits were, for a few weeks, 
central to the arguments of Clinton and Trump (Sholar, 2016). Some have 
argued that this media coverage is a benefit to women, by raising awareness  
(e.g. Sholar, 2016), and that these alerts could perhaps also be included in 
the ‘work and career’ bracket. I categorised the news items very simply, in a 
more in depth content analysis I would seek to tease out these issues of 
categorisation which are a flaw of this analysis.  
Celebrity parents made up 15% of the news items – mainly Hollywood stars 
who were expecting babies this year, which had a strong crossover with the 
next largest group – fashion, at 11%. Often celebrity news items were 
fashion based also, focused on maternity wear trends. An example of this 
category is: ‘Ready to pop and still in heels!’ (Irish Independent, 2016). The 
items were almost entirely focused on the mother, especially if fashion was 
also mentioned – if I was to do this analysis again, I would look more closely 
at how often a mother and her choice of clothing were mentioned, as I do not 
recall a single instance of a father and his fashion choices making the 
headlines. Again, categorising these items was difficult, but essentially the 
two could have been made into one category of celebrity and/or fashion. The 
only items that caused a problem in terms of categorising between 
work/career and celebrity were about a Bollywood actress who was planning 
on taking no maternity leave after the birth of her child, reports on which 
did not have a focus on issues of work for mothers.  
Work and career was the smallest category, at 4%, or 67 news items. News 
items typical of this category were ‘Long Maternity Leave is Bad for 
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Mothers’ (Judge, 2016) and ‘New and expectant mothers face increased 
discrimination at work’ (ITV News, 2016). Many items in this category had 
to be investigated more thoroughly to categorise them, as issues around 
mothers and work generally fitted into the rhizomatic writing pattern, 
touching on many aspects of life and society. Although I did not categorise 
items by positive/negative reporting, many of the items in Work/Career 
would have been straightforward to code, as the negative vocabulary such as 
‘bad’ and ‘discrimination’ were in the headlines. 
  
Description Number of related 
articles 
Hospital or medical news 573
Government policy, maternity leave, pay and conditions 483




BREAKDOWN OF ALERT CONTENTS
Media attention on the theme:
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Appendix 19: Further information on Willig’s FDA Model and use in this study 
 
Discursive constructions  
  
Willig’s (2008) Foucauldian Discourse Analysis Model, as applied to my 
research data  
Stage Description of process  
Stage 1: Discursive constructions  
 Willig’s first step is to identify the discursive objects and the way they are 
constructed. Identifying the discursive objects should already have been done, 
in the phrasing of the research question (Willig, 2008, p.115).  
The discursive objects are ‘teaching’ (denoted in the question by teacher and 
work) and ‘motherhood’ (denoted by mothers and mothering). The first stage of 
analysis involves the identification of different ways these objects are 
‘constructed’ in the text (Kendall & Wickham, 1999). Willig urges the researcher 
not to simply look for keywords, as the objects may be referred to in subtle ways 
(2008, p.115). 
Stage 2: Discourses 
 Willig (2008) describes stage 2 as a focus on the differences in 
constructions (in this case, of teacher-motherhood). I have organised some of 
the constructions of teacher-motherhood that were identifiable in the text in a 
table, together with examples of the transcribed interview and the discourses 
that these might represent. As in other examples of FDA in use (Crowe, 2005; 
Stevenson, 2004; Van Ness et al., 2017) the identification of these discourses 
can be problematic (Antaki, Billig, Edwards & Potter, 2003). I have followed the 
Willig model here, but with concern that identifying the discourses ‘ad hoc’, as 
seems to be the suggestion, could easily lead to the ‘circular discovery of 
discourses’ (Antaki  et al., 2003; Stevenson, 2004). Acknowledging that my 
interpretation is one amongst many possible interpretations, highlights that the 
participant is not a ‘thing in the world’, whose meaning lies ready to be 
discovered (Miller, 2000, p.330).  
Stage 3: Action Orientation  
 Willig (2008, p.116) describes this stage as a ‘closer examination’ of the 
discourses within the discursive construction that inscribe the ‘object’ or ‘body’ 
in different ways. Looking at the action orientation means thinking about the 
reasons why ‘teacher mother’ has been described in the way it has. Why does 
the participant talk about herself as ultimately responsible for the health and 
care of her child? How could this discourse be deployed, and for what reasons?  
Stage 4: Positionings 
 Willig (2008) now suggests that we take a closer look at the subject 
positions offered by the discourses, to the ‘object’ - in this case, a person, so a 
‘subject’. Willig suggests that discourses ‘make available positions within 
networks of meaning that speakers can take up (as well as place others within’ 
(p.116). This is complicated by an idea that the subject position identified is not 
a role – they offer a position to speak and act from. As Willig points out, this has 
epistemological implications, as having a subject position may limit what can be 
thought and experienced by the speaker (p.117). From a subject position, ways 
of seeing and ‘codifying certain practices’ are privileged (Deleuze, 1988, p.11).  
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Stage 5: Practice  
 This stage involves a systematic review of how the discursive 
constructions and subject positions open up or close down options for acting 
(Willig, 2008). ‘Certain practices become legitimate forms of behaviour from 
within particular discourses.’ (ibid, p.117). For example, in the pilot interview 
Sian blames herself for her perceived poor performance in teaching since she 
had her baby, whilst acknowledging that there are many factors that prevent her 
working at the same pace and for the same hours that she used to. Her 
behaviour is to become the guilty party, to ‘keep her head down’; despite the 
legal position her employers are in, to safeguard her well-being and to support 
her with a transition back into the classroom. 
Stage 6: Subjectivity  
 In the final stage, Willig (2008) looks at the relationship with discourse 
and subjectivity (p.117). Having taken up subject positions, the participant’s 
future actions are tied to a ‘way of being in the world’ (Davies & Harre, 1999, 
p.35; Willig, 2008, p.117).  
Willig (2008) suggests a straightforward reading of the previous five stages, in 
order to identify the consequences for subjectivity, but metaphor and the 
positioning of ‘I’ in the text have also been suggested as tools for highlighting 
these relationships (Pinnegar & Daynes, 2007, p.5).  Willig suggests that this 
stage of the analysis is the most speculative, but it is more that speculative – it 
is suggesting a direct link between what is said, and what is felt, thought, 
believed and done. There is a leap between the existence or availability of 
subject positions and the feelings and actions that are theorised as caused by 
these positions. There is dispute as to whether the postmodern position 
necessitates that this relationship is causally bound; it seems possible that 
although subject positions are likely to create conditions where some actions 




Willig’s first step is to identify the discursive objects and the way they are 
constructed. Identifying the discursive objects should already have been done, 
in the phrasing of the research question (Willig, 2008, p.115).  
How do teacher mothers describe their experiences of work and mothering? 
The discursive objects are ‘teaching’ (denoted in the question by teacher and 
work) and ‘motherhood’ (denoted by mothers and mothering). The first stage of 
analysis involves the identification of different ways these objects are 
‘constructed’ in the text (Kendall & Wickham, 1999). Willig urges the researcher 
not to simply look for keywords, as the objects may be referred to in subtle ways 
(ibid. p.115). 
Stage 2: Discourses 
Willig (2008) describes stage 2 as a focus on the differences in constructions (in 
this case, of teacher-motherhood). I have organised some of the constructions 
of teacher-motherhood that were identifiable in the text in a table, together with 
examples of the transcribed interview and the discourses that these might 
represent. As in other examples of FDA in use (Crowe, 2005; Stevenson, 2004; 
Van Ness et al., 2017) the identification of these discourses appears to be 
almost magical, with labels assigned to them by the researcher with no 
reference to any other work (Antaki, Billig, Edwards & Potter, 2003). I have 
followed the same model here, but with concern that identifying the discourses 
‘ad hoc’, as seems to be the suggestion, could easily lead to the ‘circular 
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discovery of discourses’ (Antaki  et al., 2003; Stevenson, 2004). Acknowledging 
that my interpretation is one amongst many possible interpretations, highlights 
that the participant is not a ‘thing in the world’, whose meaning lies ready to be 
discovered (Miller, 2000, p.330).  
Assumptions are made here about what the participant meant with each 
statement of her interview, there are also problems with the interview method 
itself, as interviews are not a neutral ‘machinery for harvesting data from 
respondents.’ (Potter, 1996, p.149; see also Bold, 2012; Speer, 2007, p.131). 
The participant may have given her story particular discursive construction, 
simply because she was involved in an interview. She may be saying what she 
thinks I want or need to hear because she has an impression of what I think and 
that this research is important to me (Yuan, 2014). She could be telling a story 
that she feels is appropriate to the ‘body’ of a teacher mother and be 
constrained by what is acceptable to say or not say, about this state (Foucault, 
1975, p.63; Hall 2001, p.78), she may have come to know and accept her place 
(Graham, 2005, p.10); she could be speaking about her experience as an 
individual, at a moment in time (Munro, 1998). It is not possible to know what 
motivates the participant in these statements that position her, and that she may 
not be aware of (Merrill & West, 2009, p.11).  
From a postmodern feminist perspective, the best I can hope for ethically is that 
the interpretation I give to her talk-in-use is recognisable or authentic to her 
(Clandinin & Connelly, 2000), but if it is not, does that mean that the analysis 
and synthesis of this data is without worth?  
If the participant is not aware of the discourses that act upon her, the ‘body’ of 
the teacher mother that she has come to inhabit, then she will not recognise 
this. If I have misunderstood, created circular patterns that I wanted to find and 
created a ‘body’ of the teacher mother that actually doesn’t apply, she still won’t 
recognise it (Letherby, 2003; Miller, 2000). Neither of us may recognise it 
(Butler, 1997; Merrill & West, 2009). The ‘truth’ of the account is unknowable 
and unmeasurable and at best, what is ‘known’ is tenuous (Pillow, 2003, p.188). 
I still find this difficult to manage, what I think I know is neither ‘a transparent or 
innocent process’ (Visweswaran, 1994, p.80, see also Pillow, 2003). However, 
by crediting the participant with the power to construct her own world, it would 
then be disappointing to ‘treat these members’ practices as given, objective 
things in the world’ (Bologh, 1992).  
A limitation this method of analysis is the considerable amount of time taken to 
read, re-read and then try to identify discourses in the text. This is more 
onerous than a thematic analysis on the same transcript, as I attempted this as 
well, in the early stages of analysis. These two methods of analysis answer 
different questions, so they are not interchangeable – a thematic analysis starts 
from a broader base, with the researcher identifying themes in the text. These 
can be accepted as a ‘true’ account, or as a storytelling. But focussing on 
biographical details risks missing the bigger issue – how ‘power permeates 
knowledge and knowing at every level.’ (Merrill & West, 2009, p.11) Part of the 
issue I have here is that my question requires some analysis of the wider world, 
in explaining the way ‘teacher mother’ is inscribed on the individual (Hall, 2001), 
but I also want to take into account the paticipant’s ‘view from the inside’, and 
acknowledge her power in identifying and choosing to challenge (van Dijk, 
1997) or accept the inscription of this apparatus (Foucault, 1980, p.194).   
Stage 3: Action Orientation  
Willig (2008, p.116) describes this stage as a ‘closer examination’ of the 
discourses within the discursive construction that inscribe the ‘object’ or ‘body’ 
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in different ways. Looking at the action orientation means thinking about the 
reasons why ‘teacher mother’ has been described in the way it has. Why does 
the participant talk about herself as ultimately responsible for the health and 
care of her child? How could this discourse be deployed, and for what reasons?  
As a researcher, I am looking for patterns that my participants may not have 
contemplated themselves, I might suggest some uncomfortable explanations 
that they would not like to acknowledge – but in this case, it feels like there is 
not enough justification of how I have theorised her action orientation for me to 
present this to her and explain why I think this might be what she intended to 
do, with her story. Deleuze (1988) said that there is little point in analysing 
different types of intentionality (p.8) and I think this is what he means – we try to 
include the context into the analysis because discourse cannot be understood 
apart from context (Souto-Manning, 2014, p.162), and yet the context is so 
complicated, perhaps it doesn’t matter (Graham, 2005, p.9). Make what you will 
of the story, if it helps to explain the macro-level social constructions (Clandinin 
& Rosiek, 2007), there will always be other ‘perspectives from which to interpret 
the material under review’ (Hume & Bryce, 2003, p.180).  
Stage 4: Positionings 
Willig (2008) now suggests that we take a closer look at the subject positions 
offered by the discourses, to the ‘object’ - in this case, a person, so a ‘subject’. 
Willig suggests that discourses ‘make available positions within networks of 
meaning that speakers can take up (as well as place others within’ (p.116). This 
is complicated by an idea that the subject position identified is not a role – they 
offer a position to speak and act from. As Willig points out, this has 
epistemological implications, as having a subject position may limit what can be 
thought and experienced by the speaker (p.117). From a subject position, ways 
of seeing and ‘codifying certain practices’ are privileged (Deleuze, 1988, p.11).  
A potential weakness here is ‘taking sides’ (Antaki et al. 2003), in that as a 
researcher I am looking at the participant’s view and the discourses that I think 
are influencing how she talks about teacher motherhood, but I am not looking at 
the perspective of her employer, husband or work colleagues. I am not taking 
an objective stance and the study is to some extent politically motivated, in that 
I hope it will change the lot of teacher mothers, if only on a small scale. Dunne 
et al. (2005) would suggest that a neutral analysis is not possible and that this 
potential limitation is not possible to resolve. The context is vital to the analysis, 
and the context cannot help but have relevance to the analyst (Dunne et al., 
2005, p.99).  
Stage 5: Practice  
This stage involves a systematic review of how the discursive constructions and 
subject positions open up or close down options for acting (Willig, 2008). 
‘Certain practices become legitimate forms of behaviour from within particular 
discourses.’ (ibid, p.117). This is the point in the FDA model that I have reached 
in February 2018, but I can see how this might work as part of the identification 
of a macro-discourse, and also how this could be used as an activist 
methodology. For example, in the pilot interview Sian blames herself for her 
perceived poor performance in teaching since she had her baby, whilst 
acknowledging that there are many factors that prevent her working at the same 
pace and for the same hours that she used to. Her behaviour is to become the 
guilty party, to ‘keep her head down’; despite the legal position her employers 
are in, to safeguard her well-being and to support her with a transition back into 
the classroom. Her understanding of the ‘body’ of the teacher-mother is one of 
ultimate responsibility for children, which drives her on to blame herself, work 
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long hours, feel guilty at work and home – as this is part of what it is to be a 
teacher-mother. If this was pointed out to Sian, that this is how she constructs 
her talk-in-use, it might challenge the way she speaks and thinks. Of course, 
this is just an interpretation; now at the fifth layer of assumption making. It is 
also an assumption made within an insider research relationship; the way Sian 
makes her husband ‘absent’ from her talk is potentially highly influenced by our 
own friendship, which began long before either of us got married or had 
children.  
Stage 6: Subjectivity  
In the final stage, Willig (2008) looks at the relationship with discourse and 
subjectivity (p.117). Having taken up subject positions, the participant’s future 
actions are tied to a ‘way of being in the world’ (Davies & Harre, 1999, p.35; 
Willig, 2008, p.117). Willig gives an example of a man who positions himself 
within a discourse of male sexual drive, which means he can claim to not have 
responsibility for his actions, but also may allow him to feel less guilt about his 
behaviour, too.  
Willig (2008) suggests a straightforward reading of the previous five stages, in 
order to identify the consequences for subjectivity, but metaphor and the 
positioning of ‘I’ in the text have also been suggested as tools for highlighting 
these relationships (Pinnegar & Daynes, 2007, p.5).  Willig suggests that this 
stage of the analysis is the most speculative, but it is more that speculative – it 
is suggesting a direct link between what is said, and what is felt, thought, 
believed and done. There is a leap between the existence or availability of 
subject positions and the feelings and actions that are theorised as caused by 
these positions. There is dispute as to whether the postmodern position 
necessitates that this relationship is causally bound; it seems possible that 
although subject positions are likely to create conditions where some actions 
are more likely, for an individual, we could not claim that this is an inevitability 













family and work 
Emphasises Sian’s importance 
in the family – she is 
irreplaceable  in her position as 
carer/earner/organiser…also 
emphasises her importance at 
school, although to some 
extent her contributions are not 
recognised fully.  
Mother centre of family life  
Teacher as centre of school 
life  
 Sian’s positioning suggests that 
ultimate responsibility for her 
family comes down to her, and 
responsibility for many aspects of 
school work are also sitting with 
her and monitored/accounted for. 
Any failing in this role is due to 
Sian’s incompetence, rather than 
an issue with the system, 
workload, expectations, etc.  
This positioning potentially 
means Sian is accountable as 
well as responsible. Any dip in 
outcomes, progress, standards 
(particularly at school) means 
that she is somehow lacking, not 
working hard enough.  
Set up to fail  Points out the unrealistic 
expectations of the teacher-
mother role  
Excuses poor performance in 
either part of the role, as per 
above, ultimate responsibility 
for the family rests on Sian  
Sian starts the story with how 
she felt she had failed in her 
NQT year – long before she 
became a mother – points out 
that motherhood is not a 
deciding factor in teaching 
success?  
Unfairness of a system where 
pregnant women are not 
considered for jobs – takes 
responsibility away from the 
individual – powerlessness 
Personal liability of the teacher  
Personal liability of the mother  
Lonely position of the teacher 
mother  
Unfairness based on status – 
powerlessness 
The position of teacher-mother 
and to some extent, teacher as 
well is that of being set up to fail, 
in Sian’s positioning. When 
things go well, its business as 
usual, when things are perceived 
as not going well, personal 
accountability is cited and 
‘systems’ and ‘procedures’ begin.  
Sian ultimately leaves her post 
as full time teacher, and positions 
this decision as an instinctive 
reaction to an unfair system 
where accountability has 
encouraged her to ‘jump before 
being pushed’. Sian could be 
seen as questioning how she can 
win in the system as set up 
currently.  
Guilty party  Sian admits to ‘neglecting’ her 
husband, feeling guilty about it, 
but has no option, building on 
what she has said about her 
responsibility and expectations 
of her.  
 
Sian also talks about 
prioritising her own child – she 
has to – but also suffering guilt 
because school workload has 
to be done.  
Wife as personally liable for 
the marriage 
Mother should prioritise her 
children and not be distracted 
or withhold attention from them  
Teacher-mother as ultimately 
responsible for bringing two 
worlds of care and workload 
together.  
Sian positions herself as the 
guilty party in several 
relationships – her marriage, her 
parent/child relationship and her 
workplace relationships. Her 
position is that whatever she is 
doing, someone is missing out or 
being neglected.  
Sian is positioned in such a way 
that whatever she does, 






 welfare is not a consideration in 
this positioning.  
2. Discourse 
Identified 
3. Action Orientation  4. Subject Positioning  5 & 6. Practice and Subjectivity  
Part-time 
working as an 
issue  
Points out the unrealistic 
expectations of the part-time 
role, as well as the 
undesirable nature of job 
shares for senior leaders.  
Explains reasons why the 
teacher-mother may not have 
been promoted or been 
recognised for her work – 
part-time work means part-
time support from above.  
Excuses the school leaders – 
supporting teacher-mothers is 
a burden and therefore 
possibly unobtainable? 
Teacher-mother part-time as 
flawed/failing at role, potentially; 
creating more work for others – 
so Anna should expect to be 
passed over for promotion? 
Better support and treatment is 
going to be difficult to achieve 
anywhere, as part-time teacher-
mothers are a burden  
Anna’s positioning of her as a 
teacher-mother who has 
unreasonable demands made of 
her, but is also a burden on the 
school community, may mean 
that in practice she does not 
expect support or credit/reward 
for her work.  
Positioning teacher-mothers as a 
burden may mean that Anna is 
unlikely to expect better support 
or conditions in other settings – 
teacher-mothers would be a 




Anna points out that what she 
does at work is ‘good enough’ 
and that she manages the 
work and the role sufficiently 
– but this explains why she 
may be passed over for 
promotion.  
Teacher-mothers should not 
feel guilty for being ‘good 
enough’ – but questions 
raised about how you know 
you are good enough?  
Teacher-mother as doing 
enough – meeting the minimum 
requirements.  
Being ‘good enough’ means 
that Anna should not expect 
particular praise or reward for 
what she is doing.  
Anna positions herself as ‘good 
enough’, although questions how 
she would know if she was doing 
a good job at school. In practice, 
this may mean that she does not 
seek promotion or additional 
responsibilities, as being ‘good 
enough’ may not be enough to 
take on more.  
Being ‘good enough’ may also be 
a reason to reject feelings of guilt.  
Time is scarce 
for teacher-
mothers  
Anna points out that time 
itself is a factor in teacher-
motherhood – that time 
moves differently for this 
group of people; she 
generalises this to all teacher-
mothers.  
As a teacher-mother there is 
no time to go ‘above and 
beyond’ as a teacher.  
This could be limiting – time is 
finite and there is not enough 
time for her to be more than 
‘good enough’. The amount of 
work or the system that 
supports this requirement to 
overwork is not questioned.  
Anna positions herself and 
teacher-mothers as being 
different to other teachers in 
terms of time available to do the 
job. This means that her status as 
teacher-mother and the 
relationship she therefore has 
with time, are limiting factors on 
her career.  
As time is out of our control, 





part-time teacher is also out of 
anyone’s control.  
Politics affecting 
teacher-mothers  
Anna points out political 
issues and decisions at 
government level that have 
affected teacher-mothers, as 
well as the teaching 
profession more broadly.  
As a teacher-mother, not only 
is there a particular situation 
to deal with, but also the 
wider political debate around 
education, part-time work, 
teacher status.  
Political decisions act upon 
Anna in ways she cannot 
control – this makes her feel 
weary. As with the discourse 
around time, politics is a macro-
system issue impacting on the 
individual, potentially reducing 
agency.  
Anna positions herself as 
knowledgeable about the wider 
politics, and weary of their impact 
on her situation.  
Anna affiliates with organisations 
that may have political impact 
now or in future – she is proactive 
in tackling the politics.  
2. Discourse 
Identified 




Charlie orientates herself as 
the recipient of fortune due to 
happy accidents – her 
situation and achievements 
are due to luck.  
Charlie’s children are also the 
subject of happy accidents, in 
that they are intelligent and 
resilient, which is orientated 
as accidental.  
Teacher-mother as unaccepting 
of responsibility for positive or 
desirable outcomes.  
Teacher-mother as modest  
 In practice, Charlie’s positioning 
as any success being down to 
luck may mean that she does not 
take credit for her hard work, or 
expect credit for future 
achievements.  
Charlie may be positioning herself 
as modest – her children just 
happen to be intelligent – but in 
terms of her subjectivity in the 
wider ecological system, she may 
be positioning herself as 
unworthy of praise and reward.  
‘It’s fine’ – 
normalising 
performativity  
 Charlie orientates herself as 
‘fine’ with demands of being a 
teacher-mother, particularly in 
the role of teacher and the 
workload and expectations of 
the job.  
 Teacher-mother as receiver of 
additional workload without 
complaint  
Teacher-mother as oppressed 
worker  
 Charlie’s positioning of being 
accepting of additional workload, 
overlooked for a permanent 
contract and support with 
transitions between key stages 
would suggest that in future, she 
would continue to accept 
performative demands as part of 
her practice.  
In terms of subjectivity, Charlie is 








normalising of performativity in 
line with colleagues and the wider 
community of teachers.  
2. Discourse 
Identified 
3. Action Orientation  4. Subject Positioning  5 & 6. Practice and Subjectivity  
Teacher-mother 
pioneer  
Bell orientates herself as a 
pioneer in terms of teacher-
motherhood – she found 
ways to make the situation 
work, with few role models or 
peers in a similar situation.  
Bell orientates herself as in 
control of her destiny; she has 
managed the situation, the 
support, the organisation of 
teacher-motherhood.  
 Teacher-mother as wise and 
experienced 
Teacher-mother as capable and 
able to find her own way  
 
 Bell positions herself as in 
control of her teacher-
motherhood now, and a pioneer 
in terms of her early experiences 
of the special circumstance of 
teacher-motherhood. Her practice 
is one of capable, experienced 
wisdom.  
Because of Bell’s positioning, she 
has opened up opportunities for 
her to mentor others in a similar 
situation. She personifies the idea 
that teacher-motherhood is 
possible, following her lead.  
Ethic of self-
care  
 Bell strongly orientates 
herself with an ethic of self-
care, combating the ethic of 
care that would suggest the 
teacher-mother puts herself 
last.  
However, in parts of the 
narrative, Bell orientates 
herself with struggle and self-
sacrifice – putting her children 
first.  
Teacher-mother as caring for 
herself  
Teacher-mother as espousing 
an ethic of self-care…to a point  
 Bell’s strong assertions about 
taking care of herself and making 
sure that she is a role-model in 
terms of work/life balance mean 
that the likelihood is that she 
opens up opportunities for herself 
to opt out of additional workload, 
explain to others why her time is 
important and why she must put 
herself first, some of the time.  
In terms of subjectivity in her 
ecological systems, Bell positions 
herself as unwilling to risk her 
own health and happiness in 
service of others – however, there 
are notable exceptions with her 
own children.  
Being a role-
model  
 Bell orientates herself with 
being a role-model for a 
number of different situations, 
including being a teacher-
mother, particularly with her 
own daughters. 
Teacher-mother as setting the 
example for the next generation  
Teacher-mother as highly 
conscious of role-model status 
and impact  
 Bell’s practice around being a 
role-model to her daughters and 
others, in terms of workload, self-
care, working hard to achieve 
goals, suggests that she would 
position herself as a wise and 
experienced person in her 
community. This could potentially 
make it harder to admit to 
thoughts or behaviours that do 










3. Action Orientation  4. Subject Positioning  5 & 6. Practice and Subjectivity  
Being the guilty 
party  
Aliyah talks about feelings of 
guilt around always having 
children (either at home or 
school) that she could be 
doing more for – particularly 
her own children. This 
orientates her as mindful of 
the needs of others. However, 
Aliyah also discusses how 
she is battling these feelings 
of guilt, because she is a 
good enough teacher and 
mother. This orientates her as 
a reflective and realistic. 
 Teacher-mother as always 
neglecting someone, 
somewhere  
Teacher-mother as ‘good 
enough’  
Teacher-mother as a person 
who should rally against 
feelings of guilt and shame  
 In practice, Aliyah’s positioning 
around her feelings of guilt would 
suggest that she may hold herself 
back from prioritising her needs 
above those of any child.  
Aliyah also talks about how she 
has reflected on feelings of guilt 
and discussed this with 
colleagues. She positions herself 
as aware of the barriers to her 
subjectivity in the wider world 
here, in that she talks about how 
guilt could prevent her going on 




 Aliyah describes single 
motherhood (also divorced 
motherhood) as different from 
her previous status – single 
motherhood is hard and the 
responsibility is all hers – she 
is oppressed. 
However, Aliyah also talks 
about how her current single 
status is easier in some 
respects to her married life – 
she has been liberated.  
 Single-mother is responsible 
for everything  
Single-father not under the 
same pressures  
Single-mother has freedom to 
make choices  
Aliyah again reflects on two 
options for how her positioning 
affects her view of her place in 
the world and how she interacts 
with her ecological systems. She 
acknowledges that in some 
respects she is powerless – and 
from her discourse, there is an 
expectation that some of her 
options are limited. 
Aliyah also positions herself as 
having choices, because she has 
ultimate responsibility. She 
decides and lives with the 
consequences. In terms of 
subjectivity, this would suggest 
that Aliyah feels she has control 
over her situation and can make 
decisions about her future.  
Having a history 
of resilience  
Aliyah orientates herself as a 
person who has always been 
resilient – from early 
childhood – so someone who 
can cope with tough 
situations and a naturally 
resilient person.  
She also talks about the 
dangers of being resilient, in 
the eyes of others – there is 
an expectation that you can 
tackle anything.  
Teacher-mother as strong and 
resilient  
Teacher-mother as exploited for 
resilience  
Aliyah again reflects on two sides 
of her practice as ‘natural 
resilient’. Because she positions 
herself in her ecological system 
as resilient, she invites further 
workload and reduced support, as 
she is see as ultimately able to 
cope with anything.  
However, she also positions 
herself as resilient enough to 
know when she is taking on too 
much – and a mistress of her own 
destiny in some respects, as she 
can say no to additional work if 
the situation gets very bad.   
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Appendix 21: Individual Ecological Systems Discourse Analysis examples  
Sian Ecological Systems Discourse Analysis 
 
The discourses emerging from Sian’s story are represented in the ecological systems 
map below. Her discourse around being responsible for everyone, all of the time 
seems to pertain to her microsystem, her home, children and husband, and into the 
exosystem, school and her work team.  Her positioning towards a discourse of being 
the guilty party again is attached to her home and workplace, particularly feelings of 
guilt about spending time with her own children, and creating additional workload for 
colleagues.  
 
In terms of the discourse identified as being set up to fail, Sian again relates this to her 
home and workplace experience, but also a wider context – she has an expectation 
that this applies in the national and perhaps international picture, too. This is 




Anna Ecological Systems Discourse Analysis 
Anna’s ecological systems map differs from others; she refers to change over time and 
issues around time constraints that fit into the chronosystem of Bronfenbrenner’s 
model (1979). She also draws upon discourses from the macrosystem much more 
often, talking about wider issues in teaching and national and international networks 
of teachers and teacher-mothers, including the MTPT Project.  
 
She also positions the part-time work discourse as an issue relating to senior 
leadership of the school, as well as wider political influences. I have placed this in the 
mesosystem, which means that in the model, senior leaders in school are sitting at the 
intersection of the wider world (government policy) and local situations (school policy, 
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formal and informal). Anna describes the school leaders as controlling the discourse 
around part-time work and job-shares, often having a negative skew, whilst 
simultaneously taking advantage of part-time and flexible working, themselves.  
 
Charlie Ecological Systems Discourse Analysis  
When mapped across ecological systems, Charlie’s key discourses are local in 
description; she talks about ‘happy accidents’ in her family life and in her school, and 
her normalisation of overwork is also about her own school and her particular role 
within that school. 
Interestingly, Charlie seems to steer away from identifying the senior leaders in the 
school as a problem in terms of workload expectations or consideration of her rolling 
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temporary contract. She positions herself as a lucky person who accidentally has good 
things happening to them, and as a person who accepts heavy workloads, in the 
individual system.  
 
Bell Ecological Systems Discourse Analysis 
Bell’s ecological system map reflects her outward-looking view of teacher-motherhood, in that 
she draws upon discourses such as being a role-model and a pioneer with a positioning of 
herself as activist and inspiration. Even when she is discussing the discourses of guilt, she 
throws this back out to the macrosystem and challenges the expectations of women to feel 
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